1. The presention of the Games from the sporting point of view shall be governed by the Olympic regulations
and rest exclusively in the hands of the President of the Organizing Committee, Dr. Lewald.
2. The participation of the German national team shall be supervised by the President of the German Olympic
Commission, Reich Sport Leader von Tschammer und Osten. He shall also represent German sport in every
connection and on every occasion unless he is substituted by the Reich Government itself or, in accordance
with the Olympic Regulations, by the Organizing Committee.
3. All measures in the fields of publicity, press, radio, film and art shall be under the supervision of Secretary
of State Funk in the Reich Ministry of Propaganda.
4. All public measures taken by the authorized Reich, State and local authorities to ensure the appropriate pres
entation of the Festival shall be under the direction of Secretary of State Pfundtner of the Reich and Prussian
Ministry of the Interior.
5. The supervision of all police measures in connection with the Olympic Games shall be in the hands of Reich
Leader of the SS and Chief of the German Police, Flimmler, while the Police President of Berlin, Count
Helldorff, shall be entrusted with their execution.
6. Matters in connection with the Games which pertain to the National Socialist Party shall be decided by the
Deputy Regional Leader, State Councillor Gôrlitzer.

Through these decrees, the fields of authority of the Olympic committees and groups, the public
authorities and the political organizations were distinctly defined.
The Appropriation of the Necessary Funds

Everything arranged for the guests. English-speaking taxi-chauffeurs.

PROVIDING FOR THE GUESTS
General Administrative and Financial Measures of the Reich, the State of Prussia
and the Capital City, Berlin
In preparing for and presenting the Eleventh Olympic Games the Organizing Committee performed
a task which gained the unqualified recognition of the entire world. This success would not have
been possible in its full extent, however, had not the Reich, the State of Prussia and the Capital
City solved in advance the extensive administrative and financial questions which an international
event such as the Eleventh Olympic Games always entails.
During more than three years of cooperation between the Organizing Committee and the Reich,
Prussia and the City of Berlin, the facts were always borne in mind that the Games themselves
are an international event, that their presentation is the exclusive affair of the various Olympic
committees and groups, that the Public Authorities are concerned only with the task of guaranteeing
an appropriate presentation of the Festival and that in this connection support should be granted
in every way possible. The entire National Socialist Organization recognized the same principles,
and the Reich and Prussian Minister of the Interior, Dr. Frick, the Deputy of the Fiihrer, Reich
Minister Hess, and the Reich Minister for Propaganda, Dr. Goebbels, expressed this fundamental
attitude in the following directions:
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The Organizing Committee could not rely upon any considerable income until the sale of admission
tickets began, or in other words, until shortly before the beginning of the Games. The work of
organization, however, as well as the Olympic constructions in Berlin and Kiel had to be completed
long before this time.
The Reich Government therefore provided in its annual budget for 1933 the funds necessary for
the organization of the Games and the installation of the necessary administrative apparatus. A
decision of momentous importance to the Berlin Festival was that of the Reich Government in
1933 to finance the facilities for competition in Berlin, especially the Reich Sport Field, and the
necessary constructions on the regatta course in Griinau with state funds. Additional means were
also appropriated at a later date for the erection of a yachting home and the extension of the Olympic
Harbour in Kiel. The German Army under the Reich War Minister, Field-Marshal von Blomberg,
offered especially valuable service to the Olympic cause through constructing and equipping the
Olympic Village, while the assistance rendered by the German Railway, Post Office Department
and Broadcasting Company was also considerable. The Reich Minister for Propaganda, Dr. Goebbels,
authorized the appropriation of funds for an extensive publicity campaign in Germany and abroad.
The financial cooperation of the State of Prussia was especially significant in two connections.
In 1933, the Premier of Prussia, General Goring, and the Prussian Minister of Finance, Professor
Popitz, responded to the request of the Reich Minister of the Interior, Dr. Frick, by agreeing to
sell the land necessary for the Reich Sport Field to the Reich at a price which was not equal to
one-sixth of its selling value. Prussia thus contributed in a truly generous manner in the creation
of this great sporting centre. A further financial obligation of considerable proportions which was
met by Prussia alone was the providing of a comprehensive auxiliary policing system during the
period of the Festival. The Berlin and Kiel Police Departments carried out extensive organizing
measures with the result that all of the Olympic presentations as well as the unusual amount of
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tratfic during the Games progressed without disturbance of any kind. In each city it was necessary
to reinforce the local personnel through additional officials from other cities and to train the entire
force in view of the countless additional services it was called upon to perform. The additional
technical installations and equipment necessary for carrying out the police duties were also adequately
provided. In order to secure streets of approach to the Reich Sport Field which would be adequate
for meeting every demand, the City of Berlin was called upon to appropriate millions of marks, and
the decoration of the streets, especially the "Via triumphalis" leading from the Town Hall to the
Olympic Stadium, the landscaping of the outlying sections of the city, the arrangements for the
cooperation of the Berlin school children in the Olympic Festival Play, the Olympic Transportation
and Lodgings Bureau, the Interpreter Service, the accommodations for the youthful Olympic
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visitors and the extension and increasing of the municipal traffic service all required the expen
diture of considerable funds.
The Olympic Constmctions
The great variety in the modern Olympic competitions required numerous facilities and
constructions. The planning and erection of the Grunau regatta course, which is certainly one of
the most attractive in the world, provided no special difficulties for the experienced administrative
staff. A considerably greater task, however, was the completion of the Deutschland Hall with its
accommodations for 20,000 spectators in a remarkably short period of time, the cooperation of
the Municipal Authorities and the Reich Sport Leader being enjoyed in this case. Naturally, the
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most extensive administrative project was the construction of the Reich Sport Field, of which
the Olympic Stadium provided the central and most important part, and which in its entire extent
resembled a sporting city. The execution of this task alone deserves a short comprehensive description.
The stupendous proportions and also the fundamental plans for the Reich Sport Field are due to
the German Chancellor himself. After a personal inspection of the land designated for this purpose
on October 5th, 1933 he issued the following directions:
"An Olympic Stadium with accommodations for 100,000 spectators will be erected, and a swimming stadium
and equestrian field will also be included. Adjoining the Stadium there will be a parade ground adequate for large
demonstrations. A spacious open-air theatre will be constructed in the attractive Murellen valley in the north
west corner of the Stadium grounds. The partially completed German Sport Forum will be increased through
the extension of the gymnasium building and through the construction of a new swimming hall, dormitory and
especially a large administrative and instruction building to be known as the 'House of German Sport'."

The German Reich was responsible for the completion of this extensive project, and it was placed
under the personal direction of the Reich Minister of the Interior, he being responsible for the
Olympic preparations and German sport in general. His first task was to clear up all legal questions
preliminary to the beginning of construction. Then, as chief constructor, he had to arrange a wellorganized programme covering the architectural structures for the sporting competitions, and in
Berlin, special traffic and transportation measures, the necessary technical facilities and the artistic
adornment of the Capital City. His greatest task was naturally the arrangement of this entire pro
gramme so effectively that every part of it would be completed in time for the Olympic Games.
The Reich Minister of the Interior formed a "Reich Sport Field Construction Commission" under
the Chairmanship of Secretary of State Pfundtner, and it assembled for the first time in December,
1933 to consider and examine all of the various questions pertaining to the construction project.
The designing of the different structures at the Reich Sport Field was placed in the hands of the
architect, Werner March, who enjoyed the assistance of Professor Schulze, Naumburg, and the
late Dr. Steinmetz. The municipal construction questions which concerned Berlin directly were
handled by the Director of the Municipal Board of Construction, Councillor Kiihn. The important
question of the sporting facilities at the Reich Sport Field was placed in the hands of the Reich
Sport Leader, von Tschammer und Osten, who devoted his special attention to the correct designing
and equipping of the Sport Forum since it was to be the future centre of German physical education.
All problems pertaining to the presentation of the Olympic competitions were under the direction
of the President and Secretary-General of the Organizing Committee for the Eleventh Olympic
Games, Dr. Lewald and Dr. Diem. Through the membership of the Director of the Reich Board
of Construction, Councillor Reichle, on the Construction Commission, the examination of every
design and project from a technical point of view was assured. The landscaping of the entire
Reich Sport Field was carried out under the supervision of Professor Maurer and especially that
of the landscape architect. Professor Wiepking-Jiirgensmann.
The Reich Ministry of Finance established its own board of construction, the "Reich Stadium
Construction Bureau," at the Reich Sport Field in November, 1933 for the supervision of construc
tion measures in so far as these concerned the Reich directly. This office was directed by Govern
ment Construction Councillor Sponholz. Through the acquisition of 328 acres of land from the
former owners, chief among these the Berlin Racing Association, which gave up its Grunewald
Race Track, the question of possession of the entire Reich Sport Field was solved before the
end of 1933.

The year 1934 was devoted largely to the planning of the construction programme for the Reich
Sport Field. On October 31st, 1934 the Fiihrer again visited the premises, on which occasion he
approved the plans for the various constructions and made important suggestions concerning
their execution and the type of material to be used. He was also in favour of the plans for municipal
improvements and street building in connection with the Games. The suggestion that the Reich
Sport Field be adorned with modern works of art met with his hearty approval. The incorporation
of the Reich Sport Field into the entire Grunewald district from the point of view of landscaping
was solved through the creation of a fringe of trees and shrubbery around the entire plot.
A new network of streets with seven radial roads of approach was planned in order to accommodate
the masses of spectators during the Games. A bridge 91 feet wide led to the eastern main entrance of
the Olympic Stadium, a second bridge 58.5 feet wide was constructed on the street of approach
to the western entrance of the May Field, and two existing bridges were widened from 38 to 94
and 104 feet respectively. Parking space for 8,000 cars was provided at the Reich Sport Field and
in its immediate vicinity, and the German Railway enlarged the two Municipal Railway Stations
in the vicinity of the Reich Sport Field to the extent that 50,000 people could be accommodated in
one hour.
Special care was taken in the installation of communication equipment at the Reich Sport Field.
The German Post Office Department established four separate post offices and 300 telephone
connections as well as direct communication with the city by means of a pneumatic tube service,
and the radio facilities installed by the Reich Broadcasting Company and general constructors
enabled not only the German but also a number of foreign companies to broadcast the events
directly.
The Reich Minister of the Interior devoted special care to the problem of obtaining suitable works
of art for the Reich Sport Field. In September, 1934 he commissioned the architect, Werner March,
to make a general plan indicating the points where plastic decorations could be used, and in February,
1935 he formed a "Committee for the Artistic Adornment of the Reich Sport Field" under the
direction of Secretary of State Pfundtner. This Committee which included prominent artists as well
as administrative representatives, drew up plans during a number of meetings for the adornment
of the entire Reich Sport Field and recommended that competitions be held for the execution of
the principal tasks.
This project was generously supported by the German Chancellor and by Reich Ministers
Goebbels and Rust. Through a special grant from funds at the disposal of the Fiihrer it was possible
to adorn the spacious semi-circle of recreation land opposite the swimming stadium with a huge
figure of a boxer by Professor Joseph Thorak, Berlin. The Reich Minister for Propaganda assumed
the costs of the two massive entrance columns at the Dietrich Fckart Open-Air Theatre, these
being executed by the Berlin sculptor, Adolf Wamper. The Reich and Prussian Minister for Science
and Education assisted in the project of providing artistic adornment at the House of German
Sport by commissioning Professor Ramiseli, Berlin, with the creation of two pillars crowned by
eagles at the entrance. Professor Kolbe, Berlin, with the designing of a reclining youth on the eastern
wall of the swimming hall, the Sculptor, Willy Meller, Cologne, with the execution of relief figures at
the entrance to the gymnasium, and Arno Lehmann, Berlin, with the production of two ceramic reliefs
to be placed over the entrances from Jahn Square to the swimming hall and the gymnasium.
The Reich Minister of the Interior, as constructor of the Reich Sport Field, also awarded numerous
contracts for large plastics and other works of art, these including two groups depicting horse
tamers by Professor Wackerle, a Goodess of Victory by Meller, a bust of the Fiihrer by Thorak,
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Relief statues at the entrance to the Dietrich Eckart Open-Air Theatre executed by Wamper.

Horse-tamers between the Stadium and May Field designed and executed by Wackerle.

a youth group by Mages, Kaiserslautern, two statues by Breker, Berlin, two groups of athletic
couples by Professor Albiker, Dresden, a tournament horse by Kiibart, Berlin, a national symbol
for the eastern entrance to the Olympic Stadium by Professor Richard Klein, Munich, and two
relief figures of eagles for the principal loge of the Olympic Stadium by Schmidt-Ehmen, Munich.
In addition thereto, Herr Reemtsma, Hamburg, contributed two resting water buffaloes by Pro
fessor Striibe, Berlin, for the western side of the Forum swimming pool and Herr Neuerburg, a
decathlon athlete by Professor Kolbe for the principal entrance hall of the House of German Sport.

The City of Berlin appropriated about 8,000,000 marks for the street construction programme in
connection with the Reich Sport Field, the German Railway and Post Office Department each
spent almost 1,000,000 marks and the German Broadcasting Company estimated its total expenditure
at 1,500,000 marks.
The Reich Minister of Finance, Count Schwerin von Krosigk, and Secretary of State Reinhardt
both contributed in an outstanding manner towards the success of the Olympic Games through
generously appropriating the financial means for the completion of the Reich Sport Field. The
Reich Minister of the Interior assumed the cost of the artistic decorations, being assisted in this
respect by the Adolf Hitler Grant provided by the German industrial groups.

The planning, constructing and equipping of the Reich Sport Field in its gigantic proportions
naturally demanded the expenditure of huge sums. The removal of a half million cubic yards of
earth, and the construction of the Olympic Stadium, the six flanking towers, the Bell Tower and
the building complex of the Sport Forum cost millions of marks, and the utilization of natural
stone from every part of Germany for the exteriors of the various constructions, especially the
columns encircling the Olympic Stadium, as well as the landscaping of the entire premises through
the transplanting of about 1,000 full-grown trees also involved great expense, but on the other hand
lent to the entire project the dignity and harmony which were demanded of anything so represen
tative of the Third Reich. The total budget including the construction costs, salaries, purchases
of land and other incidentals reached the imposing figure of 40,000,000 marks.
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Other Administrative Measures
No inconsiderable assistance in the solution of this great general task was rendered by the willing
cooperation of all of the Reich, provincial and municipal authorities in dealing with countless
individual problems and contingencies, which although they were not obvious to the casual observer,
nevertheless played an important part in the success of the Festival. These included among others ques
tions pertaining to passports, customs control and foreign exchange, the extensive obligations of
the various branches of the Police Department, the securing of adequate accommodations for
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hundreds of thousands of visitors, the regulating and controlling of prices, and the extensive field
of medical and first aid service. The actual extent of the work performed can by no means be ade
quately described in the following chapters, but that the Organizing Committee regarded this
support as especially valuable is proved by the fact that representatives of all the outstanding depart
ments were enlisted as members of the Committee.
Any attempt to estimate the extent of the administrative and financial measures necessary for the
preparation and presentation of the Olympic Games must lead to the conclusion that the Reich,
the State of Prussia and the Capital City did all in their power to guarantee the success of the
Festival in Germany, to uphold the dignity of the Olympic ideals and sustain the reputation of
German administrative ability.
The German Railway
The German Railway did not fail to do its part to assure the success of the Games. Steps
were taken to prepare the necessary organization, extensive construction was undertaken, and
considerable traffic and technical preparations were made. These proved adequate, and thus the
German Railway contributed to a large extent to the final success of the Olympic Games.
In April 1934, when the first construction plans were made, there was no information available
concerning the amount of long distance traffic which could be expected. So far as the Municipal Railway

Loudspeakers installed to assist in directing the crowds at the railway stations.
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was concerned, it was only known that the Olympic Stadium was to accommodate 100,000 spectators,
and that immediately adjoining it there would be a number of other contest sites. It was therefore
decided to plan for a maximum capacity on the section leading to the Reich Sport Field. This required
considerable rebuilding and extension of existing constructions. The first plans of the German Railway
Headquarters in Berlin were abandoned after the Ftìhrer had caused the earlier drafts to be replaced
by the magnificent arrangement of the Reich Sport Field. The cost of the German Railway constructions
near the Reich Sport Field was 1,300,000 marks. The Reich Sport Field station immediately adjoining
the Olympic Stadium was remodelled to accommodate the great crowds which were expected.
In order to increase the capacity of the station, it was necessary to instai a new automatic switch
for the branch track from the main track to the Reich Sport Field Station, and to extend the safety
devices in the Reich Sport Field switch room and in the service room on the platform for the
suburban trains.
At this point, as well as at the Heerstrasse and Deutschlandhalle Stations, automatic "track free" signals
were constructed in order to permit the accommodation of the greatest number of trains. At first,
only an increase in the number of ticket offices and ticket lanes was planned for Pichelsberg Station,
located in the immediate vicinity of the Dietrich Eckart Open-Air Theatre, the polo field and the
riding ground. However, since the changes in the programme made shortly before the opening of
the Games would involve the handling of a larger amount of traffic, a new entrance and a foot
bridge leading to it were built at the west end of this station. With the construction of the Deutschland
Hall and the re-naming of the station (Eichkamp) to "Deutschlandhalle," lanes of entrance and
ticket offices similar to those later used for the Reichssportfeld Station were also constructed here.
In accordance with the expectation of increased traffic to be handled at the station in Grunau, ex
tensions were made to the ticket examination boxes, and at the station in Staaken a special platform
was built to accommodate visitors to the gliding contests. The first part of the enormous recon
struction project of the Zoological Garden Station was completed before the beginning of the
Olympic Games with the opening of the new Municipal Railway platform. The reconstruction work
of Tiergarten Station and the reconstruction of the overhead railway bridge across Charlottenburger
Chaussee were so planned and executed as to insure completion before the opening of the Olympic
Games. Finally, the construction of the North-South Municipal Railway was so accelerated that the
section between Stettiner Station and Unter den Linden was completed before the opening of the
Games. The facilities at the Friedrichstrasse Station were placed entirely at-the disposal of the long
distance railway and Municipal Railway traffic. The need for a special line of trains between the Reich
Sport Field and Charlottenburg was met by the construction of a new track at the Charlottenburg
Station. In order to avoid an excessive voltage drop in the power and track lines due to the quick
succession of trains at the Reich Sport Field Station, a mobile transformer with two rectifiers of
1,200 kw each was employed at the Reich Sport Field Station. Consequently, an average of 780-800
volts tension was maintained even during the times of the most rapid sequence of trains.
No definite information concerning the expected long distance traffic was available until shortly
before the opening of the Olympic Games. In spite of this, the ramps and the safety devices of
Grunewald Station were extended to accommodate special trains. This was done principally to
relieve the congestion at the Anhalter Station.
The construction of the "Strength through Joy" Station at HeerStrasse Station, which was also
meant to relieve the long distance stations, was furthered by the German Railway. The handling
of local traffic, however, and the arrival of trains over the Municipal Railway freight tracks by way of
the steep single-track connecting stretch involved great difficulties. Cost of construction was covered
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by the National Socialist "Strength through Joy" Organization, and the construction work was done
by the German Railway, using the municipal connecting tracks of the Exhibition Grounds. The
new station was equipped with two platforms each 975 feet long, and the necessary safety and
signal devices. A covered entrance between the two platforms served also as an entrance to the
newly constructed, adjoining "Strength through Joy" City.
The construction work had to be executed, for the most part, on the basis of rough estimates of
the distribution and amount of traffic which could be expected. However, it was believed that
the necessary organization could be prepared only on the basis of more exact data. Therefore, in the
autumn of 1935, the German Railway Headquarters in Berlin were already in touch with the Organ
izing Committee in order to obtain information concerning the amount of traffic expected. In April,
1936, the German Railway Headquarters in Berlin formed an Olympic Commission. The manager
was its chairman and the Commission was made up of the superintendents and traffic managers. In its
first negotiations with the Organizing Committee and the other Olympic offices, this Commission
learned that in the case of the Olympic Games it would be much harder than in the case of other
large assemblies to make reliable estimates of the amount of traffic to and from Berlin. There was
no choice left but to estimate the traffic needs on the basis of the number of entrance tickets sold
(over 4% million) and the seats available. Taking many things into consideration, including the
great interest which the Berlin public always shows in sport contests, it was decided that about
1,200,000 visitors to the Olympic Games could be expected to use the railway facilities. This
estimate proved to be too small, since the number of visitors from other towns than Berlin
amounted to 1,350,000.
In the preparation of schedules, the traffic distribution, as well as the number of passengers to be
transported, was another factor of great consideration. In the case of former mass meetings, only
two traffic waves, that is, one to and one from the contests, were involved. However, in the case
of the Olympic Games, a daily traffic to and from Berlin during the period from August 1st to
16th was to be expected. All visitors to the Games received a reduction of 33y3% on the railways.
The necessary result was that many people preferred to use the regular through and fast trains
rather than the only slightly cheaper special trains, which involved a definitely set time of arrival
and departure.
Based on the expected needs, special theoretical schedules were set up indicating the maximum num
bers of trains on all the lines approaching Berlin, and special attention was given to grouping the
trains so that the heaviest traffic arrived during the hours of 3 a.m. to 1 p.m., and departed during the
hours of 9 to 12 p.m. Inasmuch as the heaviest traffic was expected from the South, Southwest and
West of Germany, the greatest consideration was necessary to lessen the greatly burdened sections of
Weissenfels-Berlin and Stendal -Berlin. To this end the Olympic special trains were switched to
the somewhat lesser burdened Belzig stretch from Southwest and Central Germany, and to the
Potsdam stretch from West Germany. The maximum train schedules were prepared in conjunction
with the provincial headquarters, thus laying the practical foundation for the general train schedule
conference (June 16th-20th), which in turn made the final arrangements for the increase of regularly
scheduled trains, the supplementary trains, and the special trains which had been already booked.
The Olympic long distance traffic was carried out without any noteworthy increase of the managing
personnel. Only one highly qualified official was added to the chief train direction staff, since in
addition to the great rush of business, still further demands were placed on this staff through the com
piling of special reports in connection with the daily output of traffic. No arrangement was made
for traffic and train inspections because they were not thought to be of any practical value at the
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highly burdened stations, especially as heavily frequented sections of the Berlin railway were short.
As a special measure in case of accident, emergency cars were kept in a state of readiness. Besides
this, the 60-ton crane of the German Railway Headquarters in Breslau was kept in readiness at the
Tempelhof yards. At long distance stations and some of the Municipal Railway Stations, the emer
gency Red Cross depots administered first aid in cases of accident or illness. This relieved the
station management of some of its work in this connection.
Aside from the purely technical considerations, precautions had to be taken on the occassion of
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major presentations for sudden and heavy traffic, and above all, for the smoothness of operation
in conveying travellers to and from their destinations. The arrival of the competitors in regular
and special trains from the 53 participating countries attracted great numbers of spectators to the
various railway stations. The handling of the traffic on the platforms, in the reception rooms,
and in the immediate vicinity of the stations involved special measures which, throughout the
period of the Olympic Games, had to be carried out on even a larger scale, since most of the
Olympic visitors did not come to Berlin in special, organized groups, but for the most part,
travelling alone.

îîîl

In order to keep requests for information at a minimum, travellers on fast trains arriving in Berlin
were presented with a pamphlet distributed by the train personnel, entitled "With the Municipal
Railway Service, Berlin, to the Olympic Contest Sites," and with a memorandum by the Olympic
Lodgings Bureau. This memorandum urged the travellers to leave the platforms quickly. On days
when many visitors were expected, the Peoples Welfare Office had arranged for ambulant lodging
accommodation officials to be present on the express trains bound for Berlin in order to give
information. The information desks of the Olympic Lodgings Bureau in the large railway stations
helped considerably in alleviating the work of the large number of information officials and
interpreters. The special contingents of railway police were increased in number to 400 during
the period of the Olympic Games. These were called upon only in rare cases. Loudspeakers
at the stations gave directions and information to travellers. In order to avoid congestion in the
various station entrance halls, the personnel at the ticket offices of the long distance and
Municipal Railway stations and in the luggage rooms was increased by about 360 people. The fact
that almost all the passengers used return tickets and purchased in Berlin only supplementary
tickets for fast and express trains aided considerably in the quick handling of ticket sales and
passenger and luggage traffic entry. The luggage rooms were greatly enlarged.
The measures taken in connection with the Olympic long distance traffic proved successful. The
volume of business and traffic handled was in keeping within the estimates. The scheduled through
and fast trains were already on July 26th carrying large numbers of passengers, and on July 28th
it was necessary to run supplementary trains in conjunction with the scheduled trains in order to
accommodate the incoming traffic. The number of passengers arriving increased daily, and on August
1st, the opening day of the Olympic Games, it reached its first maximum with 147,250 passengers.
About the same number of arrivals were accommodated on the 8th and 15th of August, while the
highest number was reached on the closing day of the track and field events, August 9th, when
the number of travellers was 159,700. The departure of visitors was naturally greater in the second
week of the Olympic Games than in the first, and reached its maximum point on the closing day of
the Games, when 195,650 visitors left the city. All told, during the period between July 28th and
August 18th, about 4,100,000 passengers used the long distance lines, and of this number 2,100,000
were arriving passengers and 2,000,000 departing passengers. If one considers the figure of 64,000
arrivals and departures in June, 1936 as representing normal traffic, the conclusion may be drawn
that the additional number of arriving and departing travellers accommodated during the period
of the Olympic Games reached 2,700,000.
During the period from July 28th to August 18th, 2,241 special trains were run to and from Berlin,
in addition to 86 non-stop special trains. At the "Strength through Joy" Station, 89 trains arriving
and the same number leaving the station were handled.
In general it may be said that the Olympic long distance train service was carried out with a mini
mum amount of exertion and with no noteworthy irregularities. Only a few special trains could
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not be run on scheduled time and had to leave much later, but this was due to the fact that the sport
contests lasted longer than had been anticipated.
In addition to the long distance traffic, the handling of traffic within the city and to the suburbs
required a great dealofwork. At the beginning of1936 the preparation ofthe Municipal Railway Olympic
schedule was begun. On the sections between the Reich Sport Field or Pichelsberg and the city,
there were normally 6 trains per hour in each direction, running between Griinau, east of the city,
and Spandau. For the Olympic Games there were to be 24 trains an hour. Thus there was an interval
of 2% minutes between trains. Further, 6 steam trains per hour would run in each direction over
the long distance tracks of the Municipal Railway between Schlesischer Station and the Reich Sport
Field. For several hundred yards before they reached the Reich Sport Field Station, these trains
would use the same track as the Municipal Railway trains. If everything went smoothly and the trains
were able to leave the stations promptly, this schedule permitted the transportation to and from
the Reich Sport Field of 48,000 persons per hour in each direction. On the Ring Railway, where
the greatest number of people changed trains at Westkreuz Station, it was intended to use 12 trains
per hour in each direction on weekdays, and 15 on Sundays. The schedules of the regular trains
on the Municipal and Ring Railways were not changed. In addition to the regular trains to the Reich
Sport Field and on the Ring Railway, with 10 minute intervals, it was necessary to have 18 more
trains per hour on the Reich Sport Field section, and 6 more per hour on the Ring Railway.
In connection with the regular Municipal Railway schedule with 10 minute intervals, three completely
independent groups of special trains were employed. There was also an interval of 10 minutes
between each of these trains. One group of these trains ran between Schlesischer Station and the
Reich Sport Field Station, the second between Schlesischer Station and Pichelsberg, and the third
between Charlottenburg and the Reich Sport Field Station. On the western part of the Ring, a group
of trains with 10 minute intervals was added between Wilmersdorf-Friedenau and Weissensee. To
care for the great crowds at Westkreuz Station, a special group of trains with 10 minute intervals
was necessary on Sundays between Westend Station and the Zoological Garden Station. On week
days, about an hour was added to the regular time during which trains ran between Westend and
the city. Thus the people returning in the evening from the "Germany" Exhibition adjoining
Witzleben Station, did not need to change trains at Westkreuz. At Westkreuz they would have
encountered crowds of people changing trains in the other direction, if an athletic event on the
Reich Sport Field had happened to end at the same time.
The schedules were made up separately for each day in accordance with the Organizing Committee's
programme of events. This was due to the fact that their employment depended upon the importance
of the Olympic events and the times at which they began and ended, which varied from day to
day. For the steam trains running to the Reich Sport Field on the long distance track of the Municipal.
Railway, a 10 minute schedule was included in the long distance train schedule. At the Reich Sport
Field Station, it was arranged that the trains of one group should always stand at the left side of
the intermediate platforms, C, D, and E. The other group came in on the right side. The side plat
form, F, was reserved for the steam train, and platform, G, was for a reserve train. The trains on
the Municipal Railway running to the Reich Sport Field were marked in front with the letters of
their group. It was found that this facilitated the work.
Eleven new complete trains had been acquired, some of which, however, had to be used for the
partial opening of the North-South Railway. The number of Municipal Railway coaches was still in
sufficient for the Olympic schedule. Therefore, the usual inspection was carried out before the
regular time, and 21 additional complete trains were made available for use.
25
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Unforeseen time changes in the programme of events often necessitated shifts in the schedules
of the different train groups of the Municipal Railway. The schedule of the special trains had
been made flexible through their division into different groups and their separation from the
regular train schedule. It was for this reason that the employment of the trains was prompt and
fulfilled all demands throughout the entire Games. There was serious congestion only on Sunday,
August 9th.
The loudspeaker installations at the Pichelsberg, Westkreuz and Griinau Municipal Railway Stations
were of great value in handling the traffic. On the extensive Reich Sport Field Station, it would
have been impossible to handle the large crowds at the conclusion of the various events without
loudspeakers. The traffic was directed by loudspeaker from the traffic tower on platform D,
from which the entire station could be seen. Directions were given to the passengers and the station
personnel. Experience showed that the choice of the announcer and the manner in which information
is given determine the success of the employment of a loudspeaker. The calm and partly humorous
words of an announcer can work wonders in the crush of a large crowd. The traffic supervising
officials had nine loudspeakers on the Reich Sport Field Station. These could also be used in
dividually or in pairs to make announcements affecting only certain parts of the station.
The crowds at the Reich Sport Field Station at the conclusion of events were often much too large
to be accommodated. Therefore it was necessary at such times to close the gates. They were reopened
upon appropriate instructions from the loudspeakers. At Westkreuz Station, also, the crush was
so great that in addition to the loud-speakers, the station police had to cooperate to prevent accidents.
In the period from August 1st to 16th, a total of 28,400,000 passengers travelled on the Municipal
Railway. Of these, 8,000,000 used the additional trains. Over 4,400,000 passengers travelled to and from
the stations of the principal contest sites: the Reich Sport Field, Pichelsberg, Heerstrasse and the
Deutschland Hall. On the two Sundays during the Games, the number of passengers reached a
new high point: On August 9th there were 2,220,000 and on August 16th, 2,150,000 passengers.
On these days there was the further difficulty that the crowds did not begin to travel early in the
morning, as is the case on ordinary Sundays. On August 9th they did not arrive at the stations
until about 10 o'clock. On August 16th they began to appear at about 9 o'clock. On the first Sunday
760 special trains were used and 421,000 passengers were transported to and from the four stations
serving the Olympic contest sites. On the second Sunday there were 725 special trains, and 381,000
passengers were transported over the same stretches. It should be mentioned here that in the traffic
figures given the free travelling done by the 6,400 competitors and others with Olympic identity
cards is not included. The increased number of season tickets sold during the Olympic Games
is also not taken into consideration. The tremendous amount of traffic on the Municipal Railway
during the Olympic Games can also be judged from the amount of electric current consumed. In
round figures,
this was 1,120,000 kw. per day, which was about 44% more than the con
sumption in the same period of the preceding year.

Just arrived and feeling slightly hesitant and uncertain.

and railway yards and using employees who had not yet entirely completed their training. A large
number of the employees were obliged to postpone their holidays. Despite these measures, the
work required of many employees on the most important days was far in excess of what they usually
performed. However, in their enthusiasm for the success of the great event, they were able to handle
the additional tasks. It was only through the self-sacrifice and great conscientiousness of all the
employees that the smooth functioning of the Olympic traffic was made possible.
A communication of April 13, 1935 from the German Railway to the Organizing Committee
indicates the extent to which reductions in price were granted for passenger and freight trans
portation. In this communication, the following is stated:
We express our willingness to make the following reductions in price on the stretches of the German
Railway leading to the Olympic Games:
I. In Germany:
a) for competitors, including those accompanying them (physicians, masseurs, trainers, managers of teams)
and for judges,
1. 50% reduction in price for tickets on slow, fast and express trains, for the journey to and from the
location of the Games (Berlin, Kiel, Garmisch-Partenkirchen).
2. Free transportation on the Municipal, Ring and Suburban Railways during the Games and during their
stay in Berlin.
3. Free transportation of luggage, including athletic equipment, up to a maximum weight of 150 lbs. for
the journey specified under 1, provided that the type, the manner of packing, the size and the weight
of the luggage permits its rapid loading into the freight cars.
b) For visitors to the Games,
1. 33%% reduction in price for single tickets on slow trains for the journey to and from the location
of the Games. In the case of fast or express trains, the full supplementary fare must be paid.

The receipts from passenger and luggage traffic in August, 1936 were 117,580,000 marks. This was
12 million marks more than the receipts in August, 1935. The total August receipts of the German
Railway were 354,493,000 marks. The expenditure was 311,505,000 marks.
The increase in long distance and local traffic made an increase in personnel necessary. In estimating
this, the long duration of the maximum amount of traffic had to be given special consideration.
The requirement was filled by employees of the staff of the German Railway Headquarters in Berlin
who were acquainted with the district in question, and also by bringing in men from the repair shops
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2. For groups (a minimum of 12 persons), 33y3% reduction in the regular price (including a corresponding
reduction in the price of fast or express train supplements).
40% reduction for groups of 25 or more adults, 50% reduction for groups of 50 or more adults.
Also one person may travel free of charge for every 12 to 19 adults in a group; 2 persons for
20 to 39 adults, and 3 for 40 to 99 adults. One further ticket is free for every further fraction of
50 adults. Such groups must be registered 2 days before the beginning of the journey at the station
where the journey begins, giving the date on which they will depart, their destination, the trains on
which they will travel, the class of ticket and the number of persons in the group.
3. In special trains for parties,
50% reduction in price for a minimum of at least 300 full 3rd class fares or 200 full 2nd class fares
from the starting station to the destination of the special train.
60% reduction in price if one of the following conditions is fulfilled: If the special train is booked for
the return journey and the return journey is completed within a calendar day, or if double the minimum
number of tickets are bought for any one special train, or if a minimum of 5 special trains are ordered
for several consecutive days and a daily average of twice the minimum number of tickets is bought.
The reductions of 50% or 60% are also granted for the journey to the starting station of the special
train and for the trains connecting with the special train at its destination.
This distance could not be longer than that covered by special train nor greater than 60 miles.
The same reductions are granted for the return trip. The full price must be paid for fast and express
train supplements on the connecting stretches. Two persons may ride free of charge for every
100 adult special train tickets, or portion thereof. If more than 500 adults travel on a special train,
3 of them may travel free of charge for every 100 additional persons.
The families of competitors are granted the reductions for visitors to the Games listed under b).
II. Abroad;
Competitors and visitors who reside abroad are granted a 60% reduction in the price of fast train tickets,
provided that they remain in Germany at least 7 days. Travel bureau ticket booklets (MER ticket booklets)
will be issued for this purpose. These can be obtained at foreign MER offices, or, in the case of German ships,
at a MER office at the port of arrival. The reduction is granted from the German frontier to the German
frontier, for any desired distance and on all stretches of the German Railway. It is granted also for any travel
within and through Germany. When leaving Germany it is not necessary to use the same frontier station
as was used when entering Germany.
The booklets are valid for 3 months.
The conditions stated under I a) No. 3 apply to luggage and sport equipment.
The price reductions are only on the basis of the present prices.
GERMAN RAILWAY
Head Administration
The General Director
(signed) Dorpmuller

Olympic representatives
of the ABC states.
Jeanette Campbell,
Argentina;
MariaLenk, Brazil;
and Raquel Martinez,
Chile.
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The German Post Office Department
The Xlth Olympic Games made extraordinary demands on the German Post Office Department,
and it was therefore necessary that arrangements be made in order to cope with the increase in
incoming and outgoing mail. It is true that the experience gained at the Xth Olympic Games in
Los Angeles and the Winter Olympic Festival at Garmisch-Partenkirchen would be valuable, but
the fact remained that there would certainly be a great number of visitors and a considerable
increase in the total traffic, although it was impossible to make any definite estimate of the extent
of this increase.
The Postal Service
The preparatory work for the Games in Berlin began in August, 1933 with the plans for the special
post offices to be built on the Reich Sport Field and at the Olympic Village, as well as the other
necessary installations. This work was constantly revised and extended, the plans for the structures
and competition sites being frequently changed. Influenced to a great extent by the desire to
assure that the constructions should be pleasing architecturally, the wishes of the authorities
concerned did not assume final form for some time. In the spring of 1936 the demands made
upon the German Post Office Department increased so greatly that the Reich Post Ministry appointed
a special Commissioner for the Olympic Games. The President of the Organizing Committee
immediately made this Commissioner a member of the Committee. The Berlin Post Office Adminis
tration was in charge of the preparations and the future direction of the work. One high official of
this Administration was appointed for the postal, and one for the telephone and telegraph service. The
figures given by the Olympic Lodgings Bureau as well as other official headquarters and organ
izations concerning the expected number of visitors were used as the basis for the new installations.
It is true that these figures were founded to some extent only on estimates. Through them, however,
it was possible to set certain limits for the preparations and the subsequent organization. The Olympic
Games in Berlin were to take place not only on the principal competition sites of the Reich Sport
Field, but also on other locations, some of which were not yet constructed. It was necessary to include
all of these places in the postal, telephone and telegraph service. Therefore, at all the larger scenes of
competition special post offices were erected, or, if only a small amount of postal cummunication was
to be expected, special telephone and telegraph stations were installed. At the principal centres of com
petition, in the Olympic Stadium, in the Deutschland Hall, on the regatta course at Grunau, as well as
in the Press Headquarters, there were also special post offices for the press. These could only be en
tered by the authorized international press representatives who were registered with the Olympic
Committee. These post offices were intended to permit the journalists to work without having to
contend with the crowds. On the days when semi-finals and finals took place, the necessity for
this arrangement became obvious, since the special post offices for the general public were at times
so overcrowded that control officials were necessary to preserve order.
A large number of writing desks and typewriters were provided in the press post offices, so that the
journalists had every opportunity of working undisturbed. In the Press Headquarters and in Grunau
every journalist had his own private letter box, where he could always find his incoming post and
the latest printed results of the contests. A special loudspeaker installation in the Press Head
quarters announced the times of departure of the air mail, and was also used for calling the journalists
to the telephone. Both special post offices in the Olympic Stadium (the press post office and the
one for the general public) were connected to the pneumatic letter delivery system of Greater Berlin.
Thus they were also connected to the Tempelhof Aerodrome. Urgent messages could therefore
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be sent out with great rapidity. In addition to the special post offices, seven post offices in cars
were available during the Games. These could be used when required at the less important com
petition sites and congested traffic points. They could also travel long distances, as for example,
in connection with the Marathon race. Each had three counters and four telephone booths. Their
telephones could be connected with the telephone system at any point where they stopped. The
public and especially the foreign guests were particularly pleased with these mobile post offices,
which made it possible to telephone from any desired point. A list of all the special post offices
and stations with their installations is given on page 401.
The following special stations were created for the internal use of the German Post Office:
1. The Olympic Post Omnibus Office in Berlin-Haselhorst, which supervised the omnibuses
of the German Post Office.
2. The Olympic Postal Bureau in the Charlottenburg 9 Post Office. This bureau gave infor
mation, sent out stamps, and had a cancellation desk.
3. The central clearing depot in the Berlin C 2 Post Office. All insufficiently addressed mail
was handled here.
In accordance with the world-wide importance of the Olympic ideals, special Olympic postage
stamps and postcards were issued, these including eight denominations of postage stamps and two
postcards for the Games in Berlin, and two special postcards for the Olympic yachting competition
at Kiel. In addition, booklets of stamps were also prepared, some of which gave the postal tariff
in four languages. There were also two blocks of four stamps each on special water-marked paper,
these comprising all of the eight denominations. A fixed supplement, printed on the postage stamps
and postcards, was added to their price, this being used to further German athletics. For this
reason, the German Sport Assistance was especially active in selling these stamps. During the
period of the Games, from August 1st to 16th, special Olympic cancellation machines were used
to cancel the postage stamps at the special post offices in Berlin and Kiel, as well as at the stamp
mailing depot. These were as follows:
There was a total of 16 different cancellation stamps with varying inscriptions. As it was necessary
to make several machines with identical inscriptions, these were provided with distinguishing
letters. The total number of special Olympic cancellation machines was 193.
The special post offices accepted everything except large packages. Telegrams could be sent and
telephone calls made. These post offices also maintained a general delivery service and cashed
travellers' cheques. Packages were received and given out at the Olympic Village, at the post
office for the general public in the Olympic Stadium, and at certain storage post offices.
Due to the measures which had been taken well in advance, the organization functioned smoothly
and extraordinary rushes of business on certain days were handled without difficulty. In general,
there was only a limited increase in the number of postal money orders, consignments of valuables
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and packages sent. On the other hand, great numbers of registered letters and even more air mail
letters were sent. The registered letters were mostly for the purpose of sending and cancelling
postage stamps for stamp collectors. Due to the advantageous air connections from Berlin in every
direction, the press representatives in particular welcomed the opportunity to send fairly long
articles and pictures by air rather than by means of the more expensive telegraph or wireless.
The great crowds who filled the special post offices on all contest sites wished for the most part
to buy Olympic postage stamps and have them cancelled. At times, especially before and after
the competition, there was an extraordinary rush at certain special post offices, which could only
be handled through pre-arranged auxiliary measures. The most important of these measures was the
employment of about 100 itinerant stamp salesmen (usually 40 at one time in the Olympic Stadium),
from whom the public could make the desired purchases without entering the post offices. The
same purpose was served by 10 recently developed mobile counters, which were used on this
occasion for the first time. At these counters Olympic postage stamps were sold and could also be
cancelled at once if desired. The selling was also expedited through the sale of souvenir sheets, on
which a complete set of the 8 Olympic stamps had been pasted. These were very much sought
after by philatelists and souvenir collectors. Over 200,000 of these sheets were sold during the
16 days. 85,000 such stamp sets were cancelled for the German Sport Assistance alone. Among
these were 25,000 sheets on which each individual stamp received a different cancellation.
A special stamp sending and cancellation desk was created in the Olympic Postal Bureau of the
Charlottenburg 9 Post Office. This desk was intended to relieve some of the burden on the special
post offices caused by the collectors' requirements for stamps. All the requests by letter, which
came in from all parts of the world, for the sending and cancellation of Olympic stamps, were
dealt with at this desk. Up to 4,000 orders were received daily, these including entire baskets
full of ordinary letters, registered and insured letters. Over 100 employees were kept busy day
and night, sorting and dealing with these letters. Thousands of requests, written in all the
languages of the world, had to be filled. There were often requests for certain of the Olympic
cancellations, or for all 193 with the different distinguishing letters of the alphabet. An especially
large number of letters and postcards were sent to North America on the "Hindenburg" on
August 5th and 16th. Three thousand registered letters were delivered by one firm alone for the
voyage on August 5 th. Four thousand five hundred picture postcards with Olympic stamps were
cancelled and sent to foreign countries for one large German firm and another concern sent 34,000
postcards. A total of more than 50,000 orders were filled, requiring the cancellation of about
1,200,000 letters and postcards and the sending of over 1,400,000 stamps either loose or pasted
on. In addition to the ordinary letters, it was necessary to prepare and send over 66,000 registered
letters.
Aside from the business at the special post office, there was naturally a considerable increase in
business at the post offices in the busiest parts of the city, and particularly in the West End. There
fore, in the period from July 20th to August 20th, 66 additional offices for the sale of stamps
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The special postage stamps issued by the German Post Office on the occasion of the Olympic Games.
Eight stamps, each with a different cancellation stamp.
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were opened in different parts of the city, and the number of salesmen was increased, especially
near the Reich Sport Field and at the Municipal Railway and Underground Railway stations. Postal
employees were also stationed in the municipal traffic kiosks, where they sold stamps and gave
information concerning all postal matters. This measure proved very helpful. In Potsdam, which
was visited by great numbers of the Olympic guests, a corresponding information desk was also
created in the post office. Linguistically qualified employees were placed behind the counters in
the busiest post offices. Thus the numerous foreigners who came to the post offices could also
be accommodated without difficulty.
There was a considerable increase especially in the number of letters sent, due to the crowds of
visitors from outside Berlin. In order to assure prompt despatch of this mail, numerous letter
boxes were installed at the Reich Sport Field, its entrances, and at the other competition
sites, in addition to the letter boxes at the special post offices. The intervals of time between the
collections from these additional letter boxes varied according to requirements. The mail collected
from these letter boxes was given the appropriate cancellation and taken to the competent Berlin
letter sorting offices. Supplementary and additional night collections were made from all
street letter boxes in Greater Berlin. The total number of outgoing letters in the period from
August 1st to 16th was 102,000,000, or 17,000,000 more than the normal number. The measures
taken (the establishment of special cancellation offices, the increase in personnel at the letter sorting
offices, increased night service and extension of the office dealing with foreign post) resulted in the
smooth functioning of the task of handling the mail, even though this work was made considerably
more difficult on account of the greatly increased number of letters addressed to foreign countries.
The transportation of mail in the city and to the railway stations was increased through 70 additional
despatches on work days and 55 additional Sunday despatches.
Prompt rail transportation of all mail was assured by carrying mail bags on 26 trains which did
not normally carry them. This was done in connection with the following cities : Dusseldorf, Cologne,
Frankfort-on-Main, Breslau, Kônigsberg (Prussia), Gòrlitz, Frankfort on the Oder, Stargard and
Stolp.
In order to expedite the despatch of the large amount of air mail, and above all the press letters,
all mail capable of being handled in this way was sent out from the special post offices in the Olympic
Stadium and the Press Headquarters through the pneumatic letter delivery system. There was also
a special motorcycle service which delivered directly to the central aerodrome all press and other
urgent mail which was handed in after the regular despatches had left the post offices. The authorized
photographic firms could hand in press photographs to be sent through the mail at a special
receiving office for this purpose, which was open day and night. Finally, the photographers them
selves could deliver their express packages at the aerodome immediately before the departure of the
planes. In the period from August 1st to August 16th, a total of 482,000 pieces of air mail were
sent. This represented an increase of 270% above the normal amount handled. In the same period,
142,000 air mail letters were received, as against 70,000 letters in normal periods. This represented
an increase of 100%.
In the period from August 1st to 16th, about 54,000,000 ordinary letters were received. This was
an increase of about 5,000,000, or 10% above the normal figure. The large proportion of express
letters and mail from abroad increased the work considerably, and a certain post offices it was
necessary to augment the delivery personnel and the number of motorcycles in order to assure
the rapid delivery of express letters.
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The delivery of the large amount of insufficiently addressed post from other parts of Germany and
from abroad caused special difficulties. In order to guarantee the proper delivery of mail to the
numerous Olympic visitors, each registered visitor was given an address card when he received
his accommodation slip. This card was sent to the post office after it had been filled in. On the
basis of these cards, a special address card index was compiled, which was used at a distributing
depot. A great amount of educational work was carried on through the press and the radio, and
especially through the literature advertising the Games. Nevertheless, approximately 832,000 pieces
of mail were received which were insufficiently addressed. Among these, 69,000 were from foreign
countries. Due to the special measures taken by the central distributing depot at the Berlin C 2
Post Office, 66% of the insufficiently addressed mail from other parts of Germany and 86% of
that from abroad could be delivered to the proper recipients. Among these were addresses like
the following:
Mr. X
To
Olympic Visitor
Jac Y
One of the best Hotels
Conductor of a Party
Berlin
Berlin
At the office for returned letters, which handled the letters sent from Berlin which could not be
delivered at their destinations, the amount of returned post increased to 2,000 pieces per day. Ninety
per cent of these were picture postcards of the Olympic Stadium, which had been posted with
insufficient addresses, or even with no address.
The great rush of business during the Games also necessitated a special organization of the postal
motor vehicles. In order to be in a position to meet sudden increased requirements, all delivery
motor vehicles—separated according to types—were organized into squadrons under a squadron
leader. The squadron leaders were responsible for their prompt employment and proper use. In
addition to a great number of new acquisitions, numerous supplementary vehicles were assembled
in Berlin. Special rooms had to be made available or rented for their accommodation and servicing.
In order to handle passenger traffic during the Games according to a uniform plan, all the traffic
organizations of the capital—the German Railway, the Post Office Department, the Berlin
Transportation Company, the passenger steamer service and private concerns—were united in an
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Telephones
and binoculars
installed by the
Post Office
Department at
the ReichSport
Field.

Olympic Traffic Committee. The State Commissioner of Berlin, the Police President, the Mayor
and the Olympic Lodgings Bureau also belonged to this Committee. In collaboration with the
Berlin Transportation Company, the German Post Office Department organized special postal omnibus
tours in Berlin, its suburbs, and the surrounding country. For this purpose approximately 200
omnibuses and chauffeurs were assembled in Berlin and Potsdam. These were under the direction
of the specially created Olympic Post Omnibus Office in Berlin-Haselhorst.
The total number of postal motor yehicles during the XIth Olympic Games was as follows:
147 motorcycles without side cars, 231 motorcycles with side cars, 123 heavy duty lorries,
53 lorries, 15 small lorries, 27 trailers, 243 3/4-ton electrically driven lorries, 443 2-ton elec
trically driven lorries, 200 omnibuses (of which 60 were in Potsdam), 7 mobile post offices
and 18 passenger automobiles. There was thus a total of 1507 motor vehicles.
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All but 10% of these motor vehicles were fully employed for the Olympic traffic. Since the
regular personnel was not sufficient to man all these vehicles and since chauffeurs from other parts
of Germany were not considered suitable, not being acquainted with the city, approximately
400 chauffeurs were retrained or newly trained.
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Telephone and Telegraph Communications
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The description on pages 276-281 of the telephone and telegraph installations for the sporting organi
zation, deals mainly with the installations for this purpose. The following account is designed to give
a survey of all telephone and telegraph installations placed at the service of the Olympic Games.
It was not merely necessary to provide telephones and teletypewriters, constituting as they do the
indispensable nervous system of the organization and preparation for the Olympic Games. During
the Games themselves, it was intended that the hundreds of thousands of visitors, and especially
the radio and press representatives, should have an opportunity of sending messages rapidly to all
parts of the world. It was the task of the German Post Office Department to realize this great aim.
The following pages describe the manner in which the different installations were built up, their
functioning, and their success.
An extensive network of cable conduit units was laid on the Reich Sport Field in order to provide
for the many required lines, the number of which could not at first be estimated. These were so
arranged that the necessary wires and cables could be connected to them without disturbing the
construction of the Reich Sport Field and its streets of approach. The main conduit, with nine pipe
openings, and several side conduits were laid from the City to the Reich Sport Field. The conduits

surrounded the Stadium in two large rings, one inside and one outside the arena. They were supple
mented by numerous connecting and feeding conduits. The total length of the new cable conduit
units laid was 96 miles.
These conduits held the new cables necessary for the special post offices, stations and numerous
telephone connections on the competition sites, for the proper functioning of the telegraph and
wireless communications, and in particular for the radio transmissions. There were a number of cables
of special construction for radio and television purposes. Aside from these, 1,300 double telephone
wires were connected to the Berlin network on the Reich Sport Field alone. These were all threeway wires so that communication was assured in case of disturbances. There was a special cable for
radio purposes with a 97 double-strand core leading from the trunk exchange via Griinau to the
Zeesen broadcasting station. Another special, newly laid cable with 100 double-strand wires ran
from Spandau to Dôberitz, with an extension to the Olympic Village. Within Berlin several new
special cables were also needed from the long distance telephone exchange to the telephone stations
of the Reich Radio Company. On the occasion of the Games, a total of 4,163 miles of double wires
were provided for telephone and telewriting purposes, and 4,238 miles for the radio.
The telephone installations at the special post offices and special stations are partially included in
the survey on page 401. This list shows at once that in the entire telephone organization the press
was given special consideration, in accordance with its importance. In the press post office of the
Olympic Stadium alone there were 48 sound-proof telephone booths. In addition, on the press
stands in the Olympic Stadium, in the swimming stadium and in the hockey stadium, there were
approximately 200 contacts where portable telephones could be plugged in. The representatives of
the press could receive these telephones daily upon request from the postal personnel. If desired,
they were equipped with ear phones and breastplate transmitters. Thus the journalists could make
local and long distance calls from their seats at any moment during the competitions and could
receive calls while watching the contests. The separate glass compartment of the large German
and foreign news agencies above the press stand was equipped with a great number of telephone
and teletypewriter connections. It was possible at any moment for the reporters in this compart
ment to transmit to their home offices oral and written accounts of the contests taking place before
their eyes. Their home offices could also telephone to them at any time in order to make inquiries. They
could describe the progress of the contests up to the moment that their home papers went to press.
Care was taken that even the press calls to the most distant points should go through without any loss
of time. The Berlin long distance exchange, with its approximately 1,200 long distance lines, was
placed in the service of the Olympic communications, and had been augmented by an additional 116
German lines and 73 lines to foreign countries. As a part of the Berlin long distance exchange, a
special Olympic long distance exchange was created with 76 switchboards, which handled all
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calls coming In from the press telephones. This Olympic trunk exchange was in a position to
make immediately any desired connection with points in Germany or abroad. In order to insure
the effectiveness of this service, special operators were employed at the telephone booths of the
press post offices. All of these operators could speak at least one foreign language and they were
distinguished by special uniforms and badges. They took bookings for calls from the press representa
tives, reported them to the Olympic long distance exchange, and waited at the telephone until the desired
party was at the other end of the line. Thus, through technical and other measures of organization
the most distant points were obtained in an extremely short time, Istanbul, for example, in 4-5 min
utes, Tokyo in 2-3 minutes. In the case of European cities for which several lines had been specially
made available, the person booking the call could usually wait for it with the receiver in his hand.
The work went so smoothly and rapidly that the special luminous figure installations provided
as a precautionary measure in the press post offices of the Olympic Stadium and the Deutschland
Hall scarcely ever came into operation. It had been intended that these should inform the journalists,
through the ringing of a bell and through illuminated numbers, that the desired connections had
been obtained. In order to locate quickly, among the hundreds of thousands of Olympic guests,
the journalists and spectators who were wanted on the long distance telephone, postal messenger
boys carried large, easily visible boards with the names of the desired individuals through the press
stands or the stands for spectators. These proved to be very successful (see picture on page 395).
In addition to the installations in the special post offices, approximately 400 other public telephone
and toll telephone booths were erected at the competition sites and outside them to meet the
requirements of the many visitors. The unusually great number of calls made from these stations
and booths proved how necessary they were. Before and after the contests, people sometimes waited
in line to telephone even in front of the group of 32 telephone booths at the southern entrance of the
Reich Sport Field. From the booths on the competition sites alone, over 254,000 local calls and 3,000 long
distance calls were made. In order to aid the many foreign guests in using the automatic toll tele
phones, the directions were printed in English, French and Spanish as well as in German.
The extensive telephone installations in the Olympic Village had been constructed with special
care. The smaller of the two new telephone switchboards served the administration and the entire
business organization of the Village. This was for 200 telephones. Approximately 700 connections
from the individual dwellings and 23 toll telephones were connected with the larger, main switch
board. Forty-eight lines connected the Olympic Village with Berlin. A pamphlet, printed in several
languages, gave information concerning the use of the telephone, and listed all the connections
to the two switchboards. At the rowing regattas in Grunau an accompanying boat which broadcast
the results of each stretch was equipped with a short wave transmitter belonging to the Central
Office of the German Post Office Department.
The installations for the entire telephone service proved to be equal to the greatest requirements.
During the period of the Games, from August 1st to 16th, a total of 1,170,000 long distance and
rapid interurban calls were made through the Berlin long distance exchange. This was 14.7%
more than during normal periods. In the same period, 60,200 calls were made to foreign countries,
or 20% more than the normal number.
For the telegraph service, the start-stop apparatus customary in Germany was used. The Press
Headquarters and all the special post offices on the principal competition sites were connected by
several lines to a special start-stop office in the Berlin main telegraph office. When required, they
could be directly connected with the larger cities in Germany and abroad. In the press post office
in the Stadium there were also two direct connections to Emden for the overseas cable service. The
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Press Headquarters and Grunau were each connected with Emden by one line. Telegrams to overseas
countries which were not cabled were sent by wireless. In addition to the installations for the
regular service, the following special measures were taken for this purpose:
1. In addition to the existing wireless telegraph connections with Japan, one further wireless
connection between Berlin und Tokyo was established for Olympic telegrams.
2. One short wave transmitter was made available in Nauen for a special service of the
German News Agency to Japan which was to be carried on as a part of the Transocean Tele
grafie Press Service.
3. One short wave transmitter was available in Zeesen for another important special Olympic
service of the German News Agency, which was also to be sent by the Transocean Service.
4. At the request of the American press concern. Press Wireless Inc., a special wireless
telegraph line from Berlin to New York (the Press Wireless Inc. station) was opened on
August 1st for press telegrams.
5. The Rehmate wireless transmitting station (transmitting station for the Transocean
Telegraphic Press Services), which was in the process of construction, was finished before
the schedule time, so that on August 1st two short wave transmitters could be put into
operation there.
Many telegrams were sent from the competition sites especially after the finals. In every case
the installations provided were equal to the demands. Over 50% of the telegrams handed
in at the special post offices were to foreign countries, most of them being to overseas countries.
Among these, there were some of 500 to 1,000 words. The greatest number of telegrams and the
greatest number of words were sent to the U.S.A. and Japan. The above mentioned wireless connec
tion with Tokyo, established especially for Olympic telegrams, proved to be very helpful in the
service to Japan. Good results were also obtained through the new wireless connection with the
Press Wireless Inc., New York (Prewi). In both cases it was possible to reduce the delivery time
of the telegrams to an absolute minimum. For example, the delivery time of a telegram to Tokyo
from the time it was handed in until it was delivered was only 8 to 9 minutes. It is true that at times
it was necessary to send the telegrams to Japan and America from all the possible transmitters.
The telegrams to Tokyo, in particular, were at certain hours of the day sent simultaneously over
three wave lengths instead of only one, as had been originally intended. A total of 900,800 tele
grams were handed in at the Berlin main telegraph office during the period from August 1st to 16th,
of which 105,000 (approximately 13%) were Olympic telegrams. The incoming telegrams for
Olympic guests were delivered on an ornamented form without additional charge if they were not
of a purely business nature.
The existing public telewriting network was placed in the service of the Xlth Olympic Games.
Numerous telewriting lines for new subscribers had to be connected. These were used for teletype
writers in uninterrupted use, teletypewriters periodically in use, telewriting transmission within a
building, extensions to permit simultaneous reception at several points, extensions to the public
telewriting network, and finally, as auxiliary telegraphic offices for teletypewriters. The last mentioned
installations were especially in demand. They considerably relieved the burden on the other means
of communication provided at the competition sites.
A special teletypewriter connection for interrupted service was provided for the Swedish newspaper,
"Nya Dagligt Allehanda," of Stockholm. A special teletype service for subscribers was organized
between Berlin and London. This was the socalled "Telex Service," in which five large news agencies
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participated. Four four-wire lines between Berlin and London were permanently available for
this service. In addition, two reserve lines were also provided.
On the basis of the experience at Garmisch-Partenkirchen, it was expected that a great many photo
graphs would be sent by telegraph. Therefore, in addition to the two existing stationary transmitters
with receivers, four further transmitters were provided at the photograph office of the main telegraph
office. Two portable transmitters were set up on the Reich Sport Field, two in Grunau, three in the Press
Headquarters and three at Kiel for the Olympic yachting competitions. One supplementary portable
transmitter was held in reserve for special requirements. There was not as much business, however, as
had been expected. Since the air mail connections from Berlin were particularly good, German and foreign
journalists made the most extensive use of this cheaper means of sending photographs. The photo
graphs which were telegraphed were for the most part those made by private individuals, and only
rarely photographs of the Photographic Press Service. The problem of size was probably a determining
factor. The photographs of the Press Service were 4.5x6 inches, while a telegraphic photograph
is 3.25 x4.5 inches. Moreover, the period of time between the taking of the photograph and the
moment it was ready to be sold was often so great that it no longer seemed worth while to
send the photograph by telegraph. The complete technical success in sending photographs by radio
to Japan should be especially mentioned. This was done for the first time on this occasion.
The Reich Radio Company (RRG) had complete control of all reporting over the radio. The German
Post Office Department had the task of providing the necessary lines and transmitters for the
transmissions to Germany and to foreign countries, as well as the necessary network for the transfer
of messages between the transmitting stations. The existing installations in Berlin were not sufficient
for transmission on the scale planned for the Games. Therefore, extensions and new installations
were provided well in advance. They included a local network for radio transmissions from all
competition sites and other places (exhibitions, festivities, etc.), the connection of long distance
lines for transmissions from the Olympic yachting competitions in Kiel, the enlargement of the existing
radio amplifying installation in the Berlin long distance exchange, the extension of the short wave
transmission installations in Zeesen and of the network for the control of these transmitters.
As a central office for all radio transmissions, the Reich Broadcasting Company erected on the
Reich Sport Field a special amplifying room. This was the "40 Nations Exchange," which is
described in detail in the report on the radio. Since transmissions were not made simultaneously
from all competition sites and other points of interest, special collecting points for the lines,
"line junctions," were created at the Berlin long distance exchange and at a specially erected
switching point in Westend. The radio transmission lines from the stadia and other sites not
situated on the Reich Sport Field led to these junctions and were switched through to the
amplifying room on the Reich Sport Field when required. For this purpose, 260 double-strand
cables were required between the long distance exchange and the Westend collecting point,
and 297 between the Westend collecting point and the Reich Sport Field. For those exceptional
transmissions which were sent out from the Radio House on Masurenallee, 160 further doublestrand cables were available between the collecting point and the Radio House. The Deutschland
Hall and the regatta course in Grunau were each connected to the collecting point by seven doublestrand cables. Four transmission and four announcement lines were provided for the transmission
of the yachting races in Kiel. For this purpose it was necessary to set up special radio amplifiers in
the intermediate amplifying offices and in Berlin. In all, 369 transmissions were made to foreign
countries in Europe.
In order to be equipped for overseas transmissions, the short wave transmitters and directive beam
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installations in Zeesen were increased in number. During the Games, the "zone transmissions"
were made from Zeesen at fixed times announced beforehand. (Zone I = South Asia, II = East
Asia, III = Africa, etc.). Further transmission, "Ipa transmissions" (Ipa = International Programme
Exchange), were to be received by the radio companies in overseas countries and re-broadcast
for their listeners from their own broadcasting stations. A total of 224 zone transmissions and
570 "Ipa" transmissions, or 794 in all, were made to overseas countries. At times, the entire
German radio network was required for the numerous German and foreign transmissions which
were made simultaneously.
There should also be mentioned a special radio transmission for the Columbia Broadcasting System
(CBS), New York, from the special Hamburg-Berlin train provided for the Olympic competitors
from North America. According to a telegram received from the CBS, this transmission was very
successful. The modulation given over the train wireless transmitter was received by the Spandau
exchange and sent to the long distance exchange over an ordinary Berlin-Spandau train wireless
line. A transmitter in Zeesen was used for the short wave transmission.
Loudspeaker installations were erected to make it possible for those living in mass quarters and tent
encampments to follow the Games by listening to the announcements and descriptions given over
the radio. These were connected by special wires to the radio amplifier in the Berlin long distance
exchange. It was also necessary to make lines available for the "Olympic Train."With three sub-stations
(Lustgarten, Tiergarten and Zoo), and approximately 100 large loudspeakers, this was used princi
pally to broadcast the Olympic radio programme at the busiest points of the city. In order to permit
those people in Berlin who could not attend the Games to see and hear the events, unusual prepa
rations were made for television transmissions. The number of television rooms in Berlin was increased
from 11 to 28. They could be visited free of charge. The number of visitors was at times so great
that it was necessary to issue special admission cards. From August 1st to 16th, approximately
100,000 visitors to these television rooms were counted.
The television telephone service between Berlin and Leipzig was also extended on the occasion
of the Xlth Olympic Games through the erection of a third television booth at the Exhibition,
"Germany." The German and foreign visitors were to be given an opportunity of becoming acquain
ted with this new branch of the technique of long distance communication. In addition to the
television conversations to Leipzig, local television conversations between the different Berlin
television booths were introduced, these being very popular.
In the city of the yachting regatta, the German Post Office Department had also begun its preparations
well in advance. The following special measures were taken on the water and on land to serve
the communication requirements of the press and the general public: A special post office for the
general public on Dusternbrooker Weg, which was the chief street leading to the Olympic centres
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in Kiel ; two special post offices in the principal quarters of the German and foreign yachtsmen and
visitors, one being in the Olympic Yachtsmen's Home and the other in the Hotel Bellevue; a press
post office in the rooms of the Institute for World Economy on Dusternbrooker Weg. Finally,
sufficient telephone booths and places were stamps could be obtained were provided in and in front
of the special post offices, at the Olympic grounds and in the city. New long distance lines were
provided for the additional long distance calls.
The postal service functioned smoothly everywhere. When the crowds were large, itinerant postage
stamp salesmen were employed at the busiest points. Special arrangements were necessary for
delivering mail to the yachtsmen and visitors living on the Olympic grounds. When necessary,
their mail was delivered to the yachts by motor boat. Mail bags were also delivered in this way
to the German and foreign craft lying in the Bay. The special postage stamp despatching station
established in Kiel during the contests had to deal with a total of 6,660 orders. In the press post
office there was a special switchboard with direct lines to Berlin and Hamburg to expedite the
long distance calls, especially those of the press. A total of 28 long distance lines to Berlin and 34 to
Hamburg were made available. Thus, calls were put through so promptly that in general connections
to Berlin and Hamburg required only one to two minutes, and calls could also be made to foreign
countries with extreme rapidity. A special start-stop connection from the press post office to the Kiel
telegraph office assured the prompt handling of the numerous telegrams. Additional telewriting con
nections from the Kiel telegraph office to Berlin, Hamburg and Emden were provided. Through the
establishment of a telewriting exchange, Kiel was also connected to the German public telewriting
network. Through this installation, the technical bureau in Kiel could always be directly connected
with the Sporting Department of the Organizing Committee in Berlin. For the same reasons
that applied in Berlin, relatively litde use was made of the installations provided for sending photo
graphs by telegraph. The regattas at the two competitions sites (inner and outer course) were trans
mitted by two pinnaces of the Reich Broadcasting Company, equipped with short wave transmitters,
to a radio house erected at the entrance of the Kiel Bay. There they were recorded on wax records
and then re-transmitted by wire to the Olympic world transmitter in Berlin. The previously mentioned
four transmission and four record lines from the radio house in Kiel to Berlin served this purpose.
Approximately 19 miles of double lines were laid for the large loudspeaker installation operated
by the city administration of Kiel on Hindenburg Ufer. This informed the visitors to the yachting
regatta of events on the Bay and important events in the Berlin Stadium. The Navy had
stationed ships at the starting point and finishing
point of the two courses for the technical
management. The Navy also laid one cable 3,900 feet and one 7,800 feet long to connect
these ships directly with the technical bureau on Hindenburg Ufer. Since the supply of current
involved was smaller, the German Post Office Department installed sounders which functioned very
well. Because the one track tramway line through the Olympic area could often not be used
during the competitions, the German Post Office Department organized an omnibus service between
the Kiel main railway station and the Olympic grounds on the Kiel Bay. This operated well
even when the crowds were at a maximum. A total of 14,880 miles were driven and 90,000 persons
transported. The number of omnibuses used simultaneously rose to 27. On special occasions,
one omnibus left every minute. The public especially welcomed this service. The additional postal
and communications service in Kiel occupied approximately 200 employees.
Pamphlets and guidebooks concerning all the special measures and installations of theGerman Post Office
Department were distributed to the Olympic visitors in German, English, French and Spanish.
These attractively designed booklets contained information on a variety of subjects relating to the

German and international postal systems. They were especially welcome to the press representatives,
who were naturally interested in the quickest possible means of dispatching their reports and illus
trations. The special arrangemants made by the German Post Office for the forwarding of press
material to the trains, aerodromes and ships augmented the facilities outlined in the booklets and
enabled the journalists to proceed with their work, confident that their reports were being furthered
in the shortest time possible.
The Post Office Department engaged 2,250 additional employees for the postal service and 1,040 for the
telephone and telegraph service. A large proportion of these employees were linguistically qualified.
German and foreign observers agree that the German Post Office Department succeeded in establish
ing the most rapid and reliable connections possible with all parts of the world during the Olympic
Games. This success was due to the extensive use of all modern means of communication, and above
all, to the self-sacrificing and cheerful cooperation of the entire personnel.
Special Installations of the German Post Office Department in Berlin during the Xlth Olympic Games, 1936
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The Berlin Transport Company
Berlin public transport was confronted by a formidable task during the Olympic Games, although
the conditions for dealing with the Olympic traffic were in so far favourable as the site of the Games
themselves lay within the municipal area of the town, thus facilitating the use of the usual lines
of communication.
In order to deal with the transport of the millions who were expected to arrive, a committee was
formed of representatives responsible for traffic and communications in Berlin. Director BenninghofF
of the Berlin Transport Company presided over the committee, which included the members and
representatives of the following transportation organizations and public authorities;
Berliner Verkehrs-Aktiengesellschaft (BVG) (Berlin Transport Company)
Reichsbahndirektion Berlin (Berlin Head Office of the Reichsbahn)
Reichspostdirektion Berlin (Berlin Headquarters of the German Post Office Department)
Reichspostdirektion Potsdam (Potsdam Headquarters of the German Post Office Department)
Reichsverkehrsgruppe Kraftfahrgewerbe (Reich Transport Group, Motor Vehicles)
Reichsverkehrsgruppe Binnenschiffahrt (Reich Transport Group, Inland Shipping)
Staatskommissar der Hauptstadt Berlin (State Commissioner for Berlin)
Stadtverwaltung Berlin,Verkehrsdezernat (Municipal Administration of Berlin, Transportation Dept.
Polizeiprasidium Berlin, Abteilung III (Police Headquarters, Dept. Ill)
Polizeibefehlsstab (Police Commanding Staff)
Reichsausschuss fur Fremdenverkehr (Reich Committee for Tourist Traffic)
Olympia-Verkehrs- und Quartieramt (Olympic Lodgings Bureau)
Landesfremdenverkehrsverband Berlin-Brandenburg (Berlin-Brandenburg Tourist Traffic Association)

The committee delegated the business of dealing with the traffic within the town to the BVG and
the German Railway. The work of the committee included organizing excursions, hiring out omni
buses, regulating taxi and motor-coach traffic in town and the surrounding country, as well as
arranging for pleasure steamers.
As a result of the negotiations between the BVG and the construction headquarters of the Reich
Sport Field it was decided that the chief means of communication for the Reich Sport Field should
be the Underground, which had its station "Reichssportfeld" situated immediately opposite the
Olympic Gate and its sidings and operating works nearby. Certain alterations were carried out at
the entrance of the station; new ticket offices were put up to deal with the increased numbers and
10 new barriers were erected. Further building preparations were carried out at the station of "NeuWestend," which was the next Underground station nearest town. A broader approach was con
structed from "Olympische Strasse" to the station. The supply of current was improved along this
part of the Unterground line, in readiness for even the most extreme traffic rush. At the trans
former works at Kaiserdamm another rectifier was put in and the electric current rails were re
arranged. The technical preparations were carried out in such a way that it was possible to run
a 1 Mi- 2 - minute service on those lines of the Underground leading to the Reich Sport Field. To
facilitate the tramway communications the tram terminus at "Stadionallee" was altered and enlarged,
three new tracks, each 1,950 feet long, being laid. The terminus ground was paved to make it
more convenient for pedestrians and brilliant illumination was installed for the traffic at night. By
running the cars in circuit instead of transferring them from one line to another enabled the service
to operate smoothly even when dealing with excess traffic. A terminus was arranged for the omni
buses at the Olympischer Platz and parking space was reserved for additional buses.
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All foreign members of the Olympic teams and their companions were transported free of charge
by the BVG and all other transportation facilities under its control on showing their Olympic
identity cards. In order to enable the other Olympic guests to use the means of communication of
the BVG over a longer period while only paying once, it was decided to introduce day tickets and
10-day tickets. These tickets could be used on all the regular service routes of the BVG an unlimited
number of times. The price of the day tickets was fixed at 1.50 RM. and that of the 10-day ticket at
13.50 RM. Apart from this the usual tariffs of the Berlin transport services remained unchanged. The
special omnibus service route running to the Reich Sport Field conveyed passengers for the uniform
price of 50 pfennigs per journey without breaking their journey. The day tickets and 10-day tickets
were available on these routes on paying an additional 25 pfennigs per journey. The fare on the
special route to the Olympic Village was 60 pfennigs.
In order to deal with 20,000 to 25,000 persons per hour the Underground provided a two minute service
with eigth coach trains. The trains were so timed that the platforms were not overcrowded and
there was no interruption in the service. In addition to increasing the usual number of trains there
were two series of reserve trains which could be put into operation by the management of the Under
ground as the occasion and the traffic demanded. The times for these trains were so arranged that
they could be put on and taken off in such a way that the regular time-table of the usual train service
was not interrupted or altered in any way. Because of the numerous facilities of changing on the
Underground on to the direct "A" line running to the Reich Sport Field, it was easy to reach this spot
by Underground from every part of Berlin.
In addition to the tram service Nos. 72 and 93, which ran direct to the Reich Sport Field, it was con
sidered advisable to put on extra tram services to handle the traffic bound for the Reich Sport Field.
Accordingly three special lines were run as well. Nos. 106, 145 and 158.
Besides this those tram services which ran along the Heer Strasse to the Reich Sport Field, such as
Nos. 58 and 75, were also used by the visitors going to the Reich Sport Field.
Numerous reserve cars were provided for the service Nos. 72, 93, 58 and 75, so that the trams ran
every ^-l minute to the Reich Sport Field or from there to town after the performances. The
extensive sidings at the terminus made it possible to have a large number of trains waiting at the
end of the performances which were quite adequate to deal with even the biggest crowds. As there
was no regular omnibus service to the Reich Sport Field, three special services were introduced
from the Town Hall in Steglitz, the Anhalter Station and Alexanderplatz. There were four further
services which ran on special occasions from the Zoo Station, Bayerischer Platz, Stettiner Station and
Zeughaus on Unter den Linden. The omnibus service was a kind of express service, the buses running
as specials without keeping to any of the usual bus stops.
The BVG made extensive preparations for visitors attending the regatta at Griinau. The Under
ground was of no use, as it did not run as far as Griinau. The tramway service was therefore in
creased, particularly Nos. 86 and 83, which ran right up to the spectators' stands at Griinau. The
tram service Nos. 87, 187 and 95, which run from the central part of Berlin and its southern suburb
to Kôpenick, were all increased and arrangements made for passengers changing from these lines
to the lines Nos. 86 and 83.
Special mention must be made of the omnibus service to the Olympic Village. As there was no
means of public transport, an omnibus service was introduced at the instigation of the Organizing
Committee. The buses ran to and from the Adolf-Hitler-Platz and the Zoo Station.
The crowds of visitors to the Olympic Village on visiting days made this bus service indispensable
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as early as October, 1935. It was not found necessary to introduce any special measures or new
constructions to deal with the traffic connected with the other scenes of competition in various
parts of the town.
In adopting special measures for the traffic it had to be borne in mind that it was not only the trans
port to the competition centres which had to be dealt with but also the increased number of
passengers everywhere in all the means of transport all over Berlin. It was necessary to add to the
usual time-tables and put up supplementary notices of services at the tram stops as well as increasing
the night services, as the usual closing-time had been extended.
In order to make the ticket collectors' task easier at the end of the performances, the usual trans
fer time limit for tickets valid for either Underground, tram or omnibus was done away with
at the "Reichssportfeld" Underground station. This meant that passengers arriving by Underground
at the Reich Sport Field could take their return tickets straight away without running the danger
of not being able to use them later on on either the trams or buses.
Statistics reveal the gigantic transport achievements carried out by the BVG. On the greatest rush
day the Reich Sport Field Underground station saw 90,000 persons arrive and depart. In the rush
hours the number of passengers rose to 20,000 per hour. The tramway service ran 70 double-wagon
trams an hour via the Adolf-Hitler-Platz, which was equivalent to conveying about 14,000 people.
On the days of the greatest crowds it is estimated that about 140,000 passengers were conveyed
by tram to and from the Reich Sport Field. On such days there were as many as 150 double-deck
six wheel omnibuses drawn up at the Olympischer Platz after the performances and the special omnibus
services to the Reich Sport Field conveyed altogether as many as 45,000 persons per day. Taking
into account the number of trips above and beyond the usual Berlin town traffic which were under
taken because of the Olympic Games already and after the actual events took place, the total
number of trips on tram, omnibus and Underground for the Olympic Games amounted to 18,837,000.
Of this total 8,840,000 fell to the tramways, 4,313,000 to the omnibuses and 5,684,000 to the Under
ground. On August 15th, 1936, the day of the greatest crowds, the trams, omnibuses and Underground
in Berlin conveyed a total of3,730,000 passengers ; of these more than 1,317,000 belonged to the actual
Olympic Games traffic, that is, all passengers above and beyond the normal number of a Berlin
working day. In order to deal with this additional traffic the BVG had to put in an extra mileage of
3,253,400 car kilometres, which was divided as follows: tramways 1,635,600, omnibuses 657,700,
Underground 960,100.
The normal working staff was of course quite inadequate when keeping to the usual working hours. As
on the other hand there was no question of appointing extra labour for the very short period of the Games,
and indeed it was quite impossible to train anyone in so short a time, special staff arrangements
were made. First of all, the holidays of all the members of the Berlin transportation companies
were arranged on a special plan in 1936. During the period of the Games no holidays were granted
at all, so that during the rush days every available member was at hand. In addition to this the
working time was increased during the month and besides this during the period of the Olympic
traffic the working hours were increased from an average of 8 hours per day to 9 or 9^4. By such
measures it was possible to cope with the additional work without increasing the working staff.
Where it was necessary to deal with extra work at any of the traffic centres, additional help was
transferred from one department to another. For the rest every member of the transport staff was
carefully prepared for the work ahead of him for weeks before the Olympic Games by means
of printed instructions in the "Olympic Guide" which was handed out to every working member.
Extensive preparations were made for excursions and trips outside Berlin. It was of course assumed
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and for the direction of the traffic loudspeakers were erected at various points or mounted on
motor-cars. All the tram and bus stops on routes leading to the Reich Sport Field bore the Olympic
sign of the five rings with placards of the time-tables etc. And all trams and buses running to the
Reich Sport Field had a special sign showing a picture of the Stadium besides the five rings. On the
Underground line "A" the direction of all trains running direct to the Reich Sport Field was shown
on all stations by the sign of the five rings.
All the measures adopted by the BVG proved so effective during the great traffic rushes at the time
of the Olympic Games that they will be used on future occasions under similar conditions.

Olympic Motor Staff

Signposts at the Reich Sport Field

Signpost indicating the direction

indicating the direction
to the Underground and omnibuses.

to the tramways.

For the period of the Games the Olympic Motor Staff set up two fleets of cars, one for the IOC
and for the prominent guests, so that cars could be provided for the members of the Inter
national Olympic Committee, the guests of the German Government, the Organizing Committee,
and the Reich Sport Headquarters. Furthermore, the National-Socialist Motor Corps (hitherto to
be designated as the NSKK) set up a fleet for the service of the Organizing Committee, and an
emergency fleet consisting of motor-cycles and lorries for orderlies' journeys, transport, and special
duties desired by the Organizing Committee and the police staff officers. As one of its important
tasks, the NSKK took over the direction of the car service for the united conveyance of the

The new Reich Sport Field Underground Station during the Olympic Games.

that with Berlin's lovely surroundings of lakes and woods a number of Olympic visitors would
take the opportunity of paying a visit to the immediate neighbourhood of the city and also the more
distant beauty spots of the Mark Brandenburg. It was necessary to co-operate with the other transport
companies and the BVG, and the German Post Office devised a programme of excursion trips to various
points in Brandenburg, which included numerous beauty spots and places of historic interest. Most of
the motor cars for hire were provided by private Berlin omnibus companies whose number of vehicles
were increased by the addition of those lent by outside companies, an arrangement organized by the
Motor Trade Department of the Reich Transport Group. The circular tours through Berlin were reserved
for the regular Berlin sight-seeing companies. A traffic centre was established on the premises
of the BVG in order to have a general survey of the means of transport necessary for the excursion
traffic and of the hire of cars, and to be able to adjust the supply and demand of vehicles as required.
Dr. Kriiger, the Transport Manager of the BVG, was in charge of this traffic centre. By means of the
omnibuses of the BVG and hired coaches about 60,000 persons were taken on excursion trips
to the surrounding country of Berlin. In addition to these, a great number of passengers were
conveyed by the motor-coaches of the Reich Post as well as the buses belonging to private owners.
All the advertising and publicity of the Berlin transport companies for the Olympic traffic was
done on uniform lines. A guide-book was published under the title of "The Means of Transport
in Berlin during the Olympic Games 1936." A similar booklet was published dealing with the
excursions outside Berlin and the hiring of cars and coaches. The advertising department of the
BVG supervised the compilation of the material, the printing and the publishing of the advertisement
pamphlets. A number of traffic signposts were put up in the neighbourhood of the Reich Sport Field
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slowly I" Motor-cyclists of the Motor Corps assist in directing traffic.
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IOC and the Organizing Committee, especially for the opening ceremonies/Finally the NSKK
arranged a courier service which conveyed the mail of the press, the news agencies, the photo
graphic firms, the radio, etc. every 15 minutes by motor-cycle from the competition sites to the
central distribution office in the city, and thus ensured the continuity of news reports and
broadcasts.
The Motor Vehicle Service and emergency fleet of the NSKK, about 300 strong, received uniform
dress; a grey-green driver's combination-suit with the NSKK badge and the black NSKK cap. In
addition, every man on his left arm wore a yellow arm-band with the Olympic motor insignia (the
Brandenburg Gate and the five Olympic rings on a red background with a broad black border).
This official Olympic motor insignia was repeated on car flags, pennants, name-plates, arm-bands
and warning signals. It could be seen everywhere that German cars were allotted to the service
of the Olympic Games—at the frontiers, in the country, in Berlin and at Kiel. The NSKK placed
the following motor-vehicle units at the disposal of the respective bodies:
International Olympic Committee
48
National Olympic Committees
44
National Safety Service
2
State Police, Berlin
2
Police Commanding Staff
35 PC, 25
Detective Force
11
Motorized Traffic Police, Berlin
3 ML, 3 PC, 10
Police Staff, Doberitz
12
Organizing Committee
57 PC, 25
Road Assistance Corps, Berlin 1-4
1 ML, 4 PC, 10
Guide Service
1 PC, 6
Road Assistance Corps, Brandenburg I—IX
approx. 100 ML, PC,
German Red Cross
1
German Press Director
1
Reich Broadcasting Company
3
Reichssportverlag (Reich Sport Publishing Company)
6
Reich Sport Headquarters
10 PC, 1
Reich Youth Headquarters
2 PC, 2
Guests of Honour of Various Departments
20
Staff of Military District
1 PC, 2
Motor Service Staff
4 ML, 7 PC, 4
France
4
Italy
2
U.S.A
2
Switzerland
2
Holland
2
Great Britain
1
Turkey
2
Egypt
1
Argentina
I
Japan
4
Hungary
1
Sweden
1
PC = Private Car
MB = Motor-Bicycle
ML == Motor-Lorry
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PC
PC
PC
ML
MB
PC
MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
ML
PC
MB
MB
MB
MB
PC
MB
MB
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC

One of the
many diligent
Olympic wor
kers. A courier
of the National
SocialistMotor
Corps receives
photographic
material from a
Hitler Youth.

In close collaboration with the Police Headquarters of Berlin, the Police Headquarters of Potsdam,
and the gendarmerie for Brandenburg, the Olympic Motor Service assisted in all the preliminary
work for ensuring rapid, efficient and safe traffic in the streets and squares of Berlin and neigh
bourhood during the Olympic Games. It had to enter into consultations about all questions con
cerning car parks, garage facilities, the closing of streets to traffic, and also about the control of
traffic at the Reich Sport Field, the Olympic Village, the roads of approach, and within Berlin
itself. The firms with permits from the trade organizations bore the service sign of the Olympic
Motor Service duly countersigned. Special attention was paid to the creation of a Garage Office
working in cooperation with the Olympic Lodgings Bureau at Columbus House. In addition to
his living quarters, every Olympic guest received information as to where his car could be kept.
Where there was insufficient roofed space, fenced and guarded parking grounds were prepared
by the City of Berlin.
Together with the central office at Columbus House, Potsdamer Plate, the Olympic Motor Service
arranged a tourist motor service which was entrusted with the task of giving tourist information
to strangers and foreigners, especially at the frontiers, in overseas ports, and on the main high
ways of approach. The Olympic regulations about crossing the frontier arranged with the National
Authority for German Motor Sports and the Reich Ministry concerned afforded our foreign Olympic
guests every possible facility. In order to assist foreigners entering Germany in motor vehicles
for the Olympic Games, Olympic customs certificates were issued by all frontier customs offices
against a small payment, and these entitled the bearer to a single entry during the period from
July 25th to August 18th, 1936 and to departure from July 25th to September 16th, 1936. The
holder of this customs certificate when entering the country undertook to take his car out of
Germany again within the period stipulated. During the time from July 25th to August 18th, 1936,
in the case of foreign motor-vehicles, the motor fuel contained in the main petrol tank was admitted
free of duty. The regulation which limits the duty-free quantity to 20 liters was not enforced
during this period for such cars. Foreign travellers, possessing a foreign motor vehicle and no
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customs permit, but who were in possession of a valid passport, received the Olympic customs
certificate. In addition to their home identification sign the vehicles had to carry behind either
the national sign of their native country in accordance with the international agreement regarding
motor vehicle traffic or a plate on which the name of the country was clearly indicated. The
frontier had to be re-crossed by September 16th, 1936 at the latest.
In addition to this, the Minister of Transport for the Reich and Prussia in a further decree also pro
vided facilities for foreign motor lorries engaged in their proper business. In accordance therewith
foreign motor vehicle employers were freed from the regulations governing professional passenger
transport in Germany. In particular, the compulsory permit for foreign motor vehicle employers
was not necessary. For the protection of German owners, foreigners were forbidden to pick up
new passengers within the Reich unless they were in possession of a proper permit. These facilities
applied to motor vehicles entering Germany during the period from July 15th to August 16th, 1936,
and leaving not later than September 16th.
About 60 Olympic information bureaus of the German Automobile Club were distributed over
the Reich, and were made uniformly recognizable by the Olympic motor vehicle sign. This sign
was also used during the Games by all technical and ambulance stations, and by service vehicles
within the district of the Olympic 60 mile traffic radius and within the Capital. At the informa
tion bureaus the motorist on arriving could obtain complete information and advice about tourist,
technical, and financial questions, and in addition could obtain the Olympic road map of Germany
drawn to a scale of 1:1,000,000. The Olympic motor plaque prepared by the Olympic Motor Service
at the request of the Organizing Committee, and the only official insignia of this kind, was
obtainable at a price of 5.80 marks each. This badge artistically displayed the Brandenburg Gate
above the 5 Olympic rings. After the middle of July, and also at the request of the Organizing
Committee, the Olympic motor pennant was issued by the Olympic Motor Service. This pennant,
which was available to every driver of a motor vehicle, achieved a special souvenir value by
reason of the official stamp. The sale price of the pennant was 4.50 marks. For foreign and
German visitors to the Games with caravan cars or their own tents, a motor camp was prepared
in connection with the canoe camp on the Muggelsee, and its organization was entrusted to
the DDAC.
In order to assist the executives, specially selected members of the NSKK were combined after
July 1st into the auxiliary police service of the Olympic Motor Service. In order to assist the
police in regulating traffic and parking arrangements, the Berlin Motor Brigade provided 2,000
men daily within the Capital, Motor Brigade "Mitte," 100 men at Potsdam, and Motor Brigade
"Nordmark," 500 men at Kiel. The NSKK Motorboat Detachment was available with many
boats and selected drivers to assist the water police on the eastern and western Havel-Spree waters,
and also to assist the Regatta Management at Grunau. The NSKK Motor Brigades, "Ostmark"
and "Mitte," in the Administrative Districts of Potsdam and Frankfort on the Oder provided
motor-cycles with sidecars whose drivers assisted the gendarmerie on duty. Furthermore, the
NSKK undertook the traffic control and safety service at narrow roads, on the portions of the
National Motor Roads already completed between Berlin-Stettin and Berlin-Magdeburg, and also
the warning service at dangerous level-crossings on behalf of the German Railway.
For a period of three weeks the Olympic Motor Service provided a road assistance service in collab
oration with the Motor Brigades, "Ostmark" and "Mitte," with the German Red Cross, the
German motor fuel firms, and the guilds of the motor vehicle industry which were concerned.
The basic idea of this road assistance service was the "camouflaged" mobilization of all the
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technical and ambulance stations and assistance cars on the roads to Berlin within a radius of about
60 miles of the Capital. Camouflaged to the extent that they were not visible along the highways, all
staff members, stations, and vehicles were nevertheless held in readiness day and night. The NSKK
road officials alone provided the patrol service on each of the 9 road sections. After July 25th every
driver of a motor-vehicle coming to Berlin was halted for a few moments at the beginning of the
60 mile zone on each approach road by a gendarme and NSKK patrol made recognizable by
the yellow arm band and the Olympic flag. In a few minutes the arriving guest was informed
by NSKK interpreters that at this point he was passing through the entrance gate of the
Olympic traffic area and requested to adhere to the traffic regulations. Every foreigner was given
a memorandum in several languages, in which the most important German traffic rules were
contained, and also a motor technical language guide in 7 languages. At the same time every
driver of a motor vehicle could, for 25 pfennigs, obtain a section map on which the technical and
ambulance stations, repairing shops, tanking stations, information bureaus, pilots stations, etc. were
indicated on his road of arrival as far as the centre of Berlin. All available assistance and service
stations on the roads of approach within the 60 mile zone were denoted by the uniform Olympic
motor vehicle sign, which was also worn on a yellow band on the left arm by all the drivers of the
service vehicles of the International and National Olympic Committees in Berlin, and in the
whole country by the active NSKK men. From the moment the driver coming to Berlin had been
instructed by the patrol of the road assistance service at the entrance to the Olympic traffic area,
he could drive on without difficulty and with the certainty of finding help and support everywhere
without loss of time. The sign posts set up for the Olympiad by the NSKK facilitated the passing
of cross-roads and branch roads. On every road of approach an NSKK man trained in traffic and
ambulance work was provided as road patrol, and in Berlin 10 towing-cars were held in readiness,
so that all the conditions were provided for a smooth passage through the Olympic traffic area
and the avoidance of traffic blocks. The Road assistance service of the NSKK, apart from the
60 mile zone, provided assistants for the customs officials at all the frontier stations involved.
These NSKK men distributed the Corps Commander's memorandum for motor drivers, and
affixed a label to the windscreen with the words, "Keep to the right."
The motor guide service created by the Olympic Motor Service was active in the district,
Berlin-Potsdam. On five of the main roads of approach to Berlin specially arranged stations were at
the disposal of motorists in Wannsee, Buchholz, Friedrichsfelde,Tempelhof, and on the Heer Strasse,
and at these 30 NSKK men versed in foreign languages did service day and night for three weeks be
fore, during and after the Olympic Games. The attention of every motorist arriving at the Capital from
outside Berlin or from another country was drawn by means of notices visible from a distance,
to the piloting stations in which traffic guides and interpreters were available. For a single day or for
the duration of the Games the motorist could hire a competent pilot versed in languages and in
all traffic regulations and motoring questions. Working in collaboration, the Motor Brigades of
Berlin, the Motor and Hitler Youth, the Students' Organization and the Olympic Lodgings
Bureau arranged a service which not only carried out splendidly all the piloting and inter
preter arrangements for those arriving in Berlin by careful organization beforehand, but which
also gave welcome technical assistance through its various ramifications to all motorists arriving
for the Olympic Games. Connected therewith was the drivers' office for providing chauffeurs
speaking foreign languages for foreign motorists, especially the members of the foreign Olympic
missions and national teams.
The Olympic Motor Service set up a technical service at Columbus House, Potsdamer Platz,
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which acted particularly in an advisory capacity, and to some extent functioned as trustee
on behalf of German motoring. This technical service, in collaboration with the Reich guilds
and associations of the motor industry, the German Railway Publicity Office, the German
Association for Tourist Traffic and the City of Berlin, was responsible for the technical motor
service with all the connected questions of accommodating and providing for motor vehicles in and
around Berlin (workshops, garages, tanking stations, tires, car hire, foreign motor-coaches, towing,
etc.), and finally also for supervising prices in the interests of all visitors to the Olympic Games
who arrived in Berlin by car, motor-cycle, or motor-coach.
The NSKK carried out the same duties in Kiel as in Berlin during the Olympic days there. The
total effort was as follows:
from

July

1st
1st
„ 21st
,, 21st
„ 25th
„ 25th
„ 25th
„ 25th
August 4st
„ 14th
„ 17th

Technical and Tourist Motor Service
Auxiliary Service to Gendarmerie
Auxiliary Police Service
Motor Pilot Service
Road Assistance Service
Driving and Courier Service
Assistance at Frontiers
Motor Camp
Motor Service to Kiel
in Kiel
in Berlin and Brandenburg

Approximately
5,500 NSMC
men
daily

It must be gratefully recorded that, in the interests of our foreign guests, these NSKK men were
given 20 or more days of leave from their private activities.

Accommodating the Olympic Visitors

The Olympic Transportation and Lodgings Bureau (to be designated henceforth as OB) was sug
gested during a meeting of the Organizing Committee on January 22nd, 1934. Following this meeting.
Dr. Lewald proposed to the Mayor of Berlin that the Municipality should assume the task of
securing accommodations for the Olympic guests. He also suggested that a cheap lunch be
provided at a standard price. This latter wish, after being discussed at length, was abandoned out
of consideration for the Berlin restaurant business.
The first question naturally concerned the approximate number of Olympic guests to be expected.
The original estimate was 60,000, which proved to be far too low. These 60,000 were to be accom
modated as follows: 20,000 in hotels, 15,000 in pensions, 15,000 in private homes and 10,000 in
mass quarters. The number which could be accommodated in the hotels and pensions was
placed too high, since according to the statistics of the Association of Restaurants and Hostels, this
does not exceed 21,500. At the end of November, 1934, Herr Ludwig, who up until this time
had dealt with questions concerning the accommodations for Olympic visitors, was transferred
to another department, and Municipal Councillor Engel entrusted the Business Manager of the
Berlin Tourist Association, Dr. Ronnefeld, with this task. This change was of fundamental
importance for the further development of the OB since a hitherto municipal task was placed in
the hands of a non-municipal organization, the Berlin Tourist Association. It also meant the exten
sion of the field of activity to include problems pertaining to tourist traffic. The foundation was
thus created for the multiple services of the OB, which gained the recognition of every national
and international professional group in this field.
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An Olympic band concert. The brass section of the Philharmonic Orchestra plays on Unter den Linden.

The grouping of hotels according to price, as had been originally planned, was relinquished in
favour of the following elastic price groups:
1.

4 to

6 marks

2.

6 to 10 marks

3. 10 to 15 marks
4. over 15 marks
Three price groups of 3, 4.50 and 6 marks were also established for private rooms, and through
the efforts of the Propaganda Ministry, the cooperation of the National Socialist People's Welfare
Association (NSV) was enlisted in the task of securing private lodgings.
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In August, 1935 Dr. Ronnefeld became an official in the Reich Federation for Tourist Traffic, and
Dr. Ebert was appointed Business Manager of the Berlin Tourist Association. At the same time,
Herr Herrmann from the SS Headquarters was placed in charge of the special Olympic work.
Under the conscientous leadership of Municipal Councillor Engel, Dr. Ebert and Herr Herrmann
began the practical work of developing the OB.

17% higher. It can also be presumed that even without the Olympic presentations the number
of travellers and tourists would have increased during the months of July and August by the same
proportion as compared with the previous year, and the number of visitors in excess of the
normally expected quota represents those who came because of the Olympic Games. Reckoning
upon this basis, the additional Olympic traffic is as follows :

The somewhat lengthy title, "Official Accommodation Headquarters for the Eleventh Olympic
Games, Berlin, 1936/' was shortened to "Olympic Transportation and Lodgings Bureau" with
the permission of the Propaganda Ministry as a means of simplifying it for foreign applicants. The
main task of the OB for the time being was the securing of rooms, it having been estimated that
100,000 private accommodations in the western part of Berlin would be essential. It was also decided
that the OB should establish information booths at each railway station, and guide service for
foreign visitors was centralÌ2ed through the OB assuming charge of this work.

Additional No. Visitors Registered
Month

July
per cent1)

Total
per cent1)

The OB was divided into the following departments and branches;
I. Lodgings Department:
a) Private quarters

a) Information offices

b) Hotels and pensions

b) Interpreter service

1. Official guests

c) Automobile guide service

2. General guests

d) Excursions

c) Mass quarters

III. Linguisdc Assistance for Olympic Guests.

No changes were made in this plan, the various departments and branches being merely extended
to meet demands.
Lodgings Department

According to the available statistics, the number of visitors who remained overnight in Berlin
during the Olympic months of July and August, 1936 compare as follows with the same months
of the previous year:
Total No. Visitors Registered
Visitors
Nights Spent
July
July
August
August
July and August
combined

1936
1935
1936
1935
1936
1935

146,746
96,951
238,465
125,705
385,211
222,656

No. Foreign Visitors
Nights Spent
Visitors

350,403
198,591
977,795
276,267

41,091
19,947
74,515
23,695

143,464
53,077
485,044
71,111

1,328,198
474,858

11,5534
43,642

628,508
124,188

These statistics provide a clear picture of the number of visitors who remained overnight in Berlin
during the two Olympic months. They also include the ordinary number of travellers before and
after the Games. In making its estimates, the German Railway established an interval of 22 days
from July 28th to August 18th as the Olympic travel period.
During the first six months of 1936 the total number of visitors to Berlin was about 12% higher than
that of the corresponding period for the previous year, and the number of foreign visitors about
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1)

II. Information and Transportation Department:

Foreign Visitors

Total
Visitors

Nights Spent

Visitors

Nights Spent

40,000
35.0
100,000
70.0
140,000
55.0

130,000
58.0
670,000
216.0
800,000
150.0

18,000
76.0
47,000
170.0
65,000
126.0

81,000
131.0
402,000
483.0
483,000
333.0

Per cent of the number of visitors normally expected had the Olympic Games not been held.

According to these statistics, the Olympic Festival brought about an increase of approximately 140,000
in the number of visitors who remained overnight in Berlin, the number of nights spent amounting
to 800,000. Of these numbers, 75,000 were visitors from other parts of Germany who spent a total
of 317,000 nights in Berlin, while 65,000 were foreigners who spent 483,000 nights in the Capital
City. (All those with their permanent place of residence in a foreign country are counted as for
eigners.) This increase was confined almost entirely to the period between July 28th and August 18th.
The grand total of the visitors who spent more than one day in Berlin during these three weeks,
i. e. the number expected under ordinary conditions in addition to the Olympic guests, can be
estimated on the basis of the statistics for 1935 and the increase during the first half year of 1936.
This computation reveals that 220,000 visitors spent 1,050,000 nights in Berlin, these numbers
including
145,000 German visitors who spent 495,000 nights and
75,000 foreigners who passed 550,000 nights.
These statistics do not include the visitors who obtained lodgings with relatives or friends
since it is impossible to estimate this number. It is natural to assume, however, that many persons
abroad utilized the occasion of the Olympic Games as an opportunity of visiting relatives in Berlin,
especially in view of the reduced railway rates. The members of the Berlin sporting clubs were
also extremely active in providing free lodging for sporting friends from abroad so that they might
attend the Olympic Games. Upon taking all of these factors into consideration one must conclude
that the number of unregistered visitors to Berlin between July 28th and August 18th was at least
as large as if not larger than those officially registered. Thus, it can be estimated that the total number
of visitors to the Capital City during these three weeks was at least one half million, and the total
number of nights spent between 2 and 21/4 million. An average of more than 20,000 overnight
visitors arrived in Berlin each day during this period. Since each visitor remained an average of
five days, it may be calculated that more than 100,000 guests slept each night in Berlin.
These figures by no means cover the entire number of Olympic visitors, since the "daily guests,"
or visitors who did not remain in Berlin overnight, are not included. An estimate of their number
can be gained, however, from the records of the German Railway Headquarters during the period
27
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of the Games. These statistics indicate that in addition to the 100,000 overnight visitors in Berlin
there were also 100,000 daily guests each day during the three weeks of the Olympic period. The
above figures merely represent the average, however, since the visitors were not distributed so
regularly during the entire period of festivities. A record was probably reached on Sunday, August
9th, when between 250,000 and 300,000 visitors were in Berlin, this number naturally including
those who had remained from the previous day.
The fact that the number of foreigners who remained overnight in Berlin during the months of
July and August, 1936 was decidedly higher than usual is deserving of special notice. Whereas
during the first half of 1936 foreign visitors constituted 12% of the total number of visitors and
spent 19% of the total number of nights, these figures increased for July and August to 30% and
47% respectively. During the actual days of the Olympic competitions, foreign visitors constituted
34% of the total number registered and spent 53% of the total number of nights. In other words,
more foreigners remained overnight in Berlin during the period of the Games than visitors from
other parts of Germany.

The foregoing table reveals the distribution of the visitors during the months of July and August
according to their type of lodging, although it should be borne in mind that lodgings in private
houses and common quarters were limited in general to the period of the actual festivities, or in
other words, to the interval between July 28th and August 18th. The time of sojourn in the lodgings
provided by the Organizing Committee was somewhat longer because those accommodated included
the foreign Olympic participants and the accompanying personnel. The statistics for the hotels and
pensions include, on the other hand, the regular travellers before and after the Games during the
entire two month period.

Total Number of Visitors and Nights Spent in July and August, 1936, According to the Type

The percentage of the actual Olympic guests who stopped at hotels and pensions during the period
between July 28th and August 18th is even lower. With the aid of the official police registrations
it may be estimated that a total of about 130,000 visitors spent 500,000 nights in hotels and pensions.
It can thus be concluded that they could not accommodate more than about 60% of the overnight
visitors nor had they space for more than 50% of the total number of nights spent. According
to the statistics of the Brandenburg Section of the Association of Restaurants and Hostels, Berlin
possesses accommodations for about 12,500 persons in her hotels and for a further 9,000 in
pensions, or in other words, for a total of 21,500. It was thus possible for the Berlin pen
sions and hotels to provide for about 475,000 overnight sojourns in Berlin during the 22 days
between July 28th and August 18th, this exclusive of all emergency or auxiliary quarters. Through
the aforementioned 500,000 overnight sojourns the facilities which the Berlin hotels and pensions
were able to provide were completely utilized during the Olympic period.

of Lodging
Germans

Type of Lodging

Number

Total

Foreigners

(l

Number I

%

Number j

%

Registered Visitors
228,807

84.8

72,620

62.9

301,427

78.3

33,680

12.5

28,386

24.6

62,066

16.1

c) In private rooms supplied by the Association for Germans Abroad

586

0.2

982

0.8

1,568

0.4

d) In 76 mass quarters supplied by the OB

330

0.1

5,940

5.1

6,270

1.6

5,877

2.2

2,461

2.1

8,338

2.2

f) In mass quarters supplied by the Organizing Committee ...

397

0.2

5,145

4.5

5,542

1.4

Total a—f

269,677

100.0

115,534

100.0

385,211

100,0

a) In hotels and pensions
b) In private rooms supplied by the OB

e) In 3 tent encampments

No. Nights Spent
a) In hotels and pensions

502,869

71.9

300,583

47.8

803,452

60.5

b) In private rooms supplied by the OB

127,961

18.3

171,343

27.3

299,304

22.5

c) In private rooms supplied by the Association for Germans Abroad

2,431

0.3

5,367

0.9

7,798

0.6

d) In 76 mass quarters supplied by the OB

5,280

0.8

30,077

4.8

35,357

2.7

24,140

38

77,249

5.8

53,109

7.6

f) In mass quarters supplied by the Organizing Committee ....

8,040

1.1

96,998

15.4

105,038

7.9

Total a—f

699,690

100.0

628,508

100.0

1,328,198

100.0

e) In 3 tent encampments

Average Length of Sojourn
(Number of nights spent by one visitor)
a) In hotels and pensions

2.2

4.1

2.7

b) In private rooms supplied by the OB

3.8

6.0

4.8

4.1

5.5

5.0

16.0

5.1

5.6

c) In private rooms supplied by the Association for Germans Abroad
d) In 76 mass quarters supplied by the OB

9.0

9.8

9.3

f) In mass quarters supplied by the Organizing Committee ....

20.3

18.9

19.0

Total a—f

2.6

5.4

3.4

e) In 3 tent encampments
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About 85% of the German visitors but only 63% of the foreigners were accommodated in hotels
and pensions during the months of July and August, while 12.5% of the German visitors and
25% of the foreigners found lodgings in the private rooms supplied by the OB. The mass
quarters and dormitories were also occupied principally by foreigners, German lodgers exceeding
in number only in the tent encampments. Of the total number of nights passed by German visitors
in Berlin during July and August, 72% were spent in hotels and pensions, the proportion being
48% in the case of the foreigners.

The following table indicates the nationality of the foreigners who visited Berlin during the months
of July and August. According to the number of registrations, Czechoslovakia leads the list with
15,163 visitors, being followed by U.S.A. with 14,408 and Sweden with 10,255. Calculated on the
basis of the nights spent in Berlin, U.S.A. holds the leading place with 75,747, Czechoslovakia
being second with 57,747, Sweden third with 54,347 and Great Britain and Ireland fourth with
39,539.
The districts located in the vicinity of the Reich Sport Field were naturally preferred by the visitors,
and Charlottenburg with 14,711 guests and a total of 83,680 overnight sojourns heads the list.
Wilmersdorf, Tiergarten and Schoeneberg follow in the order named, each having accommodated
a considerable number of out of town guests. Of the remaining districts, only Mitte and Kreuzberg,
both of which are conviently situated from a point of view of communication, Steglitz, Zehlendorf
and Spandau, which lie in the neighbourhood of large sporting grounds, and Tempelhof are de
serving of mention. The number of overnight visitors who found quarters in the other districts
was insignificant. Moreover, the concentration of the visitors in certain districts is also due to the
fact that the number of private rooms available was greater.
27*
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Visitors to Berlin and Nights Spent During July and August, 1936

(Exclusive of those accommodated by the Olympic Youth Lodgings Bureau)
Nation

I. Germany

August, 1936

July, 1936

Total

Visitors
Registered

Nights
Spent

Visitors
Registered

Nights
Spent

Visitors
Registered

Nights
Spent

105,727

206,939

163,950

492,751

269,677

699,690

704
1,699
2,948
729
403
810
808
1,539
1,467
1,665
516
3,427
1,404
503
3,950
3,491
908
674

1,694
5,183
5,976
2,145
1,122
2,236
3,814
5,539
4,274
4,721
2,426
10,507
3,973
1,556
7,564
8,234
2,347
2,327

818
4,054
12,215
1,979
1,692
1,523
1,359
2,653
2,679
3,353
653
5,159
2,639
1,116
4,664
6,764
1,343
1,315

2,772
24,931
51,771
18,852
10,592
13,749
15,133
15,976
16,509
17,895
5,616
29,032
15,303
6,598
16,512
46,113
7,449
11,609

1,522
5,753
15,163
2,708
2,095
2,333
2,167
4,192
4,146
5,018
1,169
8,586
4,043
1,619
8,614
10,255
2,251
1.989

4,466
30,114
57,747
20,997
11,714
15,985
18,947
21,515
20,783
22,616
8,042
39,539
19,276
8,154
24,076
54,347
9,796
13,936

1,062
1,159
98
6,617
278
234
1,355
1,489
525
139
418

3,424
3,084
409
23,732
1,454
1,481
12,464
13,122
3,626
1,530
3,500

1,476
2,120
143
7,791
157
370
1,346
1,347
704
205
2,878

11,820
12,550
1,082
52,015
2,821
3,885
19,975
21,219
8,643
2,368
22,254

2,538
3,279
241
14,408
435
604
2,701
2,836
1,229
344
3,296

15,244
15,634
1,491
75,747
4,275
5,366
32,439
34,341
12,269
3,898
25,754

41,019
146,746

143,464
350,403

74,515
238,465

485,044
977,795

115,534
385,211

628,508
1,328,198

II. Foreign Countries:
1. Danzig
2. Austria
3. Czechoslovakia
4. Hungary
5. Yugoslavia
6. Rumania
7. Bulgaria, Greece and Albania
8. Italy
9. Switzerland
10. France
11. Spain and Portugal
12. Great Britain and Ireland
13. Holland
14. Belgium and Luxemburg
15. Denmark
16. Sweden
17. Norway
18. Finland
19. Esthonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Memel
District
20. Poland
21. Russia
22. U.S.A
23. Canada
24. Central America
25. South America
26. Asia including Turkey
27. Africa
28. Australia
29. Other countries
Total II (1—29)
I and II combined

Private Quarters

Based on statistics of the usual number of visitors during the summer months and the results of the
Olympic sale of tickets, it was calculated that accommodations in private homes for about 100,000
persons would be necessary during the Olympic period. It was moreover decided that in addition
to the hotels and pensions these 100,000 private quarters should be provided in the seven western
boroughs of Berlin, Tiergarten, Charlottenburg, Schôneberg, Steglitz, Zehlendorf, Spandau and
Wilmersdorf. These boroughs were selected because of their favourable residential conditions
and convenient location from the point of view of connections with the Reich Sport Field and
the central parts of the city. The Berlin residents who wished to offer private rooms to Olympic
visitors were required to register these at the headquarters of the local branch of the National
Socialist Welfare Organization (NSV). Specially trained and informed assistants were then sent
to inspect the rooms and to classify them according to the three price categories (3 marks for simple
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And all of them were lodged and provided for.

rooms, 4.50 marks for more spacious rooms, and 6 marks for first-class rooms with all conveniences).
Seventy local branches with a total of 1,450 assistants were engaged in this work. After a room
had been inspected and accepted, the owner was required to sign a statement giving details about
the location and furnishing of the room, at the same time absolving the OB from all claims should
the room not be occupied. This entire campaign was completed in February, 1936, and a total of
102,000 private accommodations were thus assured.
From the experience gained in Garmisch-Partenkirchen during the Winter Games it was assumed
that many more private accommodations would be necessary, and for this reason a second room
campaign was begun in March, 1936 in order to obtain an additional 150,000 beds, the entire city
of Berlin being taken into consideration on this occasion. The work was performed by 182 local
headquarters of the National Socialist Welfare Organization with 3,680 assistants. The result was an
additional 157,000 beds, which brought the total up to 258,000 accommodations, all of which had
been examined and classified according to price. During the ensuing months several rooms were
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withdrawn from this list because of removals and other reasons, so that during the Olympic Games
an actual total of 242,273 beds were at the disposal of the OB, these being distributed among the
different boroughs as follows:
Charlottenburg
Horst-Wessel-Stadt
Kôpenick
Lichtenberg
Pankow
Prenzlauer Berg
Reinickendorf
Schôneberg
Spandau
Steglitz
Tempelhof

33,487 Beds
7,192
5,395
10,624
7,208
6,271
8,233
21,635
11,460
20,739
10,691
142,935 Beds

Carried Forward 142,935 Beds
Treptow
7,824
8,086
Wedding
4,072
WeiBensee
6,977
Zehlendorf
6,493
Mitte
14,364
Neukôlln
21,142
Wilmersdorf . . . .
13,024
Kreuzberg
11,678
Tiergarten Nord
5,678
Sud . .
Total

242,273 Beds

The rooms which had been examined and accepted were catalogued at the headquarters of the OB
by municipal filing clerks, divisions being made for the different boroughs. For guests who desired
especially luxurious rooms a new 8 mark category was established, this making four price groups
in all. These prices were for single accommodation per night and included service, shoe
cleaning and light. The bost was required to provide breakfast if the guests so desired, a price of
75 pfennigs being established for a Continental breakfast. Baths were priced at 1 mark each, and
additional services of any kind were subject to a special agreement between the host and the guest.
Each price was definitely established through a decree of the State Commissioner for the Capital
City on May 9th, 1936 and could not be increased. A notice concerning the price of the lodging
established by the authorities had to be exhibited in each room, and the local lodgings officials were
required to see that this order was followed by unannounced inspection of different rooms. All of
the local lodgings bureaus performed the unusual tasks assigned to them in an exemplary and
efficient manner.
At the beginning of 1936, the OB sent application forms to all parts of Germany, and, with the
assistance of the German Railway Publicity Bureau, to every foreign country. The Olympic visitors
who desired lodgings in Berlin returned these forms to the OB, and upon receiving the price of
the accommodations or at least an advance payment of 2 marks, the OB forwarded the application
to the local lodgings bureau, which then informed the applicant that accommodations had been
reserved. After being notified that his application had been fulfilled, the prospective Olympic
visitor carried on any further dealings directly with the local lodgings bureau and not with the OB.
Four boroughs were reserved for foreign visitors, Tiergarten, Schôneberg, Wilmersdorf and Char
lottenburg, these being sub-divided into smaller districts which were known as "Olympic Colonies."
An endeavour was made to establish special Olympic Colonies for each country, a total of 31 thus
being instituted. Within these colonies, 10 interpreting centres were installed for the benefit of
the foreign visitors, all services being rendered free of charge.
In order to relieve the burden of the local lodgings bureaus and at the same time to facilitate arrange
ments for the Olympic visitors, the OB, in collaboration with the National Socialist Welfare OrganÌ2ation, established a special accommodation service on the trains running to Berlin. On July 30th and
31st and August 1st, 8th, 14th and 15th, two representatives of the OB were placed on each express
train bound for the Capital City so that travellers coming to the Games had the possibility of ob
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taining lodgings directly without having to proceed to a local lodgings bureau upon arriving.
The personnel for this service was supplied by the National Socialist Welfare Organization,
280 assistants being trained for the work in four six-day courses at the regional school of the
Organization. Of these 280 travelling representatives, 220 spoke at least one foreign language,
and the group as a whole commanded 16 languages. In addition to providing the visitors with
lodgings, these assistants were required to give information on all matters connected with the
Olympic Games. A total of 9,800 lodgings were thus distributed and information imparted in thou
sands of cases. This service, which was without precedent in the world, was genuinely appreciated
by both German and foreign travellers. The assistants worked on an honorary basis, receiving only
expenses. On the days when the service was not in operation, the train conductors distributed in
formation pamphlets regarding accommodations in Berlin on all of the express trains bound for
the City.
In order to avoid misunderstandings or disputes between the appartment owners and house proprie
tors or between the guests and the hosts, special adjustment bureaus were established for the
purpose of dealing with all complaints, including those which arrived at the headquarters of the
OB or the local lodgings bureaus. The adjustment bureau was appealed to in very few cases,
however, since the clear directions which the Legal Department of the National Socialist Welfare
Organization had issued to all of the various groups guaranteed the smooth operation of the
entire project.
Hotels and Pensions

The work of the Hotels and Pensions Department was decidedly more difficult than that of the
Private Quarters Department. Whereas the owners of private rooms were almost exclusively Berlin
citizens of good social standing who offered their rooms in the spirit of cooperation on a national
project, the hotel and pension owners were interested only from the point of view of business.
It was not intended that the hotel trade should suffer because of the Olympic Games, but on the
other hand the Municipal Authorities felt themselves obliged to take measures which would protect
the Olympic visitors from unfair prices. For this reason, definite price categories for the hotels
and pensions were established.
In order to prevent profiteering in the Berlin hotel trade, the State Commissioner issued a special
decree on January 4th, 1936 which applied to the following groups:
a) Commercial establishments belonging to the Association of German Restaurants and Hostels,
b) Establishments not affiliated with the Association,
c) Private rooms rented on a commercial basis.
After definite price categories had been established and the decree of January 4th, 1936 enacted, the
OB requested the Association of Restaurants and Hostels to place at its disposal about 30% of the
beds in the Berlin hotels and pensions. These were necessary for fulfilling the demands of the Organizing
Committee, which was obliged to provide accommodations for the official guests. Over 3,000 beds were
reserved for this purpose. After subtracting these from the total number at its disposal, the OB
still had 3000 beds which were offered to Olympic visitors. The obtaining of these beds was accom
panied by certain difficulties, and as early as September, 1935 the hotels and pensions informed the OB
that they were sold out for the period of the Games. This statement was not true, however, and was
given out by the different hotels principally because they feared they would no longer have control
over their rooms if they enrolled them with the OB. Following several conferences during which
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the necessity of obtaining rooms was made clear to the hotel proprietors, the aforenamed number
of beds were placed at the disposal of the OB, although only until May 1st, 1936, with the provision
that rooms which had not been reserved by this time should be returned to the hotel owners. This
final date was prolonged several times since it proved to be impossible, especially in the case of the
official guests, to obtain their applications for accommodations four months before the beginning
of the Games. A final agreement was reached at the end of June, 1936 whereby the hotel proprietors
signified their willingness to reserve the beds required for the official guests until the beginning
of the Games and the others until July 12th, 1936, for disposal by the OB. In view of develop
ments during the month of July, the hotels did not care whether the OB carried out this agreement
to the letter, the important fact being that the hotel proprietors recognized the guests sent by the
OB as reliable and capable of paying.
It became known during June and July that some of the Berlin hotels were not yet sold out for
the Games, and furthermore, that only a few hotels were reserved for the entire Olympic period.
In practically every establishment rooms were free on certain days because not all of the guests
remained for the entire duration of the Festival. The OB was therefore confronted with the problem
of keeping the hotels filled during the entire period, and for this purpose a distribution agency
was formed by the OB and Association of Restaurants and Hostels. This office was open from July
28th to August 18th, and lists of free rooms in all the hotels were sent here twice daily. These were
then forwarded to the information kiosks of the OB and supplied to the first applicants. The hotel
distribution agency provided 2,474 persons with overnight accommodation for 6,424 nights, while
the information kiosks supplied 6,024 persons with 18,160 overnight quarters.
The distribution agency therefore assisted materially in keeping the Berlin hotels full during the
entire Olympic period. This institution was highly recommended by the hotel proprietors and was
used in the same form by the Berlin Tourist Association for other presentations following the
Olympic Games.
In general, it may be asserted that the work of the Lodgings Department progressed without friction
of any kind, and the OB did not receive a single official complaint from Germany or abroad. Nor
were claims made against the OB by any private house owner or lodger. It must be emphasized
in this connection that the OB cooperated to good advantage with other official groups, especially
the Organizing Committee and the German Railway Publicity Bureau, a fact which contributed
largely to its success.
Information and Transportation
In addition to providing accommodations, the OB was also confronted with the task of arranging
for the comfort and convenience of the visitors during the Games. Various information pamphlets
and prospectuses were published by the OB with this end in view, and information supplied by
it was also included in the folders published from time to time by the German Railway Publicity
Bureau and Organizing Committee. A number of other means of assistance were also established,
these including information kiosks, interpreter centres, guide stations for motorists, etc.
The first kiosks were erected in February, 1936 at the Stettiner Station, near the Kaiser Wilhelm
Memorial Church on Tauentzien-Strasse and near the Anhalter Station on Askanischer Platz. During
the ensuing months similar kiosks were established at the Friedrich-Strasse Station, Zoo Station,
Lehrter Station and at the Reich Sport Field. At the close of the Olympic Games the kiosks at the
Zoo Station, Lehrter Station and the Reich Sport Field were removed, while those at the Stettiner
Station, Friedrich-Strasse Station, on Tauentzien-Strasse and Askanischer Platz were taken over
by the Berlin Tourist Association for general purposes.
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In front of the
Olympic kiosk.
A police official
commanding four
languages is a useful
source of infor
mation.

The information kiosks proved to be extremely valuable during the Games. Their principal mission
was that of supplying advice concerning the Festival but they were also visited by numerous persons
who desired information about Berlin and Brandenburg. Tickets for excursions, museums, con
ducted tours and the theatre as well as air travel could be bought here. Moreover, these kiosks
were utilized from the very beginning by the Berlin Tourist Association Company as hotel
registries.
With the cooperation of the National Socialist Motor Corps special guide stations were established
on the principal highways for the assistance of motorists travelling to Berlin. In the course of a
conference on May 26th, 1936 it was decided that the stations should be installed by the OB, and
the National Socialist Motor Corps would provide the personnel and carry on the service. The
OB thereupon bought five wooden houses which had formerly been used as milk stations and
equipped them for this purpose. These stations were located in Spandau, Wannsee, Tempelhof,
Lichtenberg and Buchholz on the highways leading to Berlin.
The direction of this special guide service was in the hands of Group Leader Albrecht of the National
Socialist Motor Brigade, Berlin, and it was in operation from July 20th until August 20th, 1936.
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Service was carried on at the stations in two shifts, one from 6 a.m. till 3 p. m. and the other from
3 p.m. till midnight, while the central office in Columbus House, Berlin, was open from 6 a. m.
till midnight. All of the guides were required to report first at the central office and were sent by
motor-cycle from here to the various stations in response to requests. It proved to be necessary
in the beginning to place posters in the larger hotels and banks, calling attention in German,
French and English to the special automobile guide service. This led to a decided increase in
the demands made upon this service.
About 650 calls for assistance were received, two-thirds being from Germans and one-third from
foreigners. The guide service was established too early, and during the first days there was scarcely
any demand, but towards the end of July its activity increased, and by the beginning of August
it was necessary to establish both day and night service. At this time about 60 men were engaged
in the work, and some of them were required to perform two services daily. So many requests for
assistance were received at the Wannsee Station that an auxiliary centre had to be established at
the railway station. This service was also utilÌ2ed in many cases by the drivers of large motor lorries
and vans en route to Berlin, and it was by no means unusual for the guide to be asked to take the
wheel because arriving guests were often so tired that they did not trust themselves to drive their
cars through the Berlin traffic. Such wishes were granted in every case.
Provisions also had to be made for accommodating the cars of Olympic visitors, this being not
only in the interest of the travellers, but also in that of general traffic. With this end in view, special
parking grounds were provided in different parts of Berlin for the cars which could not be taken
care of by the garages. A contract was drawn up with the Spandau Patrolling and Protective Com
pany for the special supervision of these parking grounds. The following fees were collected by
this Company for its sendees:
Automobiles for
Motor-cycles

8 hours

—.50 RM.

8

„

-.30

„

Bicycles

„

8

„

--io

„

Automobiles

„

24

„

-.75

„

Motor-cycles

„

24

„

-.50

„

—.20

„

Bicycles

»

24

Included in these fees was insurance against theft to the amount of 10,000 RM. Parking permits
could be obtained by motorists or cyclists at the guide service stations, local lodgings offices and
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all branches of the OB. The city provided 35 different parking grounds with a total capacity for
28,000 cars. These were not utilized, however, to the expected extent, and after the first week the
number was reduced to five. The probable reason for this surprisingly slight utilization of the
municipal parking grounds is that many motorists left their cars in the environs of Berlin in order
to avoid any traffic congestion in the city. Moreover, the Police Department designated a great
number of streets for parking purposes a few days before the beginning of the Games, and these
were used by numerous motorists because they offered more convenient and cheaper parking
facilities. Many motorists also parked their cars under the nearest street lamp in their neighbourhood
since this is not prohibited in Berlin. Difficulties or thefts were not reported in any part of the
city. The garages were full during the entire period of the Games.
Plans were made for a uniform system of excursions and hiring of omnibuses during the Festival,
and with this end in view a special traffic regulating commission was established on May 14th,
1936 under the supervision of Director Benninghoff. In addition to the Berlin Transportation
Company, which had a controlling interest in the project, the German Post Office Department,
the Reich Traffic Association, private enterprisers and the OB were also represented on this com
mission. Its task was to provide omnibuses for regular excursion trips and for hiring to private
groups. The programme of excursion tours was drawn up by the OB with the cooperation
of the Berlin-Brandenburg Tourist Traffic Association.
The actual demands in this field did not come up to expectations, this being due partly to the un
certain weather conditions during the first half of the Games and also to the fact that Berlin offered
so many attractions and such an extensive programme of entertainment that the majority of the
visitors chose to remain in the city rather thar undertake excursions. Although the demands for
regular excursions proved to be disappointing, arrangements for special group excursions in hired
omnibuses were attended by greater success The companies which conducted sight-seeing tours
in Berlin and excursions to Potsdam reported an excellent business during the Games. The sight
seeing tours in Berlin arranged by the National Socialist Organization, "Kraft durch Freude"
(Strength through Joy), and carried out in the omnibuses of the Berlin Transportation Company
were extremely popular.
The Interpreter Service

In order to enable the Olympic visitors to gain some conception of the developments in the Third
Reich and to place them in a position for acquainting themselves with the actual life in Germany,
an attempt had to be made to eliminate the language difficulty, since this is always an obstacle to
the proper appreciation of foreign customs and activities. Except in the case of the athletes,
the problem of providing language assistance for the foreign guests was placed in the hands of
the OB, and an adequate staff of dependable and well-trained interpreters and guides had to be
formed. In order to achieve unity in this work, a central organization of all interpreters and guides
was formed for the first time in the history of Berlin. Expert information as well as an understanding
of the psychology of foreign travellers was necessary for this work.
From the moment of arrival, every foreign visitor was afforded the possibility of speaking his own
language. If travellers from abroad wished to utilize their short stay in Berlin to become acquainted
with German life and customs, a telephone call to the special headquarters established by the OB
was sufficient for obtaining an expert guide and interpreter. Or if foreign visitors wished to meet
their countrymen for a social hour or the exchange of impressions, they merely needed to pay a
call at one of the 10 centres provided especially for this purpose.
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Customs Facilities

The German customs authorities cooperated readily with the Organizing Committee. The Reich
Ministry of Finance granted an exemption from customs duties which in every way met the wishes
of the Organizing Committee and facilitated the entry into Germany of the foreign guests. The
officials were directed to avoid all difficulties in dealing with the competitors and those accompany
ing the national teams who possessed Olympic identity cards.
In order to assure the smooth functioning of the customs work, the large pieces of luggage of those
with Olympic identity cards as well as packages sent to them were not dealt with at the border,
but at their place of destination, that is, near the Olympic Village. It was also necessary to facilitate
the handling of the luggage of all foreign visitors to the Games in Berlin. For this reason, the State
Finance Office at Berlin established the following special customs offices: the Berlin - Olympic
Village Customs Office, the Berlin-Reich Sport Field Branch Customs Office, the Berlin-Grunau
Branch Customs Office, a branch customs office at the Rangsdorf Aerodrome near Berlin, and a
branch customs office at the Zoological Garden Railway Station in Berlin.
At the request of the Organizing Committee, the Reich Finance Minister granted extensive customs
exemptions to the competitors in the Games. If certain conditions were fulfilled, the following
were free of duty: food, wine, tobacco, medicines and massage material which the foreign competi
tors brought with them in their luggage, or received through the mail or by freight. All gifts sent
to the Olympic teams were also free of duty under certain conditions. This was also true of the
food which the North German Lloyd imported from abroad to use in catering for the Olympic
competitors, as well as certain quantities of forage imported from abroad for the horses which
participated in the Olympic equestrian events.
A special Olympic customs certificate for foreign motorists aided them considerably in theformalities
necessari
when crossine:
the border.
J
O
The cheerful cooperation of all the officials on duty assured the smooth carrying out of all the
customs measures.
Passport Facilities

To remove all restrictions of a bureaucratic nature, the German government offices abroad were
instructed that no visa was required for foreigners visiting the Olympic Festival. An Olympic
Identity Card or an Olympic Stadium pass served as proof of identity for the applicant. The
German customs authorities also accepted the Olympic idendity card as proof of identity.
A special arrangement was arrived at between the Organizing Committee and the United States
of North America. The elimination contests of the American athletes for selection as members
of the national team took place only three days before the competitors' departure for Germany. As
it would have incurred great difficulties and considerable expense to get passports for American
nationals, the American Olympic Committee asked Germany to recognize the Olympic identity
card in lieu of a proper passport. The Reich Ministry of the Interior willingly acceded to this
request.
Monetary and Currency Questions

The Olympic competitors and the visitors of the Games who came from abroad used German
currency almost exclusively to defray the cost of their travelling expenses and their sojourn in
Germany this being drawn from special Reichsmark credit accounts. The "tourist mark" was
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Four Americancavalry officers with their wives enroute to the land of theXIth Olympic Games onboard the Hamburg American liner, "Hansa."

mainly in circulation and these could be bought by persons residing abroad at a considerably
lower price than the regular Reichsmarks in the form of traveller' cheques, drafts, and letters
of credit through foreign banks and tourist offices. These travellers' cheques, etc. could be cashed
at the German banks and financial institutions. On an average, the sum of 50 marks could be
withdrawn per person per day.
During the Games, the Reichsbank granted a number of facilities. Special instructions were issued
to the exchange depots on the frontiers for prompt and preferential attention to incoming visitors.
With the consent of the Reichsbank a number of further exchange depots were opened, for
instance, at the Berlin-Tempelhof Aerodrome, the Reich Airport in Frankfort-on-Main, on the
Reich Sport Field, the Olympia Harbour in Kiel and the big Berlin and Hamburg hotels.
A bank was also opened in the Olympic Village to attend to the financial requirements of the com
petitors, for whom, through the courtesy of the Reichsbank, it was not necessary to draw their
tourist marks in person, as an authorized representative of every National Olympic Committee
was entitled to draw a lump sum for the competitors, team managers and accompanying personnel.
The Reichsbank, furthermore, issued special instructions regarding the cashing of travellers' cheques
for foreign visitors. Contrary to the usual regulations, the daily quota for Berlin from July 15th
to August 31st, 1936 was raised to 100 marks. The exchange depots were also entitled to pay this
amount for five days in advance during the Games upon presentation of Olympic tickets. If visitors
required tourist mark amounts over and above the daily quota, these were granted upon application
to the Reichsbank. The Reichsbank had organized a special Olympic Service during the Games,
which was open and at the disposal of visitors outside of the usual business hours on Sundays
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and week days. By these means, foreign visitors were given the opportunity of being able at any
time to obtain reliable information about the supply, withdrawal and use of the tourist marks.
In consequence of the difficult foreign currency situation in various countries, all visitors were
not able to procure tourist marks. This drawback was also remedied, and by releasing Reichsmarks from other barred credit accounts tourist marks at a reduced rate were appropriated.
Tickets for the Games had to be paid for in foreign currency by all Olympic visitors residing abroad.

given memorial medals, whereas the members received a book on Berlin as a souvenir. While
driving through never-ending lanes of cheering crowds on their way from the station to the Town
Hall, and from there to their quarters, the Olympic athletes easily perceived how keen an
interest the population took both in the Olympic Games and the teams. On arriving at their
quarters the teams were welcomed by the manager of the quarters. Those staying at the
Olympic village were greeted by the Commandant.

The Organizing Committee had been authorized to use a part of the foreign currency accumulating
to purchase foreign foodstuffs and sporting apparatuses.
All financial transactions in connection with the Xlth Olympic Games were carried through to the
entire satisfaction of our foreign visitors.

The Police

Reception of the Teams at the Stations

The duty of the Organizing Committee to look after the teams began with the moment the men
crossed the frontiers into Germany. At many border-stations the teams were welcomed by representa
tives of the Organizing Committee. Special reception committees had been formed in the port
cities under the auspices of the authorities and sporting associations. These extended the first greetings
of welcome to those teams hailing from oversea countries. The Organizing Committee instructed
its Sporting Department to arrange the receptions in Berlin. The Sporting Department was kept in
formed of the times of arrival by representatives of the Olympic forwarding agents. Their service
commenced at the frontiers. Only very few teams complied with the requests of the Organizing
Committee to inform it of the exact day of arrival, either by cable or letter. Thus in many cases the
Sporting Department had to find out for itself, through a specially arranged information service,
the day and hour of the arrival in Berlin. At the request of the Organizing Committee the German
Railways arranged for special trains with teams to arrive at fixed hours. In certain cases special
trains were also provided, warranting the quickest conveyance of the Olympic teams to Berlin. To
facilitate the housing question, the Organizing Committee had sent out to the National Olympic
Committees a supply of labels to be fixed on the trunks and bags of the respective teams prior to
their departure. The colour of these labels were red for the Olympic village, violet for the women's
home, green for the quarters of the rowing and canoeing crews, blue for the lodgings of the
yachtsmen at Kiel, and brown for the parties connected with the various displays.
Such marking of the luggage by colours enabled the Sporting Department to take the teams to their
respective lodgings in the quickest possible way. The luggage was taken over during the journey
and sent by the deputies of the Organizing Committee and the City of Berlin straight to the respec
tive quarters, while the guests were welcomed at the station. Thus the teams, on arriving at their
Olympic quarters, found their luggage in their rooms.
The German Railway had taken care to have the larger Berlin stations decorated with flags and
festoons. During the reception, the platforms were barred against the public so as to enable
the President of the Organizing Committee and his deputy to welcome the team. During these
receptions the band of the Olympic village played the national anthem of the particular country
whose team had just arrived. Subsequently the teams were taken by special omnibuses of the Army
Transport Department to the Berlin Town Hall. Here the Commissioner of State, Dr. Lippert,
welcomed the guests on behalf of the City of Berlin. The keys of the City of Berlin were given to
the team which had arrived first. This was done to show that the Olympia guests for the time of
the Games were regarded as citizens of Berlin enjoying equal rights. The leaders of the teams were
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The work of the police was especially important in assuring the success of the Games and the smooth
handling of the unusually large crowds. Above all, the police had the difficult task of solving all
the various traffic problems, and of preventing, or at least lessening, the dangers which result from
the gathering together of so many people. The task of the Berlin police on the occasion of the
Olympic Games was especially difficult, because no event had ever before taken place in Berlin,
which even remotely approached the Olympic Games in international importance. The task was
made more difficult because there were an unusually large number of foreigners among the innumer
able visitors. Most of these were not acquainted with the German regulations, and even had no
knowledge of the German language. The Berlin police were fully conscious of the difficulty of
their task. They had made it their aim to carry out the necessary administrative work well in advance.
Through the most painstaking organization, they hoped to assure the completely smooth and safe
carrying out of all events and performances, and of the traffic. Despite the unusual circumstances,
Berlin and Kiel were to prove the high degree of safety and order which existed in Germany. The
police also wished to be active helpers and advisers for the guests, and thus prove their close associ
ation with the public. In consideration of these tasks, the Reich Ministry of the Interior ordered
the creation of a special Police Commanding Staff for the Xlth Olympiad. This staff dealt with
all matters of interest to the police in connection with the Olympiad. The direction of this
special staff was in the hands of the Berlin Police President, Count Helldorff. As director of
the local and provincial police authorities, the final responsibility would in any case have been
his. All the offices which exercised police authority, either directly or indirectly, were united in the
Police Commanding Staff. In addition to the chiefs of divisions of the Berlin Police Headquarters,
the following worked under him: the SS, the State Secret Police, the Guard of the Fuhrer, the
SA, and the National Socialist Motor Corps. One representative of each of the following also
worked under him; the Organizing Committee, the Ministry for Propaganda, the State Commis
sioner of the City of Berlin, and the Potsdam Police President. For the purpose of organizing
the events in Kiel, representatives of the corresponding Party organizations and State and municipal
authorities in Kiel joined the Police Commanding Staff.
Since the offices represented on the Police Commanding Staff could not constantly concern themselves
with the details of police preparatory measures, a smaller managing staff was formed as a working
committee. The Berlin Police President appointed the director of the Traffic Department of the
Police Headquarters as head of this committee. In May, 1936, the latter organized his own office
in the building in Berlin-Charlottenburg in which the Organizing Committee had its offices. Here
the activities of the Police Commanding Staff were centrally organized. It was desired to ob
tain from the beginning the closest possible cooperation with the other offices represented
on the Police Commanding Staff. Therefore, in agreement with these, special liaison officers
were appointed. Thus all important questions could be discussed during the period of prepar
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ation with the members of the Organizing Committee and with all other offices concerned.
It was above all important to make sure that the different Party formations should be available to
be called upon at any moment for use at the principal events and performances. In addition to their
normal tasks, these organizations had numerous special missions during the Olympic Games. The
SA, the National-Socialist Motor Corps, the Party Political Organization, and the Civil Air Defence
Society were detailed for cordon duty. The National-Socialist Motor Corps performed valuable
service in aiding the control of traffic. As in the case of all large meetings, the SS was required
to perform police duty. It was necessary to prevent any possibility of misunderstandings and to co
ordinate the orders carefully. The District President in Potsdam directed the police measures nec
essary in connection with the Olympic Village and the Dôberitz encampment. A police liaison
officer maintained constant connection between him and the Police Commanding Staff.
Preparation of the Personnel

The first and most important task of the newly formed police office was to make sure that sufficient
personnel and equipment would be available. The personnel provided for normal conditions was,
of course, not sufficient to deal with the great crowds which were expected in Berlin and Kiel. The
Police Headquarters of the cities concerned—including Potsdam as well as Berlin and Kiel—
required considerable additional personnel. It was natural that under these conditions the first
measure taken was that no leave was granted to police officials during July and August. As a reinforce
ment for the period from July 23rd to August 16th, 1936, 1,585 general police officers were assigned
to general duty with the Berlin police, as well as 128 officials with linguistic qualifications. To
supply the requirements of the Intelligence Department of the Berlin Police Headquarters, the mem
bers of two classes for constables and one officers' class of the Technical Police School were assigned
to duty. To supplement the personnel of the water police for the Griinau contests, 15 officials of
the water police were transferred to Berlin from other parts of Germany for the period of three
months. An additional number of 176 criminal police officials for special duties were assigned to
the Prussian Criminal Police Office in Berlin. Twelve of these were assigned to the Potsdam
Criminal Police, since an unusual number of visitors could also be expected in that city. Of the
remaining 164 officials, 133 were placed on duty with the Criminal Police Office and 31 with
the Criminal Department of the Berlin Police Headquarters. Similar preparations were made
in Kiel. In that city, an additional 138 constables were at the disposition of the general police for
supervisory duties. An additional 100 could be called in from Hamburg if required. During the
period of the Olympiad, the Kiel water police was reinforced by one officer and 28 constables.
The information and supervisory service of the criminal police was increased by 14 criminal police
officials from other parts of Germany. At the request of the Mayor, 12 men and 2 women were
assigned to aid the regular officials in controlling prices.
Despite the considerable reinforcement of the normal personnel, it was to be expected that the police
personnel would nevertheless not be sufficiently large. It was desired to avoid any further reduction
of the regular police forces of the other German Police Headquarters. Therefore members of
the local Nationalist Socialist formations were assigned to auxiliary duties. Thus, approximately
2,000 men of the National Socialist Motor Corps performed auxiliary police service. They supervised
parking places in the theatre, café and business districts, and especially near the contest sites and
on the streets in the centre of the city where parking was permitted. They also aided in directing
traffic at especially busy crossings. A daily average of 1,400 of these men were on duty. The Political
Organizations such as, the SA, SS, NSKK and the German Air Sport Association provided over
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50,000 men for cordon duty on the '' big'' days. Eighteen men from the main office, '' Trade and Crafts,"
of the Berlin District Office of the National Socialist Party, aided the special patrol officers of the
general police, the department for the supervision of trade and commerce, and the criminal police
in supervising itinerant vendors. In Kiel, 178 men of the National Socialist Motor Corps aided in
the direction of traffic. The Kiel Police received a reinforcement of 111 SA men from the Lockstedt
Training Camp for supervisory service. Thus, including the other supplementary personnel, 28
officers and 717 constables were available in that city. Different organizations of the Party provided
approximately 6,300 men to aid the Kiel Police on the opening day and the day on which the Olympic
fire arrived.
This unusual number of additional officers were by no means superfluous and every one of them
was called upon for duty. The extraordinary interest in the Olympic events was so great that only
through a well-planned and comprehensive regulation of traffic was it possible for the programme
on the opening day and upon the arrival of the torch relay runner to proceed without delay.
In 1933, the teaching of foreign languages to police officials began in the Professional Police School
and in special courses at the Berlin Police Headquarters, to enable the officials to give information
to foreign guests in the Capital City in their own languages. After an examination in the spring
of 1936, these officials were given regular instruction for interpreter service during the Olympic
Games. They were supplemented by the 130 constables with linguistic qualifications who have
28
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already been mentioned. The Criminal Police Department of the Police Headquarters and the
Prussian Police Office also had at, their disposal 48 officials with linguistic qualifications. These were
trained to supplement the control of foreign visitors, hotel patrol, and for service in the office
of the Criminal Police Commissioner. Similar training was carried on in Kiel.
It later developed that this preparation of the police personnel decisively aided in the successful
carrying out of the necessary police measures. However, it would have been ineffective if the necessary
technical equipment had not also been provided. A large amount of new equipment was necessary
in order to make the activities of the police fully effective. For the most part, this was purchased
with funds specially appropriated for the purpose.
Employment of Personnel and Traffic Measures

It was, of course, impossible to determine beforehand the amount of traffic which could be expected.
Estimates could only be based on the experience at the Olympic Winter Games in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, the number of seats at the Olympic contest sites, and general considerations. The estimates
made on the basis of these considerations varied considerably. It was certain, however, that the
traffic figures would be higher than they had ever been before in Berlin or in any other German
city. As a basis for the preparations, it was assumed that from 15,000 to 20,000 automobiles from
places outside the city would be in Berlin during the entire period of the Games. In addition, several
thousand motor-cycles were expected. Above all, however, an extraordinarily large number of visitors
could be expected, who would come by train. In this connection, the organization of visitors to
the Games and the City of Berlin by the National Socialist Organization, "Strength through Joy," was
very important. In the vicinity of the Reich Sport Field, this organization had constructed special
railway tracks, and in connection with them had erected large dormitories and banquet halls—the
so-called "Strength through Joy City." The number of visitors expected to arrive here was estimated
at from 10,000 to 30,000 persons.
In addition, it could be expected that on the different days of the Olympic Games there would be
a great variation in the number of people arriving in Berlin and the number of visitors to the contest
sites. This would inevitably make the organization of activities of the police much more difficult.
Since the size of the police personnel is always determined by the necessity for a large number of
men for temporary, special requirements, the sixteen-day duration of the Games required special
care in the organization of the police service. On the one hand, it was necessary that the required
large number of officials should always be available. On the other hand, it was essential to avoid
any unnecessary duty, even for a short period of time, since thus the energy and the strength of
the men would be adversely affected. A new classification of the available policemen was introduced ;
the major supervisory service, the intermediary supervisory service and the minor supervisory
service. In the case of alarm, the major supervisory service consisted of an entire Berlin General
Police Force, reinforced by a group of 1,000 additional policemen; these were all under the direction
of the Commander of the General Police, Division West. The intermediary supervisory service
consisted of the men of the police stations, enforced by altogether 750 men, who were detailed to
act as an emergency detachment. For the minor supervisory service, only 400 men were detailed to
the police stations, who had to act as an emergency detachment in case of alarm.
The following figures show best the importance of the police during the Olympic Games : Including
the staff of all commands, all special police stations and special commands, 452 officers and 11,501
constables were on duty on the opening and closing days. During the other principal days of com
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petition, 200 officers and 5,500 constables were in active service, and on the ordinary days, 60 officers
and 2,000 constables were on duty. The number of motorized policemen had been increased by 148.
Considering the immense reinforcement of the police force around the various competition grounds
and along the main roads leading to them, a reorganization of the command was felt to be necessary.
Around these main places, the division of responsibility was made on a new basis. New sections were
formed for the general police, and special stations were erected for the other police formations.
The centralization of the command was especially difficult in Berlin, where the events were distribu
ted over an enormous territory, from the Olympic Village to the Reich Sport Field, and to Grunau
at the other edge of the city. Three new main sections were formed: City, Reich Sport Field, and
Grunau. The Reich Sport Field area was subdivided into six sections that surrounded an inner
district. These sections were under a special officer, the Reich Sport Field Commander.
This organization had been planned early enough to be taken into consideration during the construc
tion of the Olympic Stadium. The administration of the Reich Sport Field installed the necessary
offices from the beginning. A special telephone system was installed to assure the smooth
distribution of commands. A sevenfold subdivision was made of the districts surrounding the Reich
28*
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Sport Field section. These were the sectional and police station districts which were forced to
coordinate their measures with those of the Reich Sport Field Commander in order to secure the
smooth course of the enormous traffic. These seven border sub-sections each had a commander,
whose task it was to remain in constant communication with the commanders of the six sectors.
The traffic problem was attacked from three sides. The estimated figures formed the basis for Berlin.There
was traffic regulation in the city, the guiding of the traffic to the contest sites and the distribution
of the traffic around these sites. Special measures had to be planned for the Olympic road races. The
plans for the traffic regulation within the city could be based on the experiences of former single events,
when a considerable amount of traffic had to be contended with. Beyond that, one had only to multiply the
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figures obtained on such occasions and consider that at certain places, such as Unter den Linden, the Lustgarten and Kurfiirstendamm, extraordinary numbers of vehicles and pedestrians would be congregated.
The number of traffic policemen was therefore considerably increased. The flow of traffic was not
to be interrupted by any traffic jam. The requirements of the parked vehicles had also to be considered.
Parked and moving vehicles represent two different aspects of the traffic problem. In a certain sense
they are in opposition to each other. The drivers of moving vehicles wish the entire street to be
clear, while those who park desire a great deal of parking space. It was the most difficult task of the
police to satisfy the desires of both parties during times of such unusual traffic. Experience
shows that different kinds of traffic prefer certain streets. Investigations were made to determine
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Certain objections were heard, however, these coming principally from the inhabitants of houses
in the streets which had been designated for parking purposes alone. .Moreover, it was asserted
that due to the reservation of certain streets for parking, considerable detours would be necessary
to reach one's destination. The objections of the street inhabitants were met and settled through
the creation of a traffic lane even in the parking streets and also through special measures to keep
the entrances to the houses free of parked cars. In answer, to objections of the second type it could
be pointed out that in spite of the longer distance to be travelled the motorist could nevertheless
arrive at his destination in less time because the streets open to through traffic were not obstructed
by parked and parking cars.
In order that the streets reserved for parking might be utilized to their full extent, cars were parked
at right angle, diagonally or parallel to the curb depending on the width of the street. On some
occasions different parking systems were utilized on each side ofithe street. The main consideration
was the arranging of a system for each street which would enable motorists to park and depart
without difficulty and at the same time not unduly obstruct the traffic lane.
Parking was also simplified through the painting of white lines on the street surface to indicate
the reserved spaces, and in addition thereto, a number of officials and assistants were constantly
on duty to make sure that the cars parked properly and that every motorists could withdraw from
his parking space without difficulty. This precaution also served to increase the safety of the cars,
because in case of a fire or other accident they could be quickly removed.
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Traffic arrangements at the Brandenburg Gate.

which streets were preferable for this or the other requirements. The result was that certain streets
proved to be of more importance for moving traffic, while others were better suited for parking
purposes, and a third kind could be used for both. Accordingly, certain streets were kept free from
parked, or even temporarily stopped vehicles. And certain other streets were more or less entirely
devoted to parking. For the third kind, no special measures were necessary. In this connection it
should be mentioned that the prohibition of parking in streets where there was a great deal of traffic
required the provision of neighbouring streets where the vehicles could be parked. The result
was the police order of July 23rd, 1936 forbidding parking in certain streets and declaring other
streets as "streets for parking."
Such streets were declared "streets for parking" which should be mainly devoted to parking purposes.
Through traffic was forbidden on such streets. In some cases they were made one-way streets.
Such streets for parking only are fundamentally new in the history of traffic. Until this time, the
sole and only purpose of a street had been to serve the flow of traffic. Now "parking streets" were
established in order to serve the requirements caused by the increased number of motor vehicles.
Experience taught afterwards that this innovation was useful. The public was pleased with it. Only
a few protests were sent in to the police.
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It was naturally impossible to provide a sufficient number of policemen for this work unless other
more important policing duties were to be neglected, and consequently the members of the National
Socialist Motor Corps were called upon to assist. They were carefully instructed in their duties,
and in the case of difficulties were authorized to assist the police in carrying out necessary measures.
Assistance was also rendered in the same manner in the streets where parking was not permitted.
An additional service rendered by the Motor Corps was the organization of special towing squads
in the different sections of the city. Cars which were parked in such a way as to hinder traffic as
well as those which for one reason or another stalled in traffic were quickly towed aside and traffic
jams were thus avoided. Members were also stationed along the principal streets with large placards
containing a reminder, especially to foreign motorists, to drive on the right side.
As a means of indicating the streets reserved for parking purposes signs were placed at the crossings
on the main thoroughfares. These contained a large "P" in white on a blue background, as prescribed
in the international motoring regulations, and in addition thereto, the word, "Parkstrasse," and a large
white arrow on a blue background pointing in the direction of the street reserved for this purpose.
Special traffic measures were required for certain streets, such as Unter den Linden and Kurfurstendamm. Not only the specially dense traffic had to be considered here, but the beauty of these streets
had to be preserved. At certain hours the number of pedestrians on certain streets (Unter den Linden,
Wilhelm Strasse) increased so much that the traffic police were obliged to close these streets to
vehicular traffic.
The provision for the smooth working of the traffic to and from the contest sites was also very
difficult. More traffic than ever before was to be expected on all the streets leading to those places.
The normal traffic measures would not suffice. From 10,000 to 15,000 vehicles would drive to the
main events on the Reich Sport Field. Half this number was expected for the Olympic rowing
regatta at Grunau. The traffic organization for these two sites had to be different.
An investigation had to be made to ascertain if the existing streets were sufficient for the traffic
requirements. The main arteries leading out of the city—Unter den Linden-Charlottenburger
Chaussee-Bismarck Strasse-Kaiserdamm-Heer Strasse, Berliner Strasse-Spandauer Strasse-Spandauer
Chaussee, and Kant Strasse-Neue Kant Strasse-Masuren Allee-Reichs Strasse—could be considered
sufficient for the traffic expected. Assuming that the main traffic would travel along these streets,
an enlargement of the parallel streets: Maikowski Strasse-Knobelsdorff Strasse-Platanen Strasse,
was at first planned. Certain difficulties arising later on could have thus been avoided. But the plan
was not carried out. Charlottenburger Chaussee had been enlarged some time before, and met the
requirements of the Olympic traffic. On this route, only the "Grosser Stern" square had to be
enlarged. This was done. The traffic could have passed through there without any difficulties if
the flagpoles had not been put up in such an unfortunate way that the middle passage, as provided
for special purposes, could not be used. The street, Unter den Linden, had also been changed
especially for the Olympic Games, taking into consideration the requirements of the flowing traffic
as well as of parking. The streets, Bismarck Strasse-Kaiserdamm-Heer Strasse, could be considered
wide enough because of their three traffic lanes. Difficulties arose merely at Knie because of the
number of main streets crossing here; this caused several traffic jams. Here, also, the erection of
flagpoles proved impractical, as they were put up in such a way as to prevent the passage of traffic
through the centre of the square, and this left only two narrow traffic lanes between the flagpoles.
For the other two streets the enlargement of the tunnels under the Spandauer Chaussee and the con
struction of the connecting street to the Reich Sport Field from the north should be mentioned.
Equally important was the construction of the new road between Messedamm and Halensee, a new direct
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connection between the southern and south-western suburbs with their main roads leading into Berlin.
Long distance traffice now no longer had to touch the centre of the city. The only direct main roads
from the east were the Heer Strasse and the Olympische Strasse. It was assumed that about 2,500
vehicles per hour could arrive on these two streets, if they travelled at an average speed of 22 miles
per hour and seven abreast. This would have meant more than three hours for the arrival of
10,000 cars. Afterwards it was found that the traffic progressed considerably faster. Nevertheless
it had proved very useful that the press and radio had asked the public to start some time before
the beginning of the events. Otherwise the motorist would have left at an hour suited to normal
times, and a bad traffic jam would have arisen at the Reich Sport Field. Hours would have been
wasted in untangling this jam. In consequence of such an incident, the arrival of the Fiihrer, of
the International Olympic Committee, of the Diplomatic Corps and the members of the Government
would have been delayed, so that the entire programme of the Olympic Games would have been
disorganized. In order to safeguard the smooth development of the traffic, it was necessary to use
the main roads continuously to their highest capacity. The traffic had to be distributed on Heer
Strasse and Olympische Strasse so that no gaps could arise. Therefore the police at points distant
from the Reich Sport Field had to distribute the cars in the various possible directions. The most
important of these points were Knie and Adolf Hitler Square. The latter square was the last crossing
where traffic could be divided up, directing the cars either to Heer Strasse or Olympische Strasse.
On account of the unsuitability of Adolf Hitler Square for handling the entire stream of traffic,
it had been necessary to branch off part of the traffic at Knie, directing the cars over a small detour
— Berliner Strasse-Spandauer Chaussee-Reichs Strasse to Olympische Strasse. This meant that
from Adolf Hitler Square on, as much of the main traffic as possible had to be directed via Heer
Strasse and only the superfluous traffic couldbe turned into the Reichs Strasse-Olympische Strasse, while
the traffic volume still lacking on the Olympische Strasse was obtained from Berliner Strasse via Knie.
For this purpose it was necessary to install a telephone connection between the police officers at
Adolf Hitler Square and those at Knie, so that they might constantly communicate with each other.
In order to safeguard the smooth functioning of the traffic, the main arteries leading to the contest
sites within the city had to be kept free from cross traffic. For this purpose, on the days of the main
events a motor-traffic boundary was instituted. At certain hours only those cars were allowed to
enter the main arteries which could show a ticket for the contests or had important business on these
streets. Important business was defined as such business as could not be carried on during other
hours. The public was informed hereof through the press and radio. Certain crossings were barred
altogether. Only a certain small number of main crossings which were especially suited to traffic
regulation could be used. Although the establishment of this boundary resulted in a great deal
of additional responsibility and work for the police, it proved to be a very valuable measure.
Despite the smaller number of vehicles concerned, the traffic regulation for the regatta sites at
Grunau was equally difficult. Only one main road existed, Adler Gestell, with only one lane. This
road was always very much used, even in normal times. The normal traffic was to remain undisturbed
if possible, without thereby endangering the smooth functioning of the extra traffic. The traffic
from Berlin's western suburbs to Grunau went via Buckow. It reached Adler Gestell at a point
where another part of the traffic had already been branched off to another street. The cars coming
from the north of Berlin had to take the road via Friedrichsfelde-Kôpenick-Wendenschloss and
finally arrived at the eastern bank of the Dahme. The remaining traffic from Treptow was divided
in Niederschòneweide. One branch consisted of the people who had parking tickets for the event.
They used the road Kòpenick-Grunauer Strasse-Regatta Strasse, and arrived at the regatta site
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proper. The other cars had to use the road via Adler Gestell-Adlershof. Even after carrying out
all these special measures, it could not be avoided that during the rush hours on several occasions,
the traffic on the Adler Gestell could travel temporarily only in one direction. On the whole, the
special traffic programme proved very suitable.
Two viewpoints had to be consideredfor the section surrounding the competition grounds : On one hand,
enough space for parking had to be provided and order had to be kept on the parking grounds. On the
other hand, the requirements of those immense crowds had to be considered who arrived by means
of public transportation. The police had been able to influence the construction of the Reich Sport
Field with regard to the traffic problems which would necessarily arise from the directing of
crowds up to 150,000 persons to the different scenes of competition in the most effective
manner. The streets around the Reich Sport Field had been enlarged, and a wide empty field
was left all around the Stadium. The field was surrounded by a fence. Only those people who
had tickets to the Stadium were allowed to pass through this fence. From the beginning, the
important problem of parking had been given consideration. Endless difficulties would have arisen
if the arriving cars had blocked the streets. From 10,000 to 15,000 vehicles were expected. The
existing parking places could only serve 4,000 cars and 1,500 motorcycles. The problem was rendered
even more difficult when, shortly before the opening of the Games, some of the planned new parking
grounds at the north of the Stadium had to be used for a different purpose. Since the police did
not want to enforce their right to that space for parking purposes, it was necessary to find a new
area to be used for parking. Negotiations with the Ministry of the Interior resulted in the creating

Parking Grounds. On the field between the Stadium and fence are the cars of the Olympic Motor Car Staff for the Olympic Committee.

Waiting for the arrival of the Fiihrer. The hundreds of thousands who formed a wall on both sides of the main artery from
Brandenburg Gate to the Stadium did not make the task of the traffic police easier.

of parking grounds in the woods south of the Municipal Railway, and various other smaller parking
grounds. All of these together would have served no more than 2,500 cars. The police had to find
additional reserve parking space, and a number of nearby small streets which were unimportant
for the main traffic, were held in reserve. Using all these parking grounds, a total of 14,000 cars
could be parked. On some days, this figure was actually reached.
The crowds arriving by means of the Underground, Municipal Railway and tramway had to be guided
to the Reich Sport Field in such a way that, if possible, they did not cross the path of the motor
traffic. Therefore, Trakehner Allee, at the Municipal Railway exit was closed to motor cars. For those
who arrived by the Underground or tramway and had to cross Romintener Allee or Stadion Allee,
the problem was less difficult, as these streets were not much used for motor traffic. One disagreeable
consequence of closing Trakehner Allee to motor traffic was the fact that now there were two
sections of parking space which had no communication with each other. Should one section be
overcrowded, it would not have been possible to send the overflow to the other section. This
shows once more the great importance of correct direction of the traffic from the very beginning
at the distant traffic centres as Knie or Adolf Hitler Square. The two police posts there had to
be informed in time if an overcrowding on either side was to be expected. The principle that
crowds of pedestrians should not be interrupted by motor vehicles required that no cars be
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allowed on the field between the fence and the Stadium proper. Whenever exceptions were made
to this rule, the consequences were unfortunate.
The traffic regulation in Grunau was based on an expected figure of 5,000 cars and 1,000 motor
cycles and bicycles. Although there were not nearly enough permanent parking grounds near the
regatta site, it was not very difficult to create extra parking grounds, since the country around
the site consists mainly of meadows and forests.
All pedestrians had to cross the main road, Adler Gestell. This threatened to disturb the smooth
flow of the motor traffic, if not even to cut if off entirely during the most crowded hours. Therefore,
a pioneer battalion of the Army constructed bridges across the street for the use of pedestrians.
This safeguarded the smooth flow of the traffic. Bus terminals were established at points where
other motor traffic had ceased. The buses stopped after having passed the parking grounds.
For the handling of those competitions which did not take place on enclosed contest grounds—the
Marathon race, the 50 kilometre walk, and the 100 kilometre cycling road race—police measures
were necessary along two lines. In the first place, any disturbance of the contests had to be prevented.
On the other hand, the normal traffic in the streets was not to be interrupted. As far as possible,
such streets were chosen that under normal conditions had little traffic. Whenever the public had
to be kept off the road, this was done only for the shortest possible time. Immediately after the
last contestant had passed, traffic was again allowed on the street in question. Only one side of certain
streets was used, so that the normal traffic could pass on the other side. On these streets, it was,
however, necessary to watch carefully to be sure that the last vehicle of the counter traffic had left
the street when the first contestant arrived. In no case was the entire course of the contest barred
to traffic. Only one section after the other was closed. The sections were formed according to the
various possibilities of conducting the traffic over detours. A special communication service was
established. News of individual sections were sent in to a central office, which issued the orders.
This also worked very satisfactorily. The streets were temporarily cleared without any difficulty
for the arrival of the Olympic fire.
The water police also had to perform special tasks. As early as the winter months of 1935-36,
preparations were begun. A considerable increase in the traffic on the Berlin lakes and rivers had
to be expected, and it was hoped that all guests would take home the very best impression. All
boats carrying passengers had to undergo an inspection in regard to their safety. This order was
repeated in the early summer. Boat owners were warned to employ only a competent staff and not
to admit more than the permissible number of passengers on the boats. At the same time, a regulation
tariff for tickets was fixed in order to protect the passengers against ship owners who might try
to obtain exorbitant prices or, on the other hand, offer reduced prices while using inferior boats
with untrained crews. The Inland Waterways Department and the water police were in charge of
traffic on the waters around Berlin. They supervised the safety of the boats, inspected their crews,
investigated the figures on passenger accommodations, and examined the condition of the landing
places. The police stations had to cooperate with the Inland Waterways Department and the water
police in regard to safety and order at the landing places.
For the handling of the Olympic contests on the Dahme at Grunau, dispositions had to be made
concerning limitations of the water traffic. The traffic on the section between Dameritz Lake and
Miiggel Lake had to be controlled, and the floating stand for the Olympic Games had to be supervised.
The measures taken by the water police were intended, above all, to prevent any disturbance of the
contests on the water. Everything which could have become the basis for a complaint on the part
of the foreign participants had to be avoided. This was also true of the training period. Therefore,

the normal water traffic had to undergo many restrictions, even during the training. On the other
hand, in order to be fair to the needs of the normal boat traffic, negotiations between the boat com
panies and the management of the regatta began in January. Based on these negotiations, the new
traffic regulation on the Dahme provided mainly time-table changes for the boats, thus vacating
the course during certain hours. Trips had to be dropped from the schedule only on the days of
the regatta itself. The ferry on the Dahme, which crosses the regatta course, could always run
except on the days of the regatta.
For the Kiel Regatta preparations also had to take into account all possible obstacles in order
to assure the smooth and safe handling of the traffic. The dispositions had to be applicable to all
kinds of different situations. Forthat purpose, two police sections were formed: "Olympic Yachting
District" and "City." The problems were somewhat similar to those in Berlin. Two main sections
of traffic had to be dealt with: the traffic to and from the Olympic contests, and that within the
city. The only approach street, Dusternbrooker Weg, provided considerable difficulties. Even for
normal traffic, it is so narrow that occasionally it can be used only as a one-way street. For the
entire time of the regatta, the street was declared a one-way street and the tram car was not allowed
to operate on it. It was replaced by a bus service leading through side streets. For several other
streets, the same provisions had to be made. The entire city proved to be unsuited for the handling
of large crowds. This was especially true of the principal street through the older part of the city,
Holsten Strasse, on which there are two tramway lines, in some sections with one, in others with two sets
of rails. In order to avoid traffic jams and accidents, this street was entirely closed to through traffic.
In general the streets were narrow, with poor visibility at the intersections. A thorough investigation
had to be made in order to find ways and means of handling the expected crowds. Bus stops were
established at points where the other traffic was not too much hampered, and where the passengers
could get off without being endangered by other cars.
Under such unusually difficult conditions, any traffic accidents, cars parking on grounds not provided
therefore and stalled cars would have had very unfortunate consequences. Because of this, two
towing services were established in addition to an ambulance service. The police caused the city
to reconstruct certain parts of the town. Certain crossings such as Prinzengarten-Wasser Allee,
Klaus Groth Square, Niemandsweg-Reventlow Allee and Niemandsweg-Linden Allee were im
proved. For the handling of the traffic within the Olympic section, three stages of traffic were possible,
calling on duty three corresponding groups, with three reserve groups. Stage I required measures
for the normal traffic. Only a few streets were declared one-way streets: Hindenburg Ufer, from
south to north, Dusternbrooker Weg, Linden Allee, for the traffic into town, Schwanenweg Allee
and Reventlow Allee leading to Dusternbrooker Weg from the water, and Karolinen Weg leading
to the water sites. Stage II was for the occasions when the streets would be used only by pedestrians
or for contest purposes. For this stage the entire Hindenburg Ufer was closed to vehicular traffic.
Stage III was in action whenDusternbrooker Weg was blocked by automobiles and had to be cleared
for the arrival of the International Olympic Committee and the members of the Government. For
this case, not only the Hindenburg Ufer, but all of the Dusternbrooker Weg and Linden Allee as well
as all connecting roads between Niemandsweg and the water front, were closed to traffic. Niemandsweg was made a one-way street with its entry in the north. In the city, all of Holsten Strasse was
barred to through traffic, and streets like Hospital Strasse with its entry in the north, Brunswiker Strasse from Hospital Strasse to Dreiecksplatz in the direction of that place and the
Klinken Strasse toward the main railway station, were made one-way streets for the time being,
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Other one-way streets were the streets leading from the Hochbriicke to the water front in the
suburb Holtenau in the north. Similar preparations were made for the suburb Friedrichsort.
Closed streets and one-way streets outside the Olympic section were designated during the Olympic
Games by traffic signs. The carrying out of the traffic measures was under the supervision of traffic
policemen. Inside the Olympic section, it was necessary on the first day to use all three stages of
traffic. After stage III was in action, the Diisternbrocker Weg was cleared of all other traffic, so
that 5,000 men of the National Socialist organizations and the public could approach without
interruption. During the next days traffic decreased on account of the rain. However, the police
did not alter the regulations which were already in force. When the weather improved, an increase
of traffic immediately had to be handled. Every day traffic stage II had to be ordered several times.
The dispositions for Holsten Strasse in the city district proved to be especially valuable. The system
of different stages of traffic within the Olympic section proved to be excellent, as was shown by the
very much decreased number of traffic accidents during the days of the Olympic yachting competitions.
Not the least important measure was the careful provision of parking grounds. The parking grounds
had been insufficient in number, especially near the Olympic section. There was only one ground avail
able, situated near the Olympic Home, for the active participants in the regatta and for the members
of the Yachting Committee. An organizing committee was formed for dealing with the problem
of parking, consisting of a traffic officer, two members of the National Socialist Motor Corps and one
representative of the City of Kiel. They chose streets without much traffic as well as unused private
and public grounds near to the water front which would be good parking grounds. These places
were surveyed, equipped and provided with signs. They could serve as many as 4,000 vehicles.
The work of the water police at Kiel was especially important. The first events were held in May,
1936, when the preparatory yacht races of all German participants took place. June brought the
elimination races for the German yachts and yachtsmen. In July followed the Trimm Regatta for
German and foreign participants. For this regatta, the Navy made the technical dispositions which
were carried out at the Olympic Yachting Regatta proper. The Navy provided a life boat for each
starting boat, in addition to the boats for judges. The police were responsible for all additional
safety measures. Based on the experience of the annual Regatta Week at Kiel, the water police
employed its boats, which were equipped with a life buoy, long irons for marking the place of
accidents, a towing device with a .8 inch rope 163 feet long, a throwing rope and good field
glasses. One boat supervised the Inner Bay, and another the Outer Bay.
The water police was on duty in connection with the contests and other events between 7 a.m.
and 8 p.m. Daily at 7.30 a.m. boats were on duty near the southern barrier (Tirpitz-Mole and Buoy
No. 8). One boat was on duty outside the harbours of Laboe, Môltenort and Heikendorf. At 9 o'clock
the race courses had to be vacated by all boats not belonging to the race. After that the harbours and
the southern barrier were closed to all through traffic. Only boats with the special permission of the
Yachting Committee and flying a special flag could enter. The water police rendered assistance in a
number of cases. Another equally important task of the water police was the supervision of the
accompanying steamboats.
The Prevention of Crime and Begging

Although the principal task of the police was the organization of traffic and the handling of the
vast crowds, there were other not less important problems to be solved. The campaign against
crime had to become even more energetic during the Games. Experience shows that international

Ticket speculation was forbidden . . .
but one liked to serve as a desk to an attractive girl discus thrower from Poland.

and local criminals always take advantage of the assembling of large crowds. These criminals had
to be intimidated. It was necessary that crimes should be promptly and severely punished.
The preventive work began long before the opening of the Games. It was most important to prevent
foreign criminals from crossing the German border for their dishonest purposes. In 1935, the
Prussian Criminal Police Office communicated with numerous foreign police organizations in
order to obtain information concerning known criminals. This material was used for a hand
book, containing more than 1,000 descriptions of international criminals with photographs, finger
prints, etc., and descriptions of their specialities. This book assisted in recording the specialities
and the identity marks of the known criminals in the shortest possible time. It will be valuable long
after the Olympic Games for the prevention of crime everywhere in the world. In Germany all
criminal police departments in question, all police stations at the frontiers, and the special Alien
Police in Berlin were given this book.
The principal work of the criminal police started with the opening of the Olympic Games. The
criminal departments of the newly installed special police stations for the Olympic Games were
often used for other than their proper task. Foreigners wanted special information and came with
their personal problems and wishes to the special police stations. In the criminal field, these stations
had to deal with cases of offences of all kinds. The Reich Sport Field Special Police Station was
especially valuable in facilitating the quick dispatch of the charges. Especially in the field of pick
pocketing by international pickpockets, it soon developed that a great number of the pickpockets
had been deterred from continuing their activities. Later it was learned that criminal gangs whose
advance guard had been caught and immediately dealt with preferred to stay away from Germany
altogether. This explains the comparatively small number of 64 charges against pickpockets. Fortynine were immediately brought before the court of summary justice, where they were sentenced
to jail in many cases. Among these 64 cases were 39 foreigners, which shows clearly the part that
international crime plays on such occasions.
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In order to safeguard die visitors to Berlin against over-charging, the sale of tickets for the events
had to be supervised. There were so many applications for the tickets that it was not sufficient merely
to prohibit the paying of excess prices. Raids had to be undertaken, especially near the Reich Sport
Field, the Deutschland Hall, and outside the building of the Deutsche Bank und Disconto-Gesellschaft, Mauer Street, where the official ticket office for the Olympic Games was located. There
were 270 charges on account of ticket speculation. Forty-eight of the violators were foreigners.
The raids against pickpockets and ticket speculators were not more important than the patrolling
of hotels. As many as 702 boarding houses and 532 hotels, and 115 pensions of questionable repu
tation had to be supervised. A special patrol service was in charge of the 32 main hotels and luxurious
restaurants, while the district patrol service watched the night clubs and the underworld meeting
places. This careful preparation may account for the fact that only 27 persons were arrested by the
police. The patrol service in some cases was asked to settle disputes in which foreigners were involued.
The central department for missing people at the Prussian Criminal Office had to increase the
personnel and prolong working hours. All the 49 cases of missing visitors to the Olympic Games
could be cleared up in a short time. The cause for the disappearance of many was an all-night drinking
tour, for others it was a sudden attack of illness that forced them to go to a hospital, where they
were subsequently found. A good deal of work was handled by the identification department of
the police. The work of the policewomen of the criminal department should be especially mentioned.
The policewomen who worked in the counter-espionage department and the police station
Dôberit2 had not only to take part in the patrol service around the Olympic Village and its surround
ings, but were also detailed to the Women's Camp "Elsgrund." The office of the police women
was for public use called the "Information Bureau." This caused a great many requests to come to
the office. From the very beginning constant readiness and adaptability were necessary. At the same
time the police women took an interest in the young women gymnasts living in the camp. Towards
the end of the time they knew each other so well that intimate friendships developed. Though this
was not work in their field of criminology, it was just as important in its own way.
Considering the matter as a whole, one can say that due to the careful and comprehensive organiza
tion, no unexpected, unprepared-for situations arose during the Olympic Games. The preventive
actions directed against the activities of international criminals proved the most useful of all; crime
could thus be crushed at the source. Another aspect of this success is expressed by the fact that
no serious crimes were committed in connection with the Olympic Games. The cases that had to
be tried were usually minor offences. The criminal police at Kiel could show the same results.
Begging was also successfully suppressed. The measures for the prohibition of begging which
already had been in use for the last few years showed their result here. During the Olympic Games
in Berlin only 104 beggars were arrested. A special new branch of begging was invented, which
went under cover of collecting autographs. By warnings in the papers and instructions given to
the general police and the criminal police, abuses could be reduced to a minimum.
Hygiene and Food Supervision

The President of the Police, as the supervising authority for the safeguarding of health in Berlin
during the Olympic Games, had merely supervisory functions during the time of the Games. The
organization of hygiene within the Olympic Village and the Olympic competition grounds was under
the direction of State Councillor Conti of the Public Health Service, and, within the rest of the City,
under the direction of the Central Bureau of Hygiene of the City of Berlin. The supervisory func
tions of the President of the Police consisted mainly in examining the preparations as to their
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adequacy, and in eliminating all factors that could prove injurious to the health of the public and of
the participants in the Olympic Games. All authorities concerned took the initiative and cooperated
in an exemplary manner. Prostitution had to be under especially close supervision by the police,
since large crowds always multiply the danger of contagion. In order to counteract all possibili
ties of spreading venereal diseases it was necessary to abandon, more or less, the ideas of criminal
prosecution in favour of merely guarding the public health. Therefore, the Central Bureau of
Hygiene of the City of Berlin established an auxiliary clinic for the immediate investigation of
persons under the suspicion of being infected. It was open day and night. The police had the task
of bringing suspected persons to the clinics. This required really painstaking precautions in order
to avoid mistakes. On the other hand, they had to try to bring all infected persons, if possible.
The success was gratifying. While during the former Olympic Games the number of cases of venereal
diseases increased, this could not be said of the events of 1936.
Kiel as a port, required still stricter measures. Here the difficulties were especially great. But here
also a good result could be shown.
Bad weather conditions in June had caused an increase in dysentery. The average figure of new
cases, which is 5 per week for Berlin, usually increases slowly to between 20 and 30 in September
and October under general conditions. In 1936, however figures for June went up to between 50
and 70 per week. In consideration of the dangers arising from the assembly of large crowds
in common quarters, very strict and difficult dispositions had to be carried out. The Medical
Department of the Police Headquarters itself organized counter measures. They had to be
enforced in all Berlin districts, although not with equal strictness, since not all districts were
endangered alike; most especially threatened were all quarters serving crowds of people, like dor
mitories and camps, and especially tent camps. Their hygienic installations had been closely super
vised, and during the Games they were constantly controlled by doctors and officials of the
Sanitary Police. This resulted in an absence of epidemics during the Games. Not even the number
of cases of dysentery among the Berlin population increased, and the extra hospital beds provided
in case of need were not used. Nor was an increase of disentery or other epidemics recorded in Kiel.
The police was also in charge of the veterinary supervision of the horses. Three hundred and forty
horses participating in the Games had to undergo a blood test. The tests for mucus and dourine
proved negative.
The supervision of food was of the utmost importance. Normally, the Reich Ministry for Food
and Agriculture is in charge of the handling of the food supply for the population of Berlin. But
at the beginning of May the police cooperated with the Ministry and suggested the necessity of an
increased importation of live stock in order to curtail the dangers arising from transportation from
a great distance during the hot and perhaps even sultry months of August. The State and Municipal
Office for the Inspection of Domestic Meat in Berlin, as well as the Offices for the Inspection
of Foreign Meat experienced no difficulties arising from the new measures.
The number and quantity of food articles that had to be confiscated because they were spoiled was
extremely small, owing to the ample precautions taken. This was mainly due to the quick turnover
of the goods and the favorable weather conditions. Credit for this fact must be given also to the
conscientious handling of the food by all persons dealing with its distribution and to the constant Veteri
nary Police supervision, as well as the daily controls of the producing, manufacturing and distributing
food industries. Not a single case of food poisoning occurred within the district controlled by the
Berlin Police. No charge were brought on account of spoiled food. The same holds true for Kiel.
29
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Berlin school children assembled on the May Field for a display. View from the tower of the Bell which "summoned the youth of the world/

Auxiliary Police Measures

In addition to its principal duties the Police Department also had an extensive programme of auxiliary
tasks to perform. Its activities were not limited to regulating traffic and combatting crime but also
included precautionary measures against fire and the inspection of all new constructions to ascertain
that they were safe. Work in these two fields began long before the Olympic Games, the extensive
Olympic construction projects demanding special attention.
Particular precautionary measures were necessary in connection with the wooden stands in Grunau.
An adequate number of fire extinguishers were provided here and open fires of all kinds were for
bidden in the souvenir and refreshment stands. Through early negotiations with the Fire Department,
the Olympic Lodgings Bureau and the Berlin Youth Headquarters measures for policing and safe
guarding the common dormitories against fire had to be arranged, and the necessary steps had also
to be taken in connection with the "Kraft durch Freude" (Strength through Joy) City, which was
entirely of wood. An especially responsible task confronted the Police Department on the occasion
of special functions such as the official reception at the State Opera House on Unter den Linden
and the garden party given by the Premier of Prussia.
Police inspection was also necessary in the artistic field where care had to be taken that tasteless
souvenirs which were in violation of the "Law for the Protection of National Symbols" did not
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come into circulation through the retail trade. Furthermore, the Police Department was responsible
for carrying out the measures decided upon by the Municipal Authorities for the beautification
of the streets, especially in Berlin. In this connection it was necessary to guard against the appearance
of obtruding advertisements and the littering of streets and squares with leaflets, pamphlets, etc.
In the interest of a uniform festive aspect strict orders were issued against the hanging of laundry
on balconies to dry. Thanks to the diligent efforts of the police, unattractive advertisements and
tasteless shop-window decorations were avoided both in Berlin and Kiel so that both cities were
able to present creditable appearances to the critically observant foreign guests. A proper uniform
was also prescribed for taxi chauffeurs.
Still another extensive field of police activity was the registration of visitors, since according to law,
every Olympic guest was required to register his presence in Berlin. This task was accomplished
through the cooperation of the Olympic Lodgings Bureau and the Berlin Tourist Association as
well as the proprietors or hosts at the various lodging centres. Through a governmental decree
the athletes were released from this obligation. In addition to classifying and filing the additional
number of registration forms—four times as many hotel guests were registered in August, 1936
as in May—-the local police stations and especially the Registration Department at the Central
29*
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Headquarters were called upon to answer numerous written inquiries as well as to deal with countless
personal requests and telephone calls regarding the whereabouts of tourist groups, participating
athletes, business acquaintances, etc.
Special arrangements were necessary for the disposal of found articles. For reasons of simplification
a central lost and found bureau was established during the Olympic Games at the Central Police
Headquarters, and a receiving office for found articles was also installed at the Reich Sport Field.
This additional office, which was open every day including Sundays until the end of the Games,
enabled articles found at the Reich Sport Field to be handed in immediately and then returned
directly to the owners as soon as ownership was proved. During the Olympic period the found
articles included 3,100 pieces of clothing, 440 umbrellas and walking sticks, 195 cameras, and 135 pairs
of binoculars among countless other articles. Three fourths of these could be returned to the owners.
The additional work which the lost and found office was required to perform can be realized from
the fact that normally 130 pieces of clothing, 35 umbrellas, 15 cameras and 12 pairs of binoculars
are turned in during a 16 day period; in other words, not one tenth as many as during the Olympic
season. An auxiliary staff of five officials was required for dealing with this added work, but in
spite of the increased demands the duties of the lost and found office were promptly and efficiently
carried on.
*

The highly satisfactory progress of the Olympic Festival proved that not only the sporting organ
ization but also the preparation and execution of the various police measures were properly planned
and directed. The latter activities are due in no small degree to the smooth cooperation within the
"Police Directing Staff for the Eleventh Olympic Games, Berlin 1936" and with the different head
quarters and organizations.
The location of the special Police Directing Staff in the same building as the Organization Committee
proved to be of special advantage from the point of view of efficiency. Particularly deserving of
mention are also the obliging cooperation of the Berlin Municipal Administration with all of its
various departments, the "Working Committee of the Berlin Transportation Authorities for Olympic
Traffic," and especially the departments of the National Socialist Party entrusted with Olympic tasks.
That all of the officials, office employees and labourers, in spite of the unusual demands made upon
their time and sendees, gladly lent their cooperation in carrying out their tasks to the last hour is
due partly to careful organization but principally to the fact that every individual was inspired by
the ideals of the modern Olympic Games and conscious of his part in insuring their success. The
Police Department and officials in every branch of municipal service did more than their duty.
Special recognition was accorded the self-sacrificing work of the police. The Reich and Prussian
Minister of the Interior, Dr. Frick, in expressing on behalf of the German Chancellor his gratitude
for the success of the Olympic Games, complimented the Police Department on its work, and the
Reich Leader of the National Socialist Special Guards and Chief of the German Police, Herr Himmler,
voiced his gratitude to the police officials for the fulfilment of their tasks in a manner becoming
to the National Socialist State. The German Army also sent a message of appreciation and gratitude
to the Berlin Chief of Police. All of the German and foreign newspapers in their reports on the
preparations made for the Festival and its successful presentation found words of recognition for
the police measures and their efficient execution. The police professional organs of Germany and
foreign countries also devoted considerable attention to the Olympic arrangements of the Ger
man Police, especially comprehensive descriptions appearing in the Austrian, Danish, Czecho
slovak, Finnish and Hungarian publications.

The Work of the Sport Headquarters
in the National Youth and Welfare Department

The National Youth and Welfare Department was confronted with a number of important tasks
in connection with the Olympic Games. A considerable amount of time and effort was devoted
to the publicizing of the Games, and the Headquarters lent their full support in the preparation,
maintenance and decoration of the athletic fields and swimming pools designated for training
purposes and elimination competitions. During and following the Games a series of excursions
were arranged to enable foreign guests to inspect various Berlin sporting fields and gymnasia.
The most outstanding and significant mission of the Sport Headquarters in the National Youth and
Welfare Department, however, was the providing of lodgings and accommodations for the
youth from throughout the world which came to Berlin for the Olympic Festival. This task was
assigned to the National Youth and Welfare Department in September, 1935 because it possessed
extensive experience in the field of arranging quarters and entertainment for visiting youth groups,
and could therefore guarantee the satisfactory fulfilment of this project. The formation of an
independent Olympic Youth Accommodation Bureau was thus essential.
Although not more than half of the available youth accommodations in Berlin were utilized, the
total number of guests was nevertheless about 24,000 and the number of nights spent over 85,000.
The participation of foreign youth groups was especially gratifying since about one-third of the
youthful visitors came from other countries. Of the total number of beds provided for this group
of Olympic visitors, about one-half were occupied.

Distribution of Accommodations at the Youth Quarters

Youth Quarters

A.

Prov ided

District

Number
Tiergarten
Wedding
Prenzlauer Berg
Horst Wessel
Kreuzberg
Charlottenburg
Spandau
Wilmersdorf
Schôneberg
Tempelhof

Kôpenick
Weissensee

Total

Beds

Number of Nights Spent

Number of Guests

Utilized
Number

Beds

Y ouths

Girls

Total

Number
Foreigners
among
these

Germans

For
eigners

Total

8
11
13
17
12
8
23
19
33
7
25
17
9
5
12
12
6
5
5
8

955
876
1,160
1,148
735
433
3,285
1,627
3,226
448
1,188
1,300
928
1,214
535
696
310
336
439
750

6
8
7
3
3
6
9
14
16
5
6
8
3
1
4
3
3
2
2
5

565
770
749
267
160
293
1,982
1,190
2,470
288
547
604
355
800
262
240
167
206
180
520

1,447
2,884
737
159
215
445
2,158
1,033
1,167
490
915
446
509
3,869
113
61
71
29
145
302

153
744
268
23
27
47
1,224
745
1,150
112
198
397
64
1,339
6
35
11
2
49
40

1,600
3,628
1,005
182
242
492
3,382
1,778
2,317
602
1,113
843
573
5,208
119
96
82
31
194
342

399
2,339
320
42
31
252
600
271
1,519
121
118
174
278
1,024
38
40
16
10
29
47

2,777
2,915
1,902
653
603
858
10,266
6,021
5,936
1,319
3,749
1,584
1,517
9,990
396
165
198
118
397
845

1,249
3,340
1,509
381
153
983
3,576
1,048
6,222
281
327
523
781
4,736
99
493
54
10
136
177

4,026
6,255
3,411
1,034
756
1,841
13,842
7,069
12,158
1,600
4,076
2,107
2,298
14,726
495
658
252
128
533
1,022

255

21,589

114

12,615

17,195

6,634

23,829

7,668

52,209

26,078

78,287

Moreover from June 12th to 20th:

a) Charlottenburg
b) Neukôlln

3,205
2,740

Total 84,232
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The Decoration of Berlin

In view of the high honour which accrued to the Capital City of Germany in presenting the Eleventh
Olympic Games, 1936, and being the cynosure of world interest, the Municipal Administration was
obliged to do everything in its power to ensure the guests from throughout the world a pleasant
sojourn and permanent memories of Berlin and Germany.
The work of preparation from the municipal point of view was not confined to questions of trans
portation and the construction of roads to the various scenes of competition, but also included the
festive decoration of the principal streets of the city. As early as July 25th, the Capital City and
especially the long thoroughfare, the "Via triumphalis," from Alexander Platz to the Reich Sport
Field represented a sea of flags, streamers and pictures. The decorative scheme for Berlin, which
was ordered by the present Mayor and President of the Council, Dr. Lippert, in collaboration with
the Reich Minister of Propaganda, combined utility with beauty, simplicity and colourfulness in a
highly effective manner.
The first section of the festive way, the Kônig Strasse, leading from Alexander Platz to Kurfiirsten
Bridge, was spanned by 80 strands each containing 14 small German flags and 14 Olympic flags
in alternating order. The central point of interest in this district was the square in front of the
Town Hall on Kônig Strasse with the 20 feet long banners of all the participating nations suspen
ded from high masts. Round wooden shields attached to the masts at a height of about 6.5 feet
bore the coats of arms of the different countries painted in oil. The Olympic Fountain designed
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The Olympic Fountain executed by the sculptress, Hanna Cauer, in front of the elaborately adorned Berlin Town Hall,

by the sculptress, Hanna Cauer, and executed in stone and bronze, stood in front of the Town Hall.
The decoration of the Lustgarten, the next important square along the "Via triumphalis," was in
the hands of the architect, Albert Speer. This square with its large stands and the Olympic
Fire Altar was given an especially impressive character. Six metres long German and Olympic flags
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The flags

of the nations and the fire altar in front of the Berlin Palace.

were suspended at regular intervals along the festive way from Kurfiirsten Bridge to the Frederick
the Great Monument. The adornment of the historic street, Unter den Linden, was rich and varied.
The central promenade was lined with 94 masts each 52 feet high and bearing a swastika banner
45,4 feet long. Masts 32 feet high with 19.5 foot banners of 236 German towns were placed
along the pavement, arranged in geographical order. Round shields 5.2 feet in diameter were
attached to these masts and were adorned with especially characteristic views of landscape motifs
or architectural objects from 452 German towns, the pictures being painted in oil by outstanding
German artists. Two statue groups 13 feet high representing two Olympic men competitors and
two women athletes both striving for the highest Olympic honours were placed at the head of the
central promenade on Pariser Platz. The leading runner in each group held a laurel wreath aloft.
The motif used for Pariser Platz included the flags of all the participating nations, while the Bran
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Unter den Linden decorated with pennants and flags.

denburg Gate was adorned with swastika flags and green garlands. Three swastika banners 45.5 feet
long and hung from each light mast formed the central decoration at Hindenburg Platz. The
adornment of the Charlottenburger Chaussee occasioned much favourable comment on the part of
the guests. Wreaths were suspended from the lamps in the middle of the street, and banners were
hung from the suspension cables on each side. The "Via triumphalis" continued through long
lines of swastika and Olympic flags via Bismarck Strasse to Adolf Hitler Platz. This last im
portant square before the Reich Sport Field was decorated in a particularly impressive manner.
Concentric circles of flag masts were erected on the central grass plot, the outer masts being
used for thé flags of the participating nations, the next circle containing Olympic flags and banners,
while in the centre stood a round tower 65.5 feet high covered with oak leaves and crowned with
twenty swastika flags as well as large gilded national symbols.
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Fifteen large festively adorned signposts were placed at every street crossing after the junction of
Heer Strasse and Reichs Strasse, five of these being 78 feet high and the others, 55 feet. They were
draped with flags which ascended in spirals to the large gilded Olympic rings at the top. Strands of
small flags were also suspended from tree to tree along these streets, and the main thoroughfare
from Alexander Platz to the regatta course in Grunau was decorated in a similar manner.
The flag masts, Berlin Town Hall and other municipal buildings were adorned with green oak leaf
garlands, of which 58,500 feet had been ordered by the Municipal Authorities from the distressed
area around Sebnitz. About half of these garlands were used by the Berlin Association of House
and Land Owners for the uniform decoration of the houses along the "Via triumphalis," which
was thus given an artistic and pleasing character.
The Municipal Administration also took care to have all disturbing and unattractive advertising
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removed, especially in the proximity of public buildings and along the festive way. Unsightly
buildings and other "eyesores" were covered with greenery, this also being utilized for concealing
construction projects on the principal streets. Everything possible was done to improve the aspect
of Berlin, and it can be asserted without fear of contradiction that the Capital City and its principal
street achieved a festive character such as neither the local population nor the guests from abroad
had ever before witnessed. Berlin certainly did justice to the great tradition of the Olympic ideals.
The citizens of Berlin also assisted the Municipal Authorities in their endeavours to give the Capital
City an atmosphere of festivity during the Olympic days. Throughout the city but especially in those
districts where a large number of foreigners had taken lodgings the house and apartment owners
vied with one another in decorating their windows and balconies. Flowers and flags were used in
profusion in adorning the house fronts and many a shop sign thus lost its prosaic character.
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Hamburg and Bremen

The City of Hamburg had taken all measures in good time to accord the foreign guests a worthy
reception and to look after their welfare during their sojourn in Hamburg. A special committee was
appointed, in charge of the Senator for Interior Administration, and this closely collaborated with
the Organizing Committee and the Reich Association for Physical Training. The reception of the
foreign Olympic teams generally took place immediately after their arrival on board ship. The
guests were welcomed by a representative of the Hamburg Senate, a representative of the Hamburg
Olympic Games Committee and the District Representative of the Reich Sport Leader. The Hamburg
Olympic Games Committee received official guests from Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, Iceland,
Mexico, Portugal, and U.S.A. Apart from these, the Committee welcomed further guests, among
them numerous Germans residing abroad and farmers from former German colonies. After these
celebrations, the Senate of the Free Hanseatic City Hamburg received the Olympic teams in the
Town Hall. If there was sufficient time, entertainments were arranged for the guests on board ship
or in town. After the Games, post-Olympic sporting presentations of various kinds were held in
Hamburg and the numerous German and foreign Olympic competitors who had entered were
given a splendid reception. A farewell celebration was held for the following returning Olympic
teams: Brazil, Chile, Iceland, Mexico, Norway, and U.S.A. The Hamburg Committee was greatly
pleased that the foreign visitors expressed their hearty thanks for its efforts on their behalf.
Like Hamburg, the Free Hanseatic City Bremen also provided a special Olympic Games Service. The
Committee," Bremen and the Olympic Games1936," commenced work as far back as J une and J uly,1935.
These early and thorough preparatory arrangements proved most useful, as quite a number of
distinguished guests passed through Bremen on their way to the Olympic Winter Games in Garmisch-Partenkirchen. Among the visitors arriving in Germany via Bremen, the Americans pre
dominated and among these were numerous German-Americans, many of whom were visiting their
mother country again for the first time. But Bremen could also welcome guests from nearly all other
countries. The reception of Colonel M. Garland was celebrated in a most impressive manner, as he
was America's envoy to whose care the Olympic Flag was entrusted, which he brought from Los
Angeles. When the visitors disembarked, they received Bremen's first greetings on the Columbus
Quay in Bremerhaven, and later a reception to welcome these guests of honour of the Senate was
held in the historical Town Hall. From July 23rd to August 23rd all streets and public squares in the
centre of the town were decorated according to a uniform plan. Everywhere the coats-of-arms of
the mother countries of the foreign guests and the German swastika flag saluted our visitors. These
foreign guests were gladly given an opportunity to gain an insight into German cultural aims and
German forms of amusement blended with the North German customs peculiar to the Hanseatic City
of Bremen. The climax of the sporting events in Bremen was the post-Olympic sports week from
August 17th to 23rd and August 30th. Numerous foreign sportsmen, amongst them a Japanese
swimming team, the Indian victors in the Olympic hockey tournament, the Finnish gymnasts, the
American handball team and other prominent foreign athletes started against well-known German
sportsmen. In the Olympic year Bremen considerably extended all sports grounds, especially the
stadium near the Weser, which now accommodates 40,000 spectators.
Inspired by the sporting events which had brought them to Germany, many foreign visitors seized
the opportunity for inspecting the athletic fields and sporting facilities of the harbour cities under
the efficient leadership of the guides provided by the Municipal Administration.

A member of the
medical staff at the
binoculars instal
led above the tele
phone exchange of
the First Aid
Service.

THE MEDICAL SERVICE
For the Athletes

The supervision of the Medical Service at the Reich Sport Field and all other competition and
training centres was placed by the Organizing Committee in the hands of Dr. L. Conti, Ministerial
Councillor in the Reich Ministry of the Interior. A two-storey infirmary was equipped as the medical
centre at the Reich Sport Field. It was located at the northern side of the premises near the swimming
hall. Professor Gebhardt was the head physician at the infirmary and was also in charge of First
Aid Depot No. Ill in the Marathon Tunnel and of Frisian House, since all of these were installed
for the benefit of the participants. The directing headquarters were established in connection
with First Aid Depot No. IV in the Smaller March Court. Dr. Bunz and Dr. Grube were on ser
vice here as assistants to the Director, Dr. Agena. The first aid assistants supplied by the Reich
Labour Service were supervised by Dr. Lamprecht, and Dr. Forster was appointed as medical
member of the juries. He alone possessed the right to enter the arena of the Stadium during com
petition and to summon first aid assistance.
The telephone network of the Olympic First Aid Service consisted of a central exchange possessing
13 connections with all of the first aid depots, the infirmary and the police station at the Reich
Sport Field, two direct lines to the Berlin central office and one direct line to the First Aid Head
quarters of the City of Berlin. Exact service plans which regulated the periods of duty of the phy
sicians, the assistants at the different first aid depots, the Reich Labour Service detachments, the
Red Cross officials, the emergency squad from the Berlin aquatic sport societies and the personnel
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at the telephone central exchange and ambulance headquarters were drawn up so that efficient
cooperation of all the different branches was guaranteed. Regular consultations of the supervisors
made it possible for the service to be adapted to the requirements. A record of every case was kept
by the different groups called into service, and daily final reports were sent to the main head
quarters by messenger.
Only those physicians who could devote their entire time to this work were engaged for the Olympic
Medical Service, and every doctor was assigned to a definite place of duty. Changes were permitted
by the headquarters only in a few cases. In engaging physicians, dentists and chemists an attempt
was made to keep the size of the staff as small as possible, but to obtain first-class experts. The
selections were made from among several hundred doctors who declared themselves willing to
undertake this work. The physicians, dentists and pharmacists were not compensated for their
services. Their uniforms were similar to those worn by the referees. A total of 171 persons were
engaged for this work, these including 63 at the Reich Sport Field, 30 at other scenes of competition,
9 at Grunau and 96 in Kiel.
A special Red Cross detachment consisting of 150 men was placed on duty at the Reich Sport Field,
Deutschland Hall, cycling stadium and Eichkamp training grounds, these also being selected on
the principle of obtaining a small number of efficient experts. Dr. Agena was appointed by
the German Red Cross Headquarters as permanent physician during the Olympic period, and
the Red Cross detachment was provided with permanent lodgings at Fasanenstrasse 23. The
working hours were arranged in such a manner that Red Cross officials were on duty constantly
at all of the first aid depots. Changes were necessitated more frequently than in the case of the
physicians, however, because of the irregularity of the demands for services on the different days.
The periods of duty could be easily regulated because the officials lived together in the same lodgings
and could be despatched each day to the centres where their services would most likely be needed.
The regular German Red Cross uniforms were worn, and the different groups received their meals
either at the Fasanen Strasse lodgings or at their own field kitchen which was set up in the Smaller
March Court. The Red Cross officials were not paid for their services, but were provided with
travel money and reimbursed by the Olympic First Aid Service for any loss of salary incurred.
In addition to the Red Cross officials, 45 special assistants were provided by the Reich Labour
Service. They were assigned to duty at the first aid depots of the competition and training grounds
where only athletes were likely to require their services. They were selected from the Labour
Service camps of the Berlin-Brandenburg region and were quartered in two barracks provided by the
Municipal Westend Hospital. They were assigned to duty by the infirmary official. Labour Service
Regional Physician, Dr. Lamprecht, wherever required and they wore the white uniforms of the Labour
Service. Special transport lorries were employed for conveying the Labour Service assistants and
the Red Cross groups to and from the different scenes of activity. Smaller groups which had to be
conveyed considerable distances made use of automobiles. The medical assistants from the Reich
Labour Service received their meals at the Westend Hospital. The German Red Cross also supplied
50 nurses and women assistants who were despatched to the different points where their services
were required. Care was taken to have an adequate number of nurses and assistants wherever women
athletes or groups of girls participated in presentations, and they were also assigned to the first
aid depots which dealt with emergencies arising among the spectators.
The aforementioned infirmary contained 27 rooms, 15 on the ground floor and 12 on the first.
Complete surgical equipment, including sterilizing and X-ray apparatuses was provided. In addition
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to the director, the staff at the infirmary included one head physician, six specialists, three women
masseuses, three nurses, two technical assistants and one secretary. The additional personnel at
the infirmary was composed principally of experienced assistants from the clinical establishment
of the Reich Sport Leader in Hohenlychen. Three women physicians were placed on duty at Frisian
House to attend to the needs of the women participants.
The directing headquarters for the continuous service were established in the extensive rooms
lining the March Tunnel beneath the Franconian Tower. The central telephone exchange of the
Olympic First Aid Service was also located here. Three pairs of stationary binoculars were installed
at the top of the Franconian Tower and near the mouth of the Marathon Tunnel so that the entire
expanse of the Stadium could be commanded at all times. Eleven well equipped first aid rooms
were installed at the Reich Sport Field. First Aid Depot III in the Marathon Tunnel was reserved
almost exclusively for active participants, whereas most of the others were used only for spectators
or for spectators and athletes. For this reason. Depot III was more fully equipped than the others.
Facilities were also provided here for examinations by foreign doctors who had accompanied their
teams. Three first aid groups were placed on duty at the Reich Sport Field without being assigned
to any special depot. A room in the swimming hall was especially equipped for dental work, and
a travelling dental clinic was also provided, its activities being principally confined, however, to
the rowers and canoeists in Grunau and Kôpenick. It was under the supervision of Dr. Achtel,
who enjoyed the assistance of a second dentist. The Central First Aid Depot consisting of three
rooms was installed in the swimming hall, bandaging material and medical supplies being distributed
from here to the other depots, including those outside the Reich Sport Field. The necessary material
was provided to a great extent through the generous contribution of numerous firms. Distribution
was made each morning on the basis of the requests received on the previous evening. The Central
Depot was supervised by Herr Skibbe, who was assisted by a second chemist.
The ambulance service was controlled from the infirmary, where two special ambulances of the
Olympic First Aid Service were on duty day and night. The ambulances of the Municipal First
Aid Headquarters were used at the other scenes of training and competition. Two ambulances
ready for immediate service were stationed at the mouth of the Marathon Tunnel and at the
Eastern Gate, although if necessary they could be sent to other centres such as the Dietrich
Eckart Open-Air Theatre if important presentations were being held there.
Special emphasis was placed on the motorizing of the entire first aid system at the Olympic Games,
the vehicles connected with this service being permitted to pass the control gates at any time if
this was necessary for the fulfilment of their duty. The doctors also possessed special passes which
entitled them to admission and parking space for their cars.
The Deutschland Hall was provided with the following rooms for medical services: a waiting
room, bandaging room. X-ray room and a club room for the staff. In addition to this principal
first aid centre, one emergency room was also installed on the first and second galleries, and two
on the third, while an ambulance was constantly present on week days. A directing physician was
also on duty at the Wannsee shooting ranges, but due to the considerable distance involved the
first aid groups were not sent from Berlin but provided by the local Red Cross organization. It
was naturally necessary to establish first aid service at the cycling stadium. The services of 17 med
ical experts were enlisted for the Marathon race, and an automobile carrying two doctors followed
the runners. Before the beginning of the race, two cars containing doctors and first aid officials
travelled over the course in order to provide each station with the required personnel. The first aid
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organization in connection with the 50 kilometre walking race and 100 kilometre cycling road
race was similar.
Seriously injured or sick persons were brought immediately to the proper hospital through the
services of the first aid officials, the infirmary alone receiving patients for temporary treatment in
special cases. In order to facilitate connections between the team leaders and injured or sick foreign
participants, the two most attractive wards in the Westend Hospital were placed at their disposal.
Spectators who required more than temporary medical attention were brought either to the Westend
or other hospitals where there were vacant beds.
Because of the first-class equipment of the new buildings, the general hygienic measures involved
no difficulty. In order to avoid the necessity of vaccination against tetanus, the floors and grounds
were often examined for tetanus bacilli, the results being in every case negative. Submerged basins
containing a Sagrotan solution were placed before the entrances to the dressing rooms at the swimming
stadium as a precaution against the outbreak of foot diseases such as interdigital trichophyty or
"athlete's foot." These measures were scarcely necessary, however, since the climatic conditions
were also unfavourable to the propagation of such diseases. The basins were in many cases dis
regarded by the athletes, who stepped across them, so that their actual value was questionable,
but in any case, no sign of an epidemic was observed. As a means of developing closer connections
with the foreign doctors and of enabling their wishes regarding conferences and tours through
scientific institutions to be granted, a medical interpreter service under the leadership of Dr. Spranger
was organized. The services of a number of doctors possessing a fundamental knowledge of foreign
languages were obtained through an appeal in the professional journals so that one was provided
for each foreign team doctor. Numerous foreign medical men made extensive use of this service.
A large first aid depot was established under the stands at Griinau, this serving athletes and
spectators alike, although a small emergency depot was also installed at the headquarters of
the Regatta Club principally for the Olympic rowers. The later erection of the stands over the
water at Griinau made it necessary to provide a first aid depot there as well, this also being con
structed under the stands. Even these facilities proving to be inadequate, an infirmary room was
equipped in the basement of the Ahoi Yachting Club boat-house. Small emergency rooms were
also provided near the stands of honour, in the eastern boat-house, at the eastern side of the lake
stands and at the Wendeneck Boat-House. An oberservation tower was erected at the 1,000 metre
point on the regatta course, and a first aid team with a boat was on duty here. An observation post
was also established at the 500 metre point, and a first-aid team with a life boat was assigned to the
starting point. An ambulance of the Olympic transportation service was constantly on duty at the first
aid depot under the main stands, and a second ambulance was stationed on the opposite shore
during competitions for spectators in the lake stands who might meet with accidents or suddenly
be taken ill. A floating first aid depot was installed in a large life-boat, and five smaller emergency
boats were placed at various points along the regatta course.
A special first aid room which was elaborately equipped and constantly occupied was installed at
the Dorotheen School in Kòpenick for the foreign teams, and an emergency room was established
in the old Kòpenick Palace. The infirmary of the Police Officers' School in Kòpenick could be used
for more serious cases, medical experts being on constant duty there. The travelling dental clinic
performed any services required in this field, consultations being held each morning. Ten dentists
were employed in this work. The services of several doctors and one dentist from Kòpenick were
also enlisted so that they could be summoned in cases of urgent necessity. The Life-Saving Associa-
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tion of the Berlin Aquatic Sport Clubs supplied the personnel of the first aid teams, 113 officials,
nurses, women assistants and boatmen being engaged.
In contrast to Berlin, the large number of spectator boats in Kiel complicated the problem of first
aid, especially in view of the fact that there was no means of communication, and for this reason
the services of many doctors were required on the principal days. Every spectator boat contained
one doctor and two first aid officials, 69 medical experts being enlisted for this work. The necessary
first aid material was supplied by the Central Depot in Berlin, and since all of the doctors and first
aid officials performed their services practically free of charge, very little expense was involved.
The daily reports of the different depot supervisors revealed the following statistics: Between
August 1st and 16th, 430 cases were received at the infirmary, and since most of them required more
than one treatment, these totalled 889. Those received for treatment included:
Athletes
Other participants and assistants
Spectators

157
125
148
430

During the period between fuly 1st and 31st, 281 participants received treatment at the infirmary,
or before its completion, at the temporary medical headquarters in the swimming hall. The total
number attended to between July 1st and August 16th was thus 711, these representing 29 nations.
A clinical review of the different cases of ailment and injury confirms the fact that the majority of
the athletes did not require treatment for the so-called "typical" sport injuries, but for ordinary
constitutional disturbances brought about by special conditions. During the early days of training
and on occasions of weather changes, as on August 2nd, 4th and 7th, common colds were the most
prevalent form of ailment, the athletes from the southern countries being most often afflicted.
Simultaneous with colds or immediately following them, the athletes often suffered from sprained
or torn muscles combined with blood extravasations in the musculature from even small exertions.
These injuries always appeared, as was proved in such cases, in consequence of physical strain
due to the incorrect application of strength. They were prevalent during the first week, but dropped
in number thereafter. On the other hand, signs of over-strain became apparent towards the end
of the Games, these including chronic inflamed condition of the muscles, membranes and joints.
The well-known clinical fact was again substantiated in such cases, namely, that old injuries such
as strained tendons at the joints, the tendency to dislocations, stretched muscles, etc. give rise to
new injuries such as stiff joints, extravasations, weakening under constant strain, fallen and spreading
arches, bone displacements, etc. during periods of great exertion.
Most of the cases requiring treatment were of a surgical nature, these including:
81 cases of superficial wounds and abrasions (insect stings),
58 cases of injuries to muscles (wrenches, tears, ruptured fasciculi, blood effusions under the fascia, torn
tendons),
20 cases of injuries to the bony structure (fissures, fractures and contusions),
59 cases of severe injuries to joints (sprains, dislocations, displacements of the semi-lunar cartilage),
45 surgical cases of inflammatory trouble caused by boils, inflammation of cellular tissues, panaritium,
17 cases of serious injuries including some general cases were admitted to the Westend Hospital (appendicitis,
sepsis, feverish gastrointestinal tract diseases, skull fractures with concussion of the brain),
12 cases of serious injury to the muscles and bones were admitted to the in-patient department of Hohenlychen
(displacements of semi-lunar cartilage, fracture of the head of the tibia, torn crucial ligaments, periostitis of
the elbow).

30
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69 cases of internal diseases due, as already mentioned above, to colds, diarrhoea accompanied by influenza-like
symptoms,
54 cases were treated by the nose, ear and throat specialist for inflammation of the throat and of the middle ear
and for boils in the auditory canal,
32 patients applied to the eye specialist for treatment.

Five surgical operations of a more serious nature were performed with the aid of narcosis (treatment
of wounds, reduction of displaced semi-lunar cartilage and the setting of fractured bones).
Considerable demands were made upon the medical service at the Frisian House during the week
of athletic competitions, this involving several difficulties, but the nurses performed their many
duties in an efficient and willing manner. A total of 180 persons were treated, the complaints consist
ing principally of colds, light digestive complaints and minor injuries. Four cases had to be removed
to the hospital. The ailments were distributed in the following general manner:
Colds
Wounds and infections
Fresh injuries
Old injuries
Muscular complaints
Digestive disorders
Eye and ear ailments
Illness involving high temperature
Sundry complaints

42
34
23
16
13
13
7
6
26
180

In their size and equipment, the first aid depots at the Reich Sport Field were adequate for every
demand, and the work of the Labour Service assistants, the nurses and the first aid officials of the
Red Cross was exemplary. The entire organization, especially the connections with the directing
officials, the providing of ambulances when necessary, and the supplying of bandaging and medical
materials, was entirely satisfactory. The services of the first aid officials were required between
30 and 50 times daily, most of the cases involving slight ailments or injuries such as faints, flesh
wounds, bruises, insect bites and stings, so that the ambulance service was seldom required. About
50 cases of diarrhoea among the personnel engaged in issuing the apparatus and managing the
announcement board were treated on August 7th at First Aid Depot No. Ill in the Marathon Tunnel.
Immediate measures prevented the spread of this complaint, and those afflicted soon recovered
under proper treatment without revealing any serious effects. Numerous cases of conjunctivitis
were treated at First Aid Depot No. IV in the Smaller March Court, this being due to the fine,
dust-like sand on the running tracks. A considerable number of knee and ankle sprains as well as
flesh wounds but no fractures occurred at the Dietrich Eckart Open-Air Theatre. The first aid depot
at the swimming stadium dealt with the following cases:
From the water polo competitions:
5 finger sprains
1 case of wrenched capsule of shoulder joint
1 case of fracture of the orbital portion of
the frontal bone
1 Emphysema of the right orbital region
1 injury to the tibia.

>

From the high-diving competitions (10 metres):
2
2
1
2

cases
cases
case
cases

of
of
of
of

contusion of the shoulder
contusion of the foot
contusion of the thigh
excoriations

An elderly spectator died of angina pectoris in the Stadium during the competitions, but the other
visitors did not realize that anything had happened because the body was immediately removed

so*
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A nap between Olympic competitions indi
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without causing any disturbance. The services of the first aid officials were most frequently demanded
on the evenings of large presentations, the periods of rehearsal before the gymnastic performances,
especially those in which many girls and children were engaged, during the principal days of competi
tion and on the occasion of sudden weather changes. First Aid Depot No. I (Olympic Gate), No. II
(East Stand), No. Ill (Marathon Tunnel) and No. IV (Smaller March Court) were the centres of
greatest activity in this field because they controlled the entire Olympic Stadium.
During the athletic competitions, medical services were demanded in the arena of the Stadium
on 10 occasions, most of these being in connection with acute injuries of the feet and legs, two
because of exhaustion, one owing of digestive disorders and once because of a foot wound. A Marathon
runner was also treated for exhaustion and a rider was accorded medical attention in connection
with a head wound.
A total of 3,521 persons received attention at the different first aid depots at the Reich Sport Field,
these including:
Athletes
Other participants
Spectators

Women

Men

344
61
953

725
101
1,337

The dental station in the swimming hall was called upon for service by 34 persons, 11 of these being
athletes and 23 belonging to the accompanying personnel. Most of the cases demanding treatment
were of an acute nature such as diseased roots, inflammation of the jaw and inflamed gums. The
most severe case was that of a Chilean boxer who had two of his front teeth broken off. Seven
persons were treated in Kôpenick, these including 7 active participants and 5 members of the ac
companying personnel. Although many of the cases were of a serious nature, they were treated so
successfully that no one was prevented from competing or hindered in his training.
The Central First Aid Depot was arranged after the pattern of a dispensing pharmacy and supplied
23 depots as well as the first aid station in Kiel. Seven portable first aid kits were also given out
for special occasions. The depots at the Reich Sport Field were supplied in the same manner, but each
of them was also entitled to order special supplies needed from day to day during the Games. Articles
in particular demand included massaging alcohol, soap, tincture of iodine and tumblers as well
as medicine glasses. The greatest number of demands came from the infirmary, where everything
necessary for the preparation and performing of operations had to be provided. The Frisian House
also requested a considerable amount of material, nourishing and strengthening preparations, creams
and ointments, linen towels, preventatives against colds and coughs and valerian preparations being
supplied in quantities. Medical and bandaging material was also supplied to the first aid depots
at the Deutschland Hall, where sticking plaster, bandaging and anodynes were principally required,
the Dietrich Eckart Open-Air Theatre, where bandaging, sticking plaster and skin protectives were
demanded, the scenes of competition in Grunau and Kôpenick, where considerable quantities of
pharmaceutical supplies were needed, the dental station, which required principally disinfectives
and anesthetics, and to the hockey stadium, stations along the course of the road races, the tennis
courts, polo field, first aid automobile and the Kiel Yachting Home. In all, three cartons of bandag
ing material and medical supplies were distributed.
Ambulance service was required for about 200 persons, half of these being athletes and the remain
der consisting of other participants, assistants and spectators. Most of these cases were serious
collapses, injuries and sudden illnesses accompanied by fever.
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An injured athlete is treated at the infirmary.

Special incidents were not announced from the Wannsee shooting ranges or Deutschland Hall. The
cooperation between the doctors and the first aid officials was entirely satisfactory, and the organiza
tion proved to be adequate for meeting every demand. Cases in which treatment was required at the
shooting ranges were limited to two athletes, four spectators and six additional participants. The in
juries which frequently demanded treatment at the Deutschland Hall were in the nature of sprains and
torn ligaments, this being explained by the type of competition (weight-lifting, boxing, etc.) which
took place there. On the occasion of the Marathon race, nine runners were picked up by the first
aid automobile which followed the race. A German participant exhibited symptoms of a thrombo
phlebitis, but the other runners were merely in a state of exhaustion and after resting and being
given nourishment they rapidly recovered. One participant discovered after completing a race that
his feet were so blistered that he could no longer walk and had to be carried on a stretcher to one
of the omnibuses for conveyance to the Olympic Village. The first aid stations along the course
of the road races were called upon for assistance in only three cases, two of which pertained to
runners who had dropped out of the race because of exhaustion and muscular cramps, while the
third concerned a woman spectator who had fainted but soon recovered. The following first aid
automobile rendered service only once during the 100 kilometre cycling road race when a South
African cyclist was thrown from his bicycle about two kilometres before the finishing line, suffering
a large wound in the fleshy part of his forearm. Following emergency treatment, he was placed in
charge of the surgical authorities at the Olympic Village. A second cyclist fell at the finishing
line and had to be removed to the Westend Hospital while still a third was treated for a fractured
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wrist with which he, nevertheless, had cycled 70 kilometres. Two cases of physical exhaustion rendered
medical attention necessary during the 50 kilometre walking race, no other incidents being recorded
either among the competitors or the spectators. The doctors assigned to the training fields outside
the Reich Sport Field were not called upon for assistance. The cooperation between the doctors
and the first aid teams from the Labour Service and Red Cross was efficient and pleasant in every
respect.
A total of 956 persons were treated by the first aid depots outside of the Reich Sport Field, these
including :
Women

Men

21
30
414

163
96
232

Athletes
Other participants
Spectators

The wards of the Municipal Westend Hospital of Berlin which had been reserved for the clinical
treatment of active participants received 68 athletes from 27 nations between June 22nd and
August 19th. Their ailments were half internal and half surgical in nature. The following diagnoses
were made:

Field and various other institutions which were of special interest to them. The medical treatment
of foreign athletes, as well as the relations between the foreign first aid officials, the German doctors
and members of the Olympic first aid service was simplified through the assistance of interpreters.
The demands made on the first aid service by the foreign rowers were fortunately very slight, being
confined principally to small injuries, catarrhs and light digestive disorders. More serious forms
of illness were not observed. In spite of the unfavourable, damp weather conditions the rowers
experienced no difficulty in acclimatizing themselves. Medical treatment was accorded to a total
of 585 persons, these being distributed as follows:
At the lodgings of the rowers and canoeists:
Athletes
Other participants

Women

Men

4
3

101
11

6
20
88

146
79
127

At the various first aid depots:
Athletes
Other participants
Spectators

Internal ailments:
Angina
Intestinal ailments
Grippe
Undefined ailments involving temperature
Pleurisy
Haematuria
Renal colic
Abdominal disease
Inflammation of the eveball

10
9

(one of which was Paratyphoid.
Paratyphoid symptoms in 3 cases)

2
7
1
1
2
1
1

Two active participants were received at the Kôpenick Hospital with appendicitis and pneumonia,
and two spectators were treated for ptomaine poisoning and grippe.
The first aid officials were called upon for service on but few occasions in Kiel, accidents of a serious
nature being encountered neither among the athletes nor the spectators. Medicine against
sea-sickness had to be administered several times to spectators on the accompanying steamers.
The only injuries of a serious nature were a broken bone and a second degree burn. Several active
participants were afflicted with congestion in the bronchial tubes, and one case each of Plaut-Vincent
angina and Cholezystitis was observed. Among the spectators on land, 180 persons were treated.
A total of 295 persons in Kiel required medical attention, these being distributed as follows :

34

External diseases:
Injuries to bones and joints or diseases of same
Boils and inflammations of cellular tissues
Lymphangitis
Diseases of muscles
Flesh wounds
Appendicitis
Concussion of the brain
Urethritis

11
9
3
3
3
3
1
1
34

Five active participants were accepted at the Municipal Rudolf-Virchow Hospital for the treatment
of skin and venereal diseases. In two cases the condition of the athlete was described as acute.
Every foreign team doctor was provided with a German colleague who commanded his language
and assisted him constantly during his sojourn in Berlin, all arrangements to this end being made
by the medical language service. Conducted tours were also arranged for the foreign doctors and
members of the National Olympic Committees who were especially interested in the different
technical aspects of physical training. About 160 foreigners visited the infirmary at the Reich Sport
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Athletes
Spectators

Women

Men

7
109

108
71

The compiled tatistics reveal that single and repeated medical treatments were received by 6,370
persons in the infirmary and all of the first aid depots, including Grunau and Kiel, the individual
totals being as follows:
Infirmary
Frisian House
First aid depots at the Reich Sport Field
First aid depots outside of the Reich Sport Field
Grunau
Kiel
Others

711
180
3,521
956
585
295
122

The ailments and injuries were in general the same at all of the different centres, comprising those
which are customary at all large presentations: headaches, nausea, faints, cramps, foreign bodies
in the eye and nose-bleeding. The only serious cases—aside from a few deaths already reported—•
were some fractured bones and circulation disorders.
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The question of to what extent scientific examinations should be made was discussed before and
during the Games, the directing officials finally deciding against undertaking such a task. As grounds
for this decision it was pointed out that the Olympic Games are scarcely suitable for research purposes
because detailed examinations would tend to interrupt the progress of the competitions and disturb
the athletes. Moreover, the essential examinations before and following the Festival could not
be carried out, and it was therefore deemed more advisable to postpone such measures until the
occasion of less complicated national sporting competitions. Facilities were provided, however,
in order to enable every foreign doctor to conduct the examinations he deemed necessary, but
comparatively little use was made of these arrangements.
The total costs were held within reasonable limits. Exclusive of construction costs and the equipping
of the infirmary, the first aid depots were installed and provided with their first allotment of medical
supplies and bandaging material for the sum of 15,000 marks, while 25,000 marks were appropriated
for the operation of the entire first aid service during the Olympic period. This was exceded, however,
to the extent of 897.31 marks. The principal expenditures were as follows :
1. Personal and administration
Doctors (travelling expenses for those residing at considerable
distances, special missions)
First aid teams and nurses (travelling expenses, compensation for
loss of earnings)
2. Medical supplies and bandaging material
3. Transportation and ambulance costs

headquarters, a unified plan was drawn up and a comprehensive set of orders issued so that a firm
foundation for the activities of every participating group was established.
During the period of preparation, it became evident that the personnel and the equipment of the
City alone would not be adequate for dealing with the many problems which were bound to arise,
and the National Health Headquarters for the Berlin district, the Association of German Physicians
with headquarters at Berlin, and the German Red Cross of the Berlin district generously offered to
cooperate. It was only through the support of these organizations and the great sacrifices in time
and work on the part of their members that the necessary preparations could be planned and
carried out.

19,273.30 RM.
1,382.90 RM.
17,410.45
839.65
5,784.36
25,897.31 RM.

The Olympic first aid service proved to be adequate for every demand. It could be ascertained
that in the case of the athletes the most prevalent forms of injury were those resulting from
strenuous training and were confined to a large extent to strained muscles and ligaments. The results
of treatment can be described as very satisfactory and withdrawals from competitions were extremely
seldom. Nor was any difficulty encountered in looking after the spectators. Factors of great impor
tance to the success of the medical and health service in connection with the Eleventh Olympic
Games were the generous cooperation of the German doctors and medical assistants, the carefully
planned schedule of service for the first aid teams at all of the scenes of competition and training,
and the infirmary at the Reich Sport Field.
In conclusion, it may be stated that it was possible to fulfil every requirement of a medical nature
in an efficient and satisfactory manner, and to provide the foreign guests and especially the medical
experts from throughout the world with an example of German cooperation and skill.
The Visitors
First aid and health measures for the benefit of the Olympic visitors as well as for the Berlin popula
tion were under the direction of the Municipal Authorities, and were supervised by the Municipal
Board of Public Health and the 20 branch headquarters in the different boroughs. Municipal Councillor
Spiewok was in charge of the entire organization as the deputy of the Mayor. The planning and
execution of all measures of a medical nature were placed in the hands of Dr. Schwéers, Deputy
Supervising Physician of the Board of Public Flealth, and business matters pertaining to them
were regulated by Director Zimmermann, also of the Board of Public Health. Through the co
operation of the medical experts of the Board of Public Health and the 20 directors of the branch
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Two first

aid officials from the Labour Service carrying a slightly
injured hurdler to the first aid depot.

A "first aid beacon" at the International Youth Encampment
containing a stretcher, first aid material and a fire extinguisher.
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ENTRANCE TICKETS

OP
DK

Season tickets (for one sport)

Fixing of Prices and Price Categories

EK

Individual tickets for one day
only

In the chapter, "History of the Organization" of the Xlth Olympic Games, the principles governing
the handling of tickets have already been stated. Here a detailed account will be given of the work
of the ticket office before and during the Games. The fixing of prices, price categories, and the sale
of tickets will be especially treated.
At the 1932 Olympic Games, it was possible to adopt the system customary in the U.S.A. of one
price category, or at the most two. In Berlin, however, it was necessary to take into consideration
the entirely different financial circumstances and habits of European lovers of sport. This led us to
base our division into categories on the system followed in Amsterdam, where, moreover, season
tickets for the different sports had been sold. As contrasted with 324 different kinds of tickets in
Amsterdam, there were 166 in Los Angeles, and 660 in Berlin.
In Los Angeles the Olympic Stadium pass cost 22 dollars, which, at the prevailing gold rate, was 92.40
marks. On June 19th, 1934, we established the following prices for Olympic Stadium passes;

The prices of season tickets for the most important sports were as follows :
Rowing

Football

Boxing

EER Individual ticket to the Open
ing Ceremony
EFL Individual ticket to the
Festival Play

1st stand 40.— RM.
2nd „ 30.— „
3rd
„ 25.1st standing room 20.— „
1st stand 35.— ,,
2nd „ 25.— „
3rd
„ 20.— „
1st
„ 40.— „
2nd ,, 30.— ,,

These prices determined the other entrance prices. For example, the total price of the 16 tickets for
daytime events and 3 evening tickets in the Olympic Stadium pass, 1st stand, was 100.— RM. The
total price of the 8 tickets for athletics (track and field events) in the Olympic Stadium pass was
32.— RM. A season ticket for the track and field events cost 40.— RM., while the individual tickets
cost a total of 60.— RM.Reduced prices were granted only to those living in the "Strength through
Joy City." The full price had to be paid for children.
All tickets were transferable. The passes and the season tickets were in the form of booklets, con
taining a ticket for each day. The individual tickets were valid without the booklet. On the first page
was an address of welcome by the President of the Organizing Committee. On the back of the
cover were the conditions governing the use of the tickets, and a plan of the grounds of the
Reich Sport Field.
In general, special tickets for morning, afternoon or evening events were not issued. The season
tickets and the entrance tickets marked for two periods of the day entitled their holders to attend
the events in question during the day stated. In the mornings for the most part only elimination
rounds took place. These competitions were not definitely decided upon until the night before.
The following abbreviations for the most important tickets were used on the order blanks, price
lists and booking forms. Then a table of the prices is given, which also shows how the prices of the
Stadium passes and season tickets were distributed over the individual days.

EBL

Individual ticket to the Ex
hibition Baseball Game

EMK

Individual ticket to the
Military Concert

ESR

Individual ticket to the
Final Day (Riding and
Closing Ceremony)

DKL

Season Ticket for Athletics
(track and field events)

ETA Individual ticket to the per

Season Ticket for Football
formance, "Music and Dancing DKF
DHAN Season Ticket for Handball
of the Nations"

DSWI Season Ticket for Swimming
DREI Season Ticket for Equestrian
Sports
DRUD Season Ticket for Rowing
DBOX Season Ticket for Boxing
DRIN Season Ticket for Wrestling
and Weight-Lifting
DFEN Season Ticket for Fencing
DHOY Season Ticket for Hockey
DTUR Season Ticket for Gymnastics
DPOO Season Ticket for Polo
DSEG Season Ticket for Yachting

1. Tickets to the Olympic Stadium

Event

OpeningCeremony
Festival Play

100.— RM. for the 1st stand
60.— „
„ „ 2nd „
40.— „
„ „ 3rd

Athletics (Track and Field Events) 1st stand 40.— RM.
2nd „ 30.— „
3rd „ 20.— „
Swimming
1st
„ 40.— ,,
2nd ,, 30.— „
1 st standing room 20.— „
Equestrian Sports
1st stand 40.— „
2nd „ 25.— „

Olympic Stadium passes

Athletics
(Track and FieldEvents1)

OP
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10 —
4.—
4—
4.—
4.—
4.—
4—
4.—
4.—
4.—

—
5—
5.—
5—
5.—
5.—
5.—
5—
5.—

Football

8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75

7.—
7.—
7—
7.—

Riding and Closing
Ceremony
Music end Dancing
of Nations
Baseball
Military Concert

Aug. 12
Aug. 14
Aug. 16

4—
4.—
10 —

Aug. 10

-3)

Aug. 12
Aug. 13
Qp total

5.75
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

—
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75

6—
6.—
—
—

4—
4.—

—
—

OP

10.—
4—
6.—2)
4.—2)
4.—2)
4.—2)
4.—2)
4.—2)
6.—2)
6.—2)

Seats, 3rd stand
DK
EK

4.25
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

IO.—2)
10.—2)
10.—2)

6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25

4—
4—
4.—
4.—

8.—2)
8.—2)
8.—2)
8.—2)

3,—
3.—
3—
3.—

2.50
2.50
5.75

6—

-3)

6.—
6—

2.50
2.50

—

4.—
4—
10 —

1.50
1.50
4.25

—

4.—

-3)

4.—
4—

1.50
1.50

4.—
4—

—
—

3.—
1.—
1.—
1.—
1—
1—
1.—
1—
1.—
1—

3.—
1—
2.—
1.—
1—
1—
1—
1—
2.—
2.—

6.—2)
6.—2)
6.—2)
6.—2)

1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

2—
2.—
2—
2.—

—

2—
2.—
6.—

1.—
1.—
3.—

1.—
1.—
3—

—

2.—

-3)

1.—

2.—
2.—

1—
1.—

1.—
1—

5—
5.—
5.—
5.—

—

—

—

—

I

25.—4)

40 —

60.—

100 —

6—
2.—
4.—2)
3.—2)
3.—2)
3.—2)
3.—2)
3.—2)
4.—2)
4.—2)

—
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

20.—

25.—
6.—
6—
15 —

Standing Room
OP
EK

20.—

30.—
10.—2)

35 —

DKF, total price
Handball

15 —
6—
10.—2)
6.—2)
6.—2)
6.—2)
6.—2)
6.—2)
10.—2)
10.—2)

40.—

DKL, total price
Aug. 10
Aug. 11
Aug. 13
Aug. 15

Seats, 2nd stand
OP
DK
EK

Seats, 1st stand
DK
EK

1)

The tickets for the track and field events entitled their holders to attend the gymnastic exhibitions of the different
nations. There were no special tickets for these exhibitions.
2) The demand for DK was so great that EK were not issued.
3) A supplementary entrance ticket attached to the Olympic Stadium passes could be used for this performance.
4) Olympic Stadium standing room passes were issued only in exceptional cases by special arrangement.

•US
ilui

1

Repetitions of the Festival Play on Aug. 3, 14 and 19 1st stands.—RM. 2nd stand 2.—RM. 3rd stand 1.—RM. Standing Room 0.50 RM.
2. Tickets for the Equestrian Events, valid for the Dressage Tests on the 12th, 13th and 14th of August on the Riding Field (Polo Field
of the Reich Sport Field), for the cross-country test on the 15th of August in Doberitz (standing room only), and for the jumping and
following closing ceremony in the Olympic Stadium on the 16th of August.
Day
Aug. 12-14
Aug. 15
Aug. 16
DREI:

2nd stand

Seats, 1st stand
DK
7.50 ea.
2.50
15 —
40.-

EK

15.—

DK
4.25 ea.
2.25
10.—
25.-

EK
4.50 ea.
10 —

Seats,3rd stand 2nd Standing
Room
EK
6.—
6—

ea.1)

2.—
3—
3—

ea.1)

1)

In addition there were sold
at the gate, so far as room
was available, half-day tickets
for 2nd standing room, for
1.— RM., and for seats, 3rd
stand, at the price of 3.—RM.

|::.i
î:Î;|

lit:;

i:;g|
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3. Tickets for Handball, valid for the 12th and 14th of August in the Olympic Stadium, and for the elimination matches on August 6, 7, 8

9. Tickets for Gymnastics in the Dietrich Eckart Open-Air Theatre (Reich Sport Field)

and 10 on the fields of the Berlin sporting clubs.
Seats, 1st stand

Day

DK

EK

Aug. 6-8 & 10 13.-— together
Aug. 12 & 14 6.-— ea.
DHAN:

2nd stand
DK

Standing Room

EK

EK

EK

7.-— together
4.-— ea.

6.— ea.

Seats,3rd stand

Day
1)

dividual tickets to the hand
4.— ea.

2.— ea.

1.— ea.

Seats, 1st stand Seats, 2ndstand
DK1)
DK1)

Aug. 8-15

5.— ea.

2nd Standing
Room

3rd stand
DK1)

3.75 ea.

40.—

DSWI:

2.50 ea.

30.—

Tickets to the swimming training from Aug. 3 to 7 were

EK

also sold at the gate for 1.— RM.

2.— ea.

^ The demand for DK was so great that EK were not sold.

20.—

Continental Relay Race on the evening of Aug. 16 Seats, 1st stand 5.— Seats, 2nd stand 3.— Seats, 3rd stand 2.— Standing Room 1.—

Seats, 1st stand Seats, 2nd stand Seats, 3rd stand
(Grandstand and Floating grandstd.
(Loges)

Aug. 11—13
Aug. 14

13.—

9.—

DK1)
6.—

DRUD:

7.—

40.—

The grandstand on the bank
was roofed over. The loges
and seats on the bank were
directly on the water and
were not covered over.
1) The demand for DK was
so great that EK were not
issued.

2nd Standing
Room

1st Standing Room

seats on bank)

DK1)

DK

EK

EK

4.50 ea.
6.50

5.—

2.— ea.
3.—

20.—

Day

Seats,
2nd stand

DK1)

DK1)

2 rings

Aug.10-12
Aug.13-14
1 ring |
Aug. 15

6.—ea.
6.—ea.
10.—

DBOX:

40.—

2.— ea.

were not issued.

6—

10.—

15 —

Other Seats
afternoon
EK

4.50 ea.
4.50 ea.
7.50

evening
EK

2.— ea.
2.— ea.

Aug. 3-7
Aug. 8
DPOO:

EK

EK

DK

7.—

6.— ea.
10 —
40.—

1 st standing

ea.

12.—

4.— ea.
6.—

room
EK

In addition, half-day tickets for 2nd standing

1.— ea.
2—

room were sold at the gate for

I.—

RM.

11. Tickets for Fencing (with the exception of the Pentathlon), on the Reich Sport Field

Cupola Hall
EK

Tennis Stad. & Courts
EK

booklets. In addition, half-day tickets were sold at the gate

4.— ea.

Aug. 2— 6
Aug. 7-11
Aug. 12-15

Season tickets cost 35.— RM. and were not in the form of

4.— ea.

for 2.— RM.

4.— ea.

12. Tickets for Yachting in Kiel

For accompar lying steamers

Day

DK
2.— ea.

EK
2.50 ea.

14.—

The supplementary tickets attached to the season tickets
entitled the holders to purchase tickets at the reduced price
of 2.— RM. for the extension of the regattas.

Standing Room
afternoon
EK

4.— ea.
6.— ea.
15.—

—

Seats, 2nd stand

Seats, 1st stand

Day

DSEG:

Seats,
1st stand

3.33 ea.

5.— ea.

Aug. 4—10

6. Tickets for Boxing in the Deutschland Hall

Boxing in:

The demand for DK was so great that EK

DTUR:

5. Tickets for Rowing in Griinau (Regatta Course)

DK1)

DK

Aug. 10-12

Day

Day

Seats,3rd stand

DK

10. Tickets for Polo on the Polo Field (Reich Sport Field)

4, Tickets for Swimming, including High Board Diving and Water Polo, in the Swimming Stadium (Reich Sport Field)

Day

Seats, 2nd stand

DK

ball elimination rounds.

15.-

25.--1

See B. for prices of the in

Seats, 1st stand

1.— ea.
1.—ea.
—

evening
EK
2.— ea.
3.— ea.
4.—

1)

The demand for DK was

so great that EK were not

13. Tickets for Canoeing on August 7th and 8th in Griinau

Seats, 1st stand, cost 4.— RM.; seats, 2nd stand, 2.— RM.; standing room 1.— RM.

sold.
14. Tickets for the Cycle Races from August 6th to 8th in the Cycling Stadium on Messedamm

|30.—

Seats, 1 st stand: 6.— RM. standing room, 1st stand: 3.— RM. standing room, 2nd stand: 2.— RM. standing room on curves 1.— RM.
7. Tickets for Wrestling and Weight-Lifting in the Deutschland Hall

Day

Aug. 2-4
Aug. 5
Aug. 6-7
Aug. 8
Aug. 9

Seats,
1st stand

Seats,
2nd stand

DK1)

DK1)

3.50 ea.
3.50
3.— ea.
4.—
6.—
| 30.—

DRIN

Other Seats
morning
EK

2.50 ea.
2.50
2.— ea.
2.50
3.50

1.— ea.
—
1.50 ea.
1.50
1.50

For the cycle training up to August 5th, tickets for adults cost —.20 RM., for children —.10 RM.
Course tickets on the Avus (standing room) for the 100 kilometre road race on August 10 th cost —.50 RM.

Standing Room

evening
EK
4.— ea.
4.—
4.— ea.
6.—
8.—

morning
EK
•—.50 ea.
—

—.50 ea.
1.—
1.—

evening
EK
1.— ea.
1.—
1.— ea.
2.—
3.—

') The demand for DK was
so great that EK were not
sold.

15. Tickets for Basketball (Reich Sport Field)

Day
Aug. 7-11
Aug. 12-14

Tennis Courts

Tennis Stadium

EK

EK

In addition, so far as room was available, half-day tickets
for 2.— RM. were sold at the gate.

3.— ea.
4.— ea.

20.—
16. Tickets for Shooting, Ranges in Wannsee, from August 6th to 8th

8. Tickets for Hockey in the Hockey Stadium (Reich Sport Field)

Seats, 1 st stand

Day
Aug. 4- 6
Aug. 7-11
Aug. 12-14
DHOY:

Tickets for rapid fire pistol shooting, target pistol shooting and small caliber shooting cost 2.50 RM. In addition, so far as room was

DK

EK

EK

1.— ea.
2.— ea.
4.— ea.

2.— ea.
3.— ea.
5.— ea.

1.-—- ea.
1.50 ea.
2.— ea.

25.—|

available, half-day tickets for 2.— RM. were sold at the gate.

Standing Room
In addition, so far as room was available,

17. Tickets for the Modern Pentathlon

half-day tickets for 1.— RM. were sold at
the gate.

Aug. 2, 5,000 m. cross-country riding (Dôberitz), 2.— RM. Aug. 3, épée fencing (Tennis Stadium), 4.— RM. Aug. 4, shooting
(Ranges in Ruhleben), 2.— RM. Aug. 5, swimming (Swimming Stadium), 2.— RM. Aug. 6, 4,000 m. cross-country running (Wannsee
golf course), 4.— RM.
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18. Tickets for the Artistic Presentations. Festival Performances in the Dietrich Eckart Theatre
Day

Performance

Aug. 2, 5, 6, 14
Aug. 15

"Das Frankenburger Wurfelspiel" by Eberhard Wolfgang Moller
Olympic Concert (the prize-winning compositions in the Olympic
Art Competition)
"Herakles," oratorio bv G. F. Handel
"Herakles," oratorio by G. F. Handel
"Herakles," oratorio by G. F. Handel
"Herakles," oratorio bv G. F. Handel

Aug. 4
Aug. 7 & 16
Aug. 17
Aug. 18

Middle Circle

Lower Circle

Upper Circle

6.— ea.

4.— ea.

2.— ea.

6.—
3.—
6.— ea.
6.—
3.—

4.—
2.—
4.— ea.
2.—
1.—

2.—
1.—
2.— ea.
4.—
2.—

There was no advance sale by letter of tickets for the events listed below.
A. Tickets for the Football Elimination Matches on Berlin sport grounds

Day

Post Stad ium
Seats,
Seats, Standing
1st stand 2nd stand Room

Aug. 3-5, 7-8 4.— ea.

3.— ea.

1.— ea.

Mom msen Ath etic Field
1st Stand 2nd Stand
Day
Seats
ing Room ing Room
Aug. 3, 5—7

4.— ea.

2.— ea.

1.— ea.

Day
Aug. 4, 6, 8

Hertha F ield
1st Stand 2nd Stand
Seats
ing Room ing Room
4.—- ea.

2.— ea.

1.— ea.
Secure in the knowledge that their seats in the Stadium are reserved two sons of Bavaria enjoy a noonday nap on the Reich Sport Field.

«ête-X*

H»
B. Tickets for the Handball Elimination Rounds on Berlin sport grounds

The Olympic spec
tators were by no
means limited to
those who were
fortunate enough
to obtain tickets.

Police Stadium
Day
Aug. 6—8 & 10

C.

Seats
2.— ea.

Hohem ollern-Damm Sport G rounds
Standing Room
1.— ea.

Day
Aug. 6-8 & 10

Seats

Standing Room

2.— ea.

1.— ea.

Marathon Race (turning point, north curve of the Avus), August 9th

Seats in the Avus stands, Kônigsweg, 1.50 RM. Course tickets for the Avus (standing room) —.50 RM.

D.

E.

Gliding Exhibition on the Staaken Aerodrome near Berlin, on the morning of August 4: —.50 RM. (standing room)

Olympic Art Exhibition in the Exhibition Halls on Kaiserdamm from July 15 to August 16, 1936

Ticket to the Olympic Art Exhibition: 1.— RM. Ticket to the "Germany" Exhibition: 1.50 KM.
Combined ticket to the Olympic Art Exhibition and the "Germany" Exhibition: 2.— RM.
Ticket to the Olympic Art Exhibition from the "Germany" Exhibition: —.50 RM.

F.

Berlin School Children's Song and Gymnastic Display, August 9, May Field. Seats in the Stands: 1.50 RM. Standing Room:

—.50 RM.

G.

"Festival for the Competitors'* on August 16 in the Deutschland Hall. Tickets for spectators (for the performances):

1st stand 3.— RM., 2nd stand 2.— RM.

The choice of price categories proved wise, as all classes of the population were given the oppor
tunity of attending the Games. The large sale of Olympic Stadium passes and season tickets limited
the sale of individual tickets for seats. Therefore many of those who attended individual events had
to content themselves with standing room. While all those holding passes and season tickets did not
use the tickets every day, they took care that relatives and acquaintances should use them. Only in
this manner was it possible to ensure that the seats at every event would be filled. Otherwise, the
tickets for the semi-finals and finals would have been sold out quickly, while the attendance would
have been small on the other days and especially in the mornings.
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Many people expressed the wish for a "General Pass," that is, a ticket which would have entitled
the holder to attend every event. This wish could not be fulfilled, since at certain times contests
were taking place simultaneously in twelve different places. Thus for 1,000 holders of general passes
it would have been necessary to reserve 12,000 seats. Since the demand for tickets was great, such
a procedure would have exposed the Organizing Committee to well-justified complaints. In ad
dition, the capacity of the different places where contests were held varied greatly. It was also not
possible to provide separate tickets for mornings and afternoons. The times for the different con
tests had been set, but changes in the number of competitors or weather conditions might have
necessitated shifts in the programme. There was also the danger that the interval between the morn
ing and afternoon contests might be too short to permit the evacuation and refilling of the seats.
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The following are the conditions which governed the use of the tickets;
All tickets are transferable. They entitle the holder to attend the XI th Olympic Games, under the following
conditions :
1. The holder is admitted to the place printed on the ticket for the period of time indicated thereon. He is re
quired to show the ticket to the officials at all times, even in the stands, if requested to do so.
2. If the programme is changed so that no contests or other performances take place during the time for which
the ticket is valid, the price printed on the ticket will be refunded. The holder of the ticket has no further
claims.
3. No refund of the purchase price or replacement can be made for tickets which are lost or destroyed.
4. It is not permitted to resell the ticket at a higher price than that printed on it. Such resale makes the ticket
invalid. A ticket so sold can be taken from its purchaser or subsequent holder. The holder has no right to
demand reimbursement.
These conditions also apply to other misuses of tickets.
5. The holder of the ticket may leave the competition centres once between the morning and afternoon events
(for example, during the athletic track and field events, swimming, gymnastics, riding, rowing, etc.) In the
morning a hole is punched in the card, in the afternoon the right section is torn off. If the holder leaves the
grounds during the afternoon, the card becomes invalid. The same condition applies to the evening contests
and per formances. Unless otherwise expressly stated, all seats are numbered.
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The Printing of the Tickets
The tickets were designed by the artist Werner Beucke and printed by the Giesecke Sc Devrient
Press of Leipzig which specializes in the printing of securities. The firms, Bajanz & Studer, Berlin,
and Bireka A. G., Staaken, provided tickets for the elimination rounds as well as tickets needed
shortly before or during the Olympic Games (for example, for the repetition of the Festival Play).
Three principles governed the production of the tickets:

c)

1. The print, size and colour of the tickets, as well as the order of the necessary particulars printed on the tickets,
must be such that the many types can be differentiated at a glance.
2. Forgeries must be made practically impossible.
3. The ticket should be an artistic souvenir.
Etn§afi9
I Nordtor
oos

The tickets were divided into four principal types.
1. Tickets for the Olympic Stadium.
They were distinguished from the tickets for all other centres where contests were held by their size: 5x2.8 inches.
In the centre was a picture of the Olympic Stadium from an original woodcut. The six colours for 1 st and 2nd stand
seats, 3rd stand seats on the east side and on the west side, standing room on the east side and standing room
on the west side, were different for the first and second weeks. On the back of the ticket was a plan of the Olympic
Stadium.
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a) Olympic Stadium ticket, 2nd stand, for August 1st. b) Hockey stadium ticket, standing room, for August 9 th.
c) Season ticket, 1st stand, for the swimming stadium, d) Ticket for the northern curve of the Avus Race Course
for the 100 kilometre cycling race, e) Ticket for the cross-country riding competition in Doberitz.
Designs: Werner Beucke.
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2. Tickets for other centres of competition.
They were 5.2 x 2.4 inches. In the centre was the Olympic Bell. It was also impossible in this case to have different
colours for each category. Therefore a different colour was merely used for each site. On the back of the tickers
was a plan showing the location of the different sites.

3. Tickets placed on sale after July 1st, 1936.
The danger of forgery was not great in the case of these tickets. They were therefore given a simpler form. They
were principally tickets for the art exhibition, for the handball and football elimination rounds, half-day and
similar tickets. In order to be prepared for unforeseen eventualities, 100,000 general tickets without dates or
mention of location were printed in nine categories. It was necessary to use these tickets in several instances.

4. Blanket Passes.
These were special tickets of two types. One was of the same size as the Olympic Stadium tickets and valid only
for this site. The other one, which was 5.2 x2.4 inches, with no place indication, was valid for all events and
performances. These passes were for visitors who could prove that their tickets had been lost. In special cases
they were also used to fulfil urgent requirements for complimentary tickets, to permit the entry of groups in mass
formation and for other special arrangements.

In order not to confuse the ticket controllers with a multiplicity of tickets, there were no further
distinguishing features. The gatekeeper had first to look at the size of the tickets, in order to separate
the people whose tickets were for the Stadium from those with tickets for other scenes of competition.
The colours of the Stadium tickets indicated their categories. In the case of the other tickets, the
colour showed the location of the contest in question. The next most important details, the date and
entrance to be used, were clearly recognizable on the right section. The tickets were punched or
invalidated by the first official. The second official had to notice the row and seat number on the
left section. In the centre of the ticket were printed the hour at which the event began and the price.
The daily tickets contained in the passes and in the season ticket booklets, as well as the individual
tickets for the track and field events, football and handball differed only in respect to the prices
printed on them.
At the time the passes were issued, the number of events and performances in the Olympic Stadium
had not been definitely decided. Therefore a supplementary ticket was included in the pass without
date or price. This became valid after a special announcement by the ticket office. This ticket
permitted the holder to attend the evening performance, "Music and Dances of the Nations," which
was decided upon after the passes had been issued. Similarly, two supplementary tickets were in
cluded with the season tickets for hockey. These were to be for the games which might be played
on the 2nd and 3rd of August. Until all the entries had been made and the lots drawn, it was not
possible to know whether games would take place on these days. The season tickets for yachting
also contained two supplementary coupons which entitled the holder to buy tickets at a reduced
price, in case weather conditions made an extension of the regattas necessary.
In printing the tickets, the same precautionary measures were taken as in the case of paper money.
Printing proved difficult, as there were millions of variations. Complicated printing processes had
to be worked out for this special purpose. It was difficult to print the seat numbers since as the
rows grew smal er from top to bottom, there was a different number of seats in almost every row.
It was also absolutely necessary to state the hour at which the different events began. Yet the con
stant increase in the number of entries required repeated changes in the schedule. Work at full speed
could not begin until the beginn'ng of 1936. The printing press did everything possible to speed up
delivery. Meanwhile travel agencies and people who wished to come from overseas demanded the
tickets. The consulates required the presentation of the tickets as evidence that their holders were
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the required data could be added to these in 24 hours. The tickets were in circulation half a year
before the beginning of the Games. Aside from a few clumsy attempts, no forgeries appeared.
The printing process was easier in the case of the tickets not printed according to the procedure
used for paper money. The row and seat number also were usually not printed on these tickets.
These were issued shortly before the Games and during the Games. No forgeries of these were
detected.
Complimentary Tickets
Under Paragraph XXVI, "Reserved Seats," the following is stated in the Olympic Statutes:
"Aside from a large stand reserved for the press, seats must be reserved for the following persons and invitation
cards sent to them by the Organizing Committee :
Stand A: The members of the International Olympic Committee and their families.
Stand B : The Presidents of the National Olympic Committees and the Presidents of the International Fede
rations and their families.

entitled to free visas. Despite the necessity for speed, the printing company checked its work very
carefully, and yet delivered the tickets in a short time. In printing the tickets it was further necessary
to take into consideration the fact that scarcely one of the competition centres was completed, and
that there might still be changes in the number of seats available for spectators. The final figures
were learned only through measurements when the constructions were completed. While they
were being sent away or after they had been sent, tickets had to be destroyed or reprinted. As a
precautionary measure, several thousand additional tickets of each type were printed. If necessary,
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and below, the members of the IOC.
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Stand C: The members of the National Olympic Committees and their guests, one ticket to be allotted for every
10 athletes competing, with a maximum of 20 tickets and a minimum of 4.
The Official Delegate of each sport in which a country is represented.
The Secretaries of the International Federations.
The members of the committees of the host country.
Stand D: The members of the various juries.
Further, 1500 seats near the finishing line for the participating athletes.
At the other contest sites:
Seats for the press and the occupants of Stands A and B.
A stand to which as many of those listed under Stands C and D will be admitted as can be accommodated. Seats
for the competitors in the sport which is then taking place, but not for other competitors.
P. S. : Requests must be made through the attaché of each country.
Special requests for invitations must be made in the same manner."

The number of expected participants and visitors increased greatly during the period of preparation
and consequently, the danger appeared that an exorbitant number of complimentary tickets would be
demanded. The complimentary ticket could only be a general pass, which would permit the holder
to attend any contest or performance at any time. Following the example set by Los Angeles, a
steel engraving was chosen, which was executed by the engraver Herbst according to a design by
W. Beucke. A leather case was provided for the tickets. This was made in different colours to
facilitate the differentiation of the individual stands. A further subdivision was made in addition to
that prescribed by the Olympic Statutes. There was a special stand for the members of the Govern
ment, the members of the Diplomatic Corps, and, for the first time at an international sporting
event, for the radio announcers.
The seats for judges, listed under Stand D in the Olympic Statutes, were reserved partly in Stand C
and partly among the seats for the competitors.
There were thus the following classifications ;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Government loge (black leather)
Diplomatic Corps (brown leather)
Stand A (IOC) (beige leather)
Stand B (NOC) (grey leather)

5. Stand C (guests of honour) (green leather)
6. Stand C (Blocks C and D) (blue leather)
7. Press and Radio (red leather)

The leather cases of the members of the IOC carried their names in gold letters. The transfer of
complimentary tickets was not forbidden. However, the Olympic badge (members of the IOC,
NOC, etc.) was not valid without a complimentary ticket or an identification card. The officials were
told to permit the holders of complimentary tickets to enter wherever they wished as far as possible.
The exceptions to this were the arenas and the rooms necessary for technical purposes.
From the files of our predecessors we could not learn how many seats they had reserved for the
holders of complimentary tickets at the different competition sites. The first requirement was that
the seats should be easily accessible and provide a good view. Too much space should not be taken
up, but consideration should be given to well justified wishes. For Stand C, for example, a total
of 1,468 complimentary tickets were issued and a corresponding number of seats were reserved
in the Olympic Stadium. All of the holders of these complimentary tickets attended the opening
and closing ceremonies and some other events in the Stadium. For the holders of these compli
mentary tickets, 351 seats could be reserved in the swimming stadium, 261 seats in the hockey
stadium, and 59 for fencing. On less important days there were sometimes empty seats, but the
number who wished to see the finals was often so great that the officials and police were obliged
to refuse them permission to enter. There were some protests against this unpleasant but unavoid
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able measure. However, in the end all concerned understood the situation and complied with the
regulations. Even a guest of honour must arrive early if he is anxious to see the finals of an event.
The table on pages 496 and 497 shows the seats reserved for guests of honour, the holders of
complimentary tickets, participants and active competitors, members of the press and the radio.
Experience showed that, in addition to the track and field events, the guests of honour had a
special preference for the swimming events. The number of seats reserved for them for these
events was too small. The correct number of seats had been estimated for hockey, riding, rowing
and polo. For gymnastics, weight-lifting, etc., the cycle races and the football and handball elimination
rounds, too great a number of seats had been reserved.
The individual stands were separated from one another and from the other spectators by ropes. At
every entrance and at the beginning of every row stood the words "Stand A," "Stand B," etc.
In order to prevent the number of complimentary tickets in the form of "general passes" from
being too great, a number of applicants had to be satisfied with complimentary tickets valid for
only one day. These were ordinary tickets on which the words "complimentary ticket" had been
stamped, which were given out free of charge for certain purposes.
The Olympic Statutes require that all competitors and judges shall have free entry to a block of
seats in the Olympic Stadium which has been partitioned off. For this purpose the western half of
Block D and Block E were reserved, a total of 2,628 seats. The competitor's badge with the Olympic
identity card entitled the holder to enter this block. If these seats were not sufficient, there were
further seats and standing room in the middle passageway and on the Marathon steps. The number
of seats reserved was in accord with the interest of the different events and performances in the
Olympic Stadium. On the average, about 4,400 seats were reserved.
At all other sites where contests were held, it was necessary to make a distinction between athletes
competing in other sports and those competing in the sport in question. The Olympic identity
card with the competitor's badge of the sport in question gave the holder access to the block for
active competitors. A ticket stamped "competitor's ticket" gave access to the block reserved for
other competitors. A portion of these tickets were distributed separately for mornings and after
noons. They were distributed to the members of the teams by the Sporting Department, in part
before and in part during the Games. Further details are contained in the section, "Olympic Home."
The ticket office determined the number and position of the seats for which complimentary tickets
were given out. The Sporting Department regulated the issue of complimentary tickets to the
members of the teams and those accompanying them, the members of the National Olympic Com
mittees and the International Federations. All other requests were handled by the special office
for guests of honour. Within the limits set, this office demanded from the ticket office compli
mentary tickets with an exact designation of their purpose, and gave a receipt for the tickets it received.
Special regulations governed the press and radio tickets. These are discussed in greater detail on
page 308.
Organization of the Ticket Department
The first order for tickets was received on August 17th, 1932. Later it was necessary to fill out and send
in the prescribed order form, at the same time sending a remittance to cover the cost of the tickets
desired. After the receipt of the order, a provisional allocation of seats was made. Then the order
form went to the bookkeeping department, where it was stamped upon receipt of the purchase price
and returned to the reservations office. The seat was definitely reserved, and the person ordering
received a "provisional seat assignment."
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The seat assignment contained the name and address of the person ordering, and the number and
type of the tickets allotted, with an exact designation of the block, row and seat numbers. These
assignments were intentionally not given the character of negotiable instruments, something like a
cheque, which could be exchanged by the holder for tickets at a given time. In that case it would
have been necessary when sending the tickets first to call in the many thousand seat assignments,
cancel them, and then hand out or send the tickets. The receipt of the bank or of the post office, if
remitted by postal order, or the receipt of the ticket office, was the receipt of the purchaser for the
money he had paid in. The seat assignments were made out with three carbon copies. The first copy
was kept in the files of the ticket office. The second was enclosed with the tickets when they were
sent. The third remained in the ticket store room as evidence of the disposition of the tickets.
The seat assignments were made out on the basis of "provisional tickets." Since the places in which
contests were to be held were not yet finished, and exact seating plans were not available, the provisional
tickets were printed in a different colour for each type of seat, according to the general distribution
of seats. Later they were marked according to the amount of space available for spectators and the
blocks. Each sample ticket represented a seat. The provisional reservation was marked in pencil.

Among the specta
tors in the swim
ming stadium were
Reich Minister of
EducationRustand
behind him Field
Marshal von Blomberg and General
Milch of the Air
Corps.

and the final reservation in ink. Thus at any moment it was possible to see how many seats had
been definitely sold, how many had been provisionally assigned, and how many were still available.
The journal sheets on which the cashier's office entered the amounts of money received each day
went to the bookkeeping department. Each entry was numbered. The same number was entered
on the order form and seat assignment. The bookkeeping department examined the order forms
and noted the day and amount received. The order forms and the seat assignments were arranged in
numerical order. A check of each transaction was possible at any time. Accounts with travel agencies
were handled in the same manner. The travel agencies were either given the commission to sell
definitely designated seats, or they sent in large orders at one time. Payment was made within a
period of time previously determined.
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The actual tickets were sent out by registered mail in accordance with the retained copies of the seat
assignments, the whole being duly controlled. All tickets coming in from the printing press were
first arranged according to the existing information concerning block, row and seat numbers. On
the basis of the copies of the seat assignments, the tickets to be sent out were then grouped together.
This work was difficult and time-consuming, and demanded the greatest accuracy on the part of the
office staff. To individuals alone, 17,000 registered letters, etc., were sent. On some days more than
1,000 were despatched.
Thenumber of employees in the Ticket Department increased from 3 in January, 1935 to 57 inMay, 1936.
Foreign Currency Regulations
Foreigners were required to pay for their tickets with foreign currency. In dealing with countries
such as the U.S.A., Japan and England, this regulation caused no difficulty. However, some other
countries had issued foreign currency regulations of their own. It was necessary for the Organizing
Committee to carry on detailed negotiations with the Reichsbank and with the corresponding
foreign authorities, in order to reach an agreement upon the manner of transferring these amounts.
Fortunately, despite the many difficulties, a practical agreement was made with all countries, and
almost all payments were received punctually.
The Sale of Tickets in Germany and Abroad
The commencement of the sale of Olympic Stadium passes had beenset for January 1st, 1935. However,
anxious prospective visitors sent in their orders even earlier. The work of the ticket bureau began
on November 1st, 1934. The organization of the sale of tickets had to be arranged in a few weeks. It
was decided from the beginning that the sale should be under the direct administration of the ticket
office. Therefore it was necessary to create a system by which written and verbal orders could be
filler! directly by the ticket office. A complicated network of subordinate bureaus was necessary
to advise the public and for the sale of tickets in other German cities and abroad. It was neither
desirable nor possible for these bureaus to be under the direct administration of the Ticket Department.
Negotiations were carried on in Berlin with the large travel agencies and steamship lines, who
proved ready to take over the sale of tickets. They agreed to accept bookings for tickets in all their
agencies and offices, and to do their own advertising. Financial dealings for all the branches of a firm
had to be carried on with its central office in Berlin, Hamburg or Bremen. Thus the work of the
ticket office was considerably facilitated. Agreements were made with the following travel agencies
and steamship lines:
American Express Company, Ltd., Berlin
The Official Italian Travel Bureau (CIT), Berlin
German Africa Lines, Hamburg
Hamburg South America Steamship Company, Hamburg
Central European Travel Bureau, Ltd., Berlin
North German Lloyd, Bremen
Travel Bureau of the Hamburg America Line, Berlin
Wagons-Lits/Thos Cook & Son, Berlin.

In addition, special agreements were made with large foreign travel agencies who sent in their
orders directly to the ticket office. A large number of German and foreign steamship lines, travel
agencies, and private and public offices also took orders for tickets, which they transmitted to one
of the above named travel bureaus. The names of these unknown helpers cannot be ascertained, but
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we wish here to thank them for their support. All suggestions that one office in any particular country
should be given the sole right to sell tickets were rejected.
Within Germany, the Army, the police force, the organizations of the Party, the National Socialist
Organization, "Strength through joy," the Reich Sport Headquarters and other organizations
sent large collective orders for their members directly to the ticket office. Such collective orders
also considerably facilitated the work.
The success resulting from well conducted publicity was surprising. The domestic demand
became so great, that on May 31st, 1935 the sale of Olympic Stadium passes in Germany had to be
stopped. The demand from foreign countries was at first smaller, due to the uncertain international
political situation. It was not intended to sell 16-day tickets for all the seats in the Olympic Stadium.
Also it was our duty as hosts to save seats for the foreign visitors who could not or did not wish
to make definite plans many months in advance. Therefore it was necessary to establish quotas for
Germany and for foreign countries. This was facilitated by the legal requirement that ticket orders
from abroad should be paid for with foreign currency. Since Germans were unable to obtain
foreign currency, they could not buy tickets abroad. Despite the temporary suspension of the sale of
passes, which was announced in the press and over the radio, numerous orders for passes continued
to come in. There was a considerable increase in the correspondence of the ticket office, and
unfortunately also in the number of disappointed people.
The sale of season tickets began on July 1st, 1935. A special abbreviation was adopted for each
type of ticket. For example, DKL was the abbreviation for the season tickets for the track and field
events. The sale was subject to the following conditions:
1. The tickets ordered will be reserved if they are available. After the order has been noted, the person making
the order is requested to send in the purchase price immediately.
2. After receipt of payment, the tickets are sent by registered mail to the address on the order form or to the
office which has made the sale.
3. The tickets reserved will be again placed on sale if payment is not made within 10 working days after it has
been requested. Special regulations govern orders from abroad.
4. An unlimited number of tickets may be ordered by each individual. However, the organizers reserve the right
to make only partial delivery or to refuse delivery.
5. No reductions in price are granted to groups or individuals.
6. Tickets cannot be returned or exchanged.
7. Advance sale can be discontinued at any time.
8. Fulfilment of contract by both parties to be made in Berlin.

A programme and a plan showing the location of the principal stadia were attached to the order
form. An exact time-table was also provided, since the purchasers of season tickets had the choice
of 13 events which often took place simultaneously. All order forms were distributed in German,
English, French, Italian and Spanish.
The initial demand for these tickets was also great. The opening and closing ceremonies, track
and field events, swimming, riding and gymnastics aroused the greatest interest. The quotas for
Germany were exhausted in October.
At the end of 1935 there was a sudden increase in the foreign demand. This came especially from the
Scandinavian countries, Czechoslovakia, the Balkan countries, England, Holland, Switzerland, the
U.S.A. and overseas. All the foreign tickets for the principal events (opening and closing ceremonies,
track and field events, swimming and riding) were sold out by the end of June, 1936.
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The Sale of Tickets through the Deutsche Bank und Disconto-Gesellschaft
The experience of the 1st of April in the ticket selling office on Hardenberg Strasse, as well as the
experience gained through handling written orders for individual tickets, led the Organizing Com
mittee to initiate the selling of tickets across the counter on a large scale in Berlin from June 15th. The
Deutsche Bank und Disconto-Gesellschaft was entrusted with this sale. The Deutsche Bank seemed
especially suited for this task. This bank, which was very favourably situated in the centre of the
city, had the largest counter space in Berlin. It had also a sufficient number of employees trained in
dealing with the public.
For this reason the bank was able to cope with a very large number of buyers, which reached a
maximum of about 30,000 on August 9th. The following additional details may be given concerning
this method of sale:
The public was informed through the press and the radio of the sale of tickets at the Deutsche Bank
und Disconto-Gesellschaft.
In order to prevent any complaint that the Berlin population were being favoured more than the
other Germans, the sale of tickets began simultaneously in all of the 270 branches of the Deutsche
Bank throughout the Reich. This caused a great deal of work, since it required an extensive inter
change of letters. Telephone calls from the other parts of Germany to Berlin also became so
numerous that at times the telephone operators could hardly keep pace.

Visitors at the gateway to Frisian House. Women alone were allowed to enter.

On April 1st, 1936 the sale of individual tickets began. For some competitions, such as track and field
events and swimming, all seats had been sold to the purchasers of season tickets. Therefore for these
events individual tickets were sold only for standing room. Only a few types of season tickets were
still on sale. Attached to the order form for individual tickets was an exact time-table, and also
a description of those tickets which for reasons of organization would not be placed on sale until
shortly before the beginning of the Games.
The demand for individual tickets was overwhelming. The ticket selling office was opened ex
perimentally on the morning of April 1st with a personnel of 11. It was forced to close on the evening
of the same day. The rooms were far too small to accommodate the thousands who wanted to buy
tickets, some of whom had lined up before the door during the preceding night. Within 11 days,
over 100,000 order forms were requested by letter. A great many orders were received for the types
of tickets which we had already reported as sold out. Therefore, in addition to filling orders, we were
obliged to carry on an extensive correspondence.
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tickets. The public even expected him to know, for example, which runners would compete against
one another in the individual races. The sellers who were not already well informed concerning sports,
quickly acquired considerable information on all these matters. To instruct them, special pamphlets
illustrating the various sports were made up. These proved very useful. The information department
also performed valuable services, especially with regard to the numerous foreign visitors. It was
necessary to have a large personnel in the information department, as many people had their pro
gramme for several days made for them there.
When the rush was greatest, loud speakers in front of the selling office kept the crowds constantly
informed. Every visitor was also given a list of the types of tickets available at the moment.

Queue in front of the building of the Deutsche Bank und Disconto-Gesellschaft where entrance tickets were sold publicly.

In Berlin, tickets were sold in the main hall of the bank's central office from 4 to 8 p.m. from June
15th to July 15th, and from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. from July 16th to August 16th. On the two Sundays
during the Olympic Games, the 2nd and 9th of August, it was necessary to sell tickets from 9 a.m.
till 6 p.m. There were at first 16 counters for the afternoon sales, as well as a special information
desk, for which the Organizing Committee provided persons knowing several languages.
Shortly before the beginning of the Games a rush began which made it necessary to establish a
control and to limit the number of buyers who could enter the selling office at one time to 100.
In consequence, there were often queues in front of the bank. It soon appeared that a great many
people wished to exchange tickets. All those who had bought passes or season tickets and did not
wish to see some of the events, tried to obtain, in exchange, tickets for other events. Therefore
crowds gathered in the streets, which were finally mentioned in the press as one of the interesting
sights of the city.
The greatest rush was recorded on the 9th of August, after it had been announced that there would
be a repetition of the Festival Play. On this day about 6,000 people were already standing at 9 o'clock
in the morning, in rows of 10 each, surrounding the entire large building, from Mauerstrasse to
Jager Strasse, Kanonier Strasse and Franzòsische Strasse. A counter record of 30,000 persons ac
commodated in a single day was established.
Foreign visitors from all over the world also applied for tickets here. The National Olympic
Committees in foreign countries had been informed by the Organizing Committee that tickets could
be bought at the Deutsche Bank und Disconto-Gesellschaft.
Experience showed that a ticket seller's activities cannot be limited to taking in money. Many
people came to the counters without knowing what they wanted to buy. Therefore it was
necessary for the ticket seller to be well informed concerning the sports for which he was selling
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On an average, 75 employees of the Deutsche Bank und Disconto-Gesellschaft were occupied with
the selling of the tickets. Of these, about 49 persons were in direct contact with the public, carrying
on supervision, roping off, acting as cashiers, and giving information. About 26 were occupied with
the accounts, counting the tickets, and the office work. In the last weeks, 50 further employees were
necessary from 4 p. m. on.
Of the approximately 1,500,000 tickets representing a value of 3,560,000 RM. delivered to it by the
Organizing Committee, the Deutsche Bank sold about 800,000 tickets, bringing in approximately
2 million RM. Of this, approximately 1,400,000 RM. was received over the counter in Berlin. The
remaining 600,000 RM. were obtained through large deliveries of tickets and through sales by the
branches of the bank. All tickets not sold by the Deutsche Bank were sent on the day before their
maturity to the daily box offices. Among these, for example, were about 400,000 tickets for the
football and handball preliminaries. These games took place on the different Berlin sport grounds
and not on the Reich Sport Field, and for this reason did not attract many spectators.
The sale of tickets at the Deutsche Bank was intended principally for the German public. On July 1st,
a further ticket office was opened on Hardenberg-Strasse to accommodate those foreign visitors who
had come to Germany without tickets and had been unable to obtain them at the Deutsche Bank.
Here the reserve stock of tickets was kept, including some types of tickets which had long been
considered sold out. They were for last minute requirements which came from abroad or which for
special reasons had to be given consideration. This office was open from 8 a.m. till 8 p.m. from
July 1st until the end of the Games. It had a personnel of 12 especially competent people. An in
formation department was also attached to this office, where foreigners could obtain advice con
cerning trips, theatres and other matters.
Daily Box Offices

Toward the end of July, it was seen that there were still tickets left for the less popular sports, which
the ticket offices would not be able to sell. Therefore daily box offices were set up. These were
placed in the hands of the "Dewag," which also provided the ticket control officials and the
men who supervised parking. A central office in the administration building of the Organizing
Committee received the tickets which were returned from the ticket offices making advance sales,
redistributed them to the daily box offices, and handled accounts with the latter. The head of this
central office also had to make sure that the box offices were provided with the necessary ticket
sellers and the required small change. Head cashiers were in charge of the work at each place where
a contest was held. It was difficult to know in advance how many ticket sellers would be needed,
since the surplus tickets were usually not returned to the central office until late in the evening
before their maturity. The "Dewag" overcame this difficulty by having available a number of reserve
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The Ticket Officials
The organization of the ticket control for all contests was entrusted to the "Dewag G. m. b. H."
under the direction of Major-General Huebner.
The estimate of the number of ticket officials needed, based on the model of the Stadium and the
plans for the other sites of contest, had later to be considerably increased. The number finally
required was in round figures 1,670. On certain days an additional 220 to 280 men were employed
on the Berlin sport grounds for the elimination rounds. Tall men of prepossessing appearance were
chosen. Over 500 knew foreign languages. The ticket offices instructed them by means of conducted
tours, special courses and albums showing the tickets, identity cards and badges. In collaboration
with the police staff and the "Dewag," directions were issued concerning the location of the places
where contests were to be held, official regulations, the number and posts of the ticket control officials,
the location of the seats for guests of honour, competitors, the press, the radio and the public.
The control officials were also instructed concerning their places of duty before, during and after
the various events, and were given directions for dealing with the different guests. These instructions
were largely confined to exact details concerning the various tickets and identity cards. It was required
that the control officials be able to distinguish at a glance between all the different categories of
tickets and to direct the holders of tickets to their seats in a clear, understandable manner.

Auxiliary seats for the active competitors on the day of the equestrian competitions.

ticket sellers, who could be immediately used if there was need for their services. For the most
part the ticket sellers were former bank employees, who were chosen and engaged according to the
same principles which governed the employment of the other ticket controllers. On certain days, as
many as 150 ticket sellers were employed.
A total of about 650,000 RM. was received at the daily box offices. The daily receipts were delivered
to the bank by the central office in rolls or packets. The "Dewag" was responsible for the correctness
of the accounts, and had accordingly given a large bond against theft as well as against any deficit.
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An obliging control official assists the Olympic victor, Riccardi.
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Press and Radio, Participants and Active Competitors

3rd- 8th
9th
12th-14tb

6

1
3

50

2nd, 5th, 6th, 14th
4th, 7th, 16th
10th-12th
15th

4
3
3
I

3rd
7th-11th
12th-14th

1
5
3

7th—11th

5

2nd—6th and 12th—15th

9

2nd— 9th
10th—15th

8/15
6/11

58
58

30
30

88
88

9th
10th

1
1

23
23

15
15

7th- 8th
11th—14th

2
4

100
100

36

IV. May (Polo) Field

14. Polo
15. Berlin Youth
16. Equestrian Sports

V. Dietrich Eckart Open-Air Theatre ...

17.
18.
19.
20.

"Das Frankenburger Wiirfelspiel"
Herakles
Gymnastics
Olympic Concert

21. Modern Pentathlon: Fencing
22. Fencing
23. Basketball

VI. Tennis Stadium

24. Basketball

VII. Tennis Courts

25. Fencing

VIII. Cupola Hall

26. Wresding and Weight-Lifting
27. Boxing

IX. Deutschland Hall

28. Marathon Race
29. 100 km Road Race

X. Avus Motor Road
XI. Griinau Regatta Course

30. Canoeing
31. Rowing

6th- 8th

32. Cycling

XII. Cycling Stadium

33. Modem Pentathlon: Cross-Country Riding

XIII. Doberitz

34. Cross-Country Riding
XIV. Shooting Ranges at Ruhleben
Shooting Ranges at Wannsee
XV. Wannsee Golf Course

35. Modern Pentathlon: Shooting
36. Shooting
37. Modern Pentathlon: Cross-Country Run...

50

50
50

3,637
5,338
35,304
17,652
8,826
3,395
4,413
4,523
1,289

2,128
2,279
14,321
3,869
1,839
38,478')
1,785
1,732
2,138

95

351
351

95
95
351

366
366
271

125
125
87

468
668
228

342
342
114

769
6,152
351

491
3,928
358

810
8,080
342

1,057
1,314
107

72

261

281

195

48

660

267

9,348

2,916

11,124

3,184

108 108 108
total: 680
108 108 108

350

412
891
412

233
72
unlimited
364
98

441

200

6,816
1,571
3,408

1,830

3,846

unlimited

95

350

2,5583)
98

1,051
2,102
8,408
4,204
2,102
1,051
1,051
1,051
1,051

61

98

97

total: 200
50
50
50
50

3723)

8373)
4803)
377 332 401
66
2,367
78 6

—

1,386

3,528

5,450
19,000
2,339

—

10,232
2,511
3,189
2,367

1,488
1,440
1,401
786

560
600
8,274
50

75
538
2,105
118
500

—

200

976
1403)
2003)
2,3365)
50

.—.
—

422

—.

200
200
260

100
100
150

20
20
20

260
420
260

100
100
100

480
2,400
1,620

120
600
510

360
2,600
1,080

total: 200

100

90

10

150

100

1,500

500

1,250

total: 119

100

1,602

1,089

3,150

392
4283)

14,505
10,637

7,290
5,346

11,580
11,088

50
50

80
80

80

—

—

26,572

597

400

—

—

—•

—

—

28

10
2

—

—

—

—

—

18,939
20,571
10,661
12,365
5,119
14,969
3,321
1,460
6,150
3,710

26

6,067

3,200
9

55,299
29,444

127
127

173
173

400
400

86
86

380
580

24
24

45
45

73
73

206
256

175
175

27
27

unlirr ited
6)
100

386
436

202
202

unlimited

—

100

—•

70
70

70
70

122
122

431
431

-233
250

329
379

35
35

600
612

200
200

2,052
4,172

728
1,656

1,600
3,248

126
1,263

—

18

48

51

72

103

389

35

300

50

984

1,272

1,050

1,146

300

230

300

300

300

18,724
1,853

.—.

511
100

—
—

—
—
—

700

588
838
4,506
10,339
5,452

unlimited

unlimited

200

200

30

100

+ 200

200

—

—

—

730

—

—

1,998

—

—

unlimited

15th

unlimited

295

250

50

100
100

200

+ 295

50

150

65

150

450

210

1,050

1,103

4th

1

10

10

10

10

10

100

50

15

6th— 8th

3

10

10

10

10

10

100

50

20

6th

1

10

10

10

10

10

100

100

30

300

50

150

130

350

1,000

50

20

80

65

250

61

300

201

1,425

1,555

2,505

1,700

400

50

300

311O3)

—

—

39

12

61

34

136

68

238

38

300

194

1,400

1,104

1,976

3

35

21

35

23

46

66

220

30

300

231

678

750

1,593

—

XIX. Police Stadium

41. Handball, Elimination Rounds

6th, 7th, 8th, 10th

4

30

30

30

30

120

60

120

30

200

60

1,200

600

1,040

—

42. Handball, Elimination Rounds

6th, 7th, 8th, 10th

4

40

40

40

40

64

48

100

20

200

60

1,088

480

1,040

1,980

1,188

33

4th-10th and 13th

The following distinction has been made between "participants" and "active competitors:" "Participants" include athletes and referees, while "active competitors" designate for instance the
contests, the swimmers in the swimming events and so on. A boxer or a cyclist present
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—

3,744

200

—

4th, 6th, 8th

writing desks were furthermore placed

—

3,127
23,218
1,158

—

37

40. Football, Elimination Rounds

144

—

84

XVIII. Hertha-BSC Field

compartments with

—

—

59

20

!) Eighteen

—

—

491
491

2nd

July 15th to August 16th

—

4,125

50

44. Yachting

—

75

4

XXII. Kiel Bay

—

100

2503)

3rd, 5th, 6th, 7th

43. Art Exhibition

•—•

650

39. Football, Elimination Rounds

XXI. Exhibition Halls on Kaiserdamm

—
•—

150

5

XX. Sport Ground on Hohenzollerndamm,

2,517
no

13,305
19,515
91,438
41,279
20,189
46,635
11,060
11,617
11,836

200

3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th

XVII. Mommsen Stadium

—
—

—

550
300

—

38. Football, Elimination Rounds

XVI. Post Stadium
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Total Complimen
tary Tickets
For the
Duration
of Each
Event

60

210

6,489
9,762
30,888
15,444
7,422
3,711
3,711
4,311
7,358

Partici

45

210

3,6271)
2,6693)
'
4,413
4,413
4,413
—3,395
—
4,413
—
4,523
1,289

pants

60

210

9741)
9741)
9741)
9741)
9741)
9741)

772)
772)
772)
772)
772)
772)
772)
772)
772)

Press and
Radio

12

13. Hockey

210

Other
Compli
mentary
Tickets

4th—15th

III. Hockey Stadium

1

210

1,705
1,705
1,555
1,555
1,555
2,155
5,202

Partici
pants and
Active
Compe
titors

76
76

1

210

9741)
9741)

Radio

57
57

5th
8th—15th
16th

1
1
1
1

210

9741)

Press and

8

95
95

10. Modern Pentathlon: Swimming
11. Swimming
12. Relay of the Continents

II. Swimming Stadium

2

4,333
2,7253)

Honour

1,468
1,468
1,468
1,468
1,468
1,468
1,468
1,468
1,468

210

Guests of

210

Active
Compe
titors

136
136
136
136
136
136
136
136
136

1
2
8
4

Opening Ceremony
Festival Play and Repetition
Athletics
Football
Handball
Music and Dances of the Nations
Baseball
Military Concert
Equestrian Sports and Closing Ceremony .

Partici
pants

Stand
C

175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175

1st
1st and 3rd
2th—9th
10th, 11th, 13th, 15th
12th and 14th
10th
12th
13th
16th

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

I. Olympic Stadium

Radio

Stand
B

167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167

Events

Press

Stand
A

and

Diplom.
Corps

August

of Days

Gov.
Loge

Event

Site

Total of Complimentary Tickets for the Duration of the Event
Additional

Number of Complimentary Tickets per Day and Event
Total of Seats Reserved

Number

Guests of
Honour

Number of Seats Reserved for the Guests of Honour,

the disposal of the press.—2) The radio reporters were given ten compartments with 80 writing desks.
in the Olympic Stadium

free admission

603)

303)

63)

free aiimiss.

Seats were provided on the accompanying boats according
to the respective requirements.
athletes engaged in the athletic competitions, the hockey players in the hockey
at the swimming competitions, for example, would be regarded as a "participant."
3) Average.—4) Issued as complimentary tickets.—5) 1,168 seats
Pass was valid for admission.

32

for morning

fr. admiss.

—

—

20

—

400

365
1,765
1,630
7,985

—

4,830

—

3,021

300

—

3,140

300

—

3,408

12

—

3,200

—

500

55

Seats were provided on the accompanying boats according
to the respective requirements.
185,600

64,222

169,001

and afternoon respectively.—6) 100 Seats,

132,191

4,682

11,278

total

566,944

standing room unlimited.—?) The additional ticket contained
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Receipts from the Sale of Admission Tickets
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1,716,190.60

Marathon Race

Avus Motor Road

1

Wrestling and Weight-Lifting

Deutschland Hall

8/15

141,129.50

Boxing

Deutschland Hall

6/11

324,292.50

9,676.50

14

52,936 —

Fencing

Cupola Hall and Tennis Stadium

Shooting

Shooting Ranges at Wannsee

3

1,937.50

Modern Pentathlon

Dôberitz, Tennis Stadium, Shooting Range at Ruhleben,
Swimming Stadium, Wannsee Golf Course

5

37,260.—

Gymnastics

Dietrich Eckart Open-Air Theatre

3

152,619.89

Equestrian Sports

May (Polo) Field, Dôberitz

4

310,302.25

Cycling

Cycling Stadium ..

3

46,398 —
469.60

11

Cycling Training

Cycling Stadium • • •

14

12

100 km Road Race

Avus Motor Road .

1

1,398 —

13

Swimming

Swimming Stadium

8

372,579.—

14

Swimming Training

Swimming Stadium

5

61,814 —
28,807.—

15

Relay of the Continents

Swimming Stadium

1

16

Rowing

Griinau Regatta Course

4

380,419 —

17

Canoeing

Griinau Regatta Course

2

32,586.—

18

Yachting

Kiel Bay

8

19

Football, Eliminating Rounds

20

Football, Eliminating Rounds

Olympic Stadium

p

21

Hockey

22

6/12

49,235.—
157,014.—

4

1,479,544.70

Hockey Stadium

12

275,152 —

Handball, Eliminating Rounds

Police Stadium, Sport Ground on Hohenzollerndamm..

4/8

28,831.—

23

Handball

Olympic Stadium

2

438,290.40

24

Basketball

Tennis Stadium and Courts

8

33,194 —

25

Baseball and Concert

Olympic Stadium

1

210,968.70

26

Polo

May (Polo) Field ,

6

308,461.50
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27

Opening Ceremony

Olympic Stadium ..

1

519,473.85
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28

Equestrian Sports and Closing Ceremony ...

Olympic Stadium ..

1

541,206.35

29

Festival Play and Repetition

Olympic Stadium ..

4

500,016.20

30

Music and Dances of the Nations

Olympic Stadium ..

1

93,390.—

31

Military Concert

Olympic Stadium ..

1

213,319.70

32

Berlin Youth

May (Polo) Field ..

1

12,133.50

33

"Das Frankenburger Wiirfelspiel"

Dietrich Eckart Open-Air Theatre

4

200,202.—
206,260 —
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34

"Herakles"

Dietrich Eckart Open-Air Theatre

5

35

Olympic Concert

Dietrich Eckart Open-Air Theatre

1

58,150 —

36

Art Exhibition

Exhibition Hall on Kaiserdamm.. •

33

39,281.55

37

Presentations at theFestivalfortheParticipants

Deutschland Hall

1

4,503 —

.I^
o

9,034,442.79

o 00

32*
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Committee concerning the work of the following day. The officials were given general instructions.
These were supplemented by special instructions for the individual sites of competition, which

Number of Ticket Controllers Required
Place

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Olympic Stadium
Swimming Stadium
Hockey Stadium
Polo Field
or Equestrian Ground
Tennis Courts (Basketball)
Gymnasium and Cupola Hall
Dietrich Eckart Theatre
Deutschlancl Hall
Cycling Stadium
Griinau
Wannsee (shooting ranges)
Staaken Aerodrome
Exhibition
Dôberitz (Military)
Wannsee Golf Club
Olympic Village (sentry duty)
Reich Sport Field (safeguarding) ..
Beat controls
:
For the elimination rounds:
Post Stadium
Mommsen Stadium
Hertha Sport Ground
Field of the "Berliner Sport-Verein"
Police Stadium

Head
Controllers

Senior
Controllers

1
1
1
1
(1)
1
(1)
1
1
1
(1)
1
—

15
2
2
3
(2)
2
1
2
6
2
2
2
1

—

—

1

—

Controllers
526
90
70
140
(95)
40
40
95
190
70
71
93
12
10
12
15
30
18
69
30

—

1
1
1
1
1

10

45

1,621

6
2
2
2
2

125
90
80
25
30

—
—
—
—

1
1
1
1
1

stated among other things:
Blocks reserved for the members of the Government, guests of honour, the press, competitors, the radio, etc.;
Entrances and exits for certain seats or groups of spectators, competitors, youths, holders of passes in the form
of insignia, technical personnel, etc. ;
Distribution of the first aid personnel;
Location of the lost and found office and the washrooms;
Police station and fire department station;
Post of the head controller and the platoon leader;
List of the ticket officials and ushers and their special tasks.

Every control official carried with him the instructions and a table showing all the badges and
insignia issued by the Organizing Committee. The following extract from the instructions shows
how carefully the officials were prepared for their duties;
Every controller must constantly remember that he is under the eyes of the representatives of 53 nations. The
success of the Olympic Games depends partly upon the work and the conduct of the control officials. Germany
is the host. The official must combine the highest degree of courtesy with the greatest resolution.
A guest is never in the wrong. He must of course possess a valid ticket or identity card. The examination of
tickets and the ushering must be carried out with the most conscientious accuracy, and in these matters the
guests must comply with the regulations.
The holders of complimentary tickets, the press and foreign visitors are to be treated with special consideration.
In case of any breaches of the peace, the police are to be notified. The police must preserve order.
No one can demand entrance who does not hold a valid ticket or valid identity card issued by the Organizing

In addition to the experienced personnel of the "Dewag," there were among the ticket officials many
students, former soldiers, pensioned government officials, pensioners and members of National
Socialist organizations. Among those with linguistic qualifications, 250 spoke English, 140 French,
33 Italian, 20 Spanish, 10 each spoke Polish, Russian and Swedish, 5 each Danish, Norwegian,
Hungarian and Dutch, 4 each Serbian and Rumanian, 3 each Finnish and Portuguese, 2 each
Lithuanian and Bulgarian, one spoke Turkish and one Arabic.

Committee. Police officials, members of the fire department, postmen, members of the first aid service, and the
adjutants of Ministers and members of their staffs must all have identity cards of the Organizing Committee.
On the Reich Sport Field, the first ticket control takes place at the police barrier, the next at the main entrance.
In the Olympic Stadium, those wishing to lodge complaints should be directed to the information department
(East steps). Here is also the interpreter service.
The assistant of the Olympic Press Department on duty and the voluntary service of the SS are responsible for
ushering and supervision in the press stand.

The uniform of the ticket officials was the same for all the places where contests were held, for the
Art Exhibition, and for the Olympic Village. They wore a single-breasted blue cloth jacket with red
collar facings and white braid, with grey and red shoulder straps. Black cloth or white linen trousers
were worn, and a cap with a red border. This cap had either a blue cloth crown or a white linen
crown, depending upon the weather. The control officials wore the Olympic Bell as a cockade.
On the left forearm each had a red badge with a white border, with the word "Kontrolle" and
his serial number. The work was organized according to military principles. Twenty to 40 men made
up a platoon, under the direction of a platoon leader (senior official). Each day the platoon leaders
received from the management orders, on a printed form, for the employment of their men on
the following day. They kept daily rolls, requested replacements when men were absent, regulated
the detailed distribution of the work, and settled accounts with the management. At all the larger
places there were head officials representing the management.

The voluntary service of the SS, the representative of the Organizing Committee and the leaders of the SS are

This decentralized organization proved satisfactory. The management worked in the closest col
laboration with the Organizing Committee. Every evening the director consulted with the Organizing

The chief control official must examine daily the measures taken for first aid and for extinguishing and reporting
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responsible for ushering and supervision in the stands for guests of honour.
Stairs and passages must be kept clear. Nothing may be sold in the stands themselves. This prohibition also
applies to the sale of programmes. The circulation of vendors among the public is not permitted on any part of
the Reich Sport Field. The vendors who are admitted will all be assigned fixed positions.
The conduct of the control officials must at all times be dignified and correct. They are not permitted to lean
against anything, sit, eat, drink or smoke while on duty, carry on conversations among themselves or with
acquaintances, read newspapers or programmes, unbutton their uniforms or take off their caps.
It is strictly forbidden for controllers to ask for free tickets, sell any objects or accept tips. When the national anthem
is played, the control officials must stand motionless and give the German salute. The chief control official
must immediately report to the appropriate headquarters any damages, holes in the ground, damaged or missing
seats or anything of a similar nature.
fires, and the condition of the drinking fountains, cloakrooms, telephones, etc.
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Irrespective of their age, children must be provided with a full admission ticket.
It is forbidden to bring in bicycles, chairs, collapsible stools, wheel chairs, perambulators, ladders, dogs, or
balloons.
Spectators may take photographs from the stands if they do not disturb others. They may not leave their seats
for this purpose, or climb to elevated positions. It is forbidden to take flashlight photographs.

In addition to the theoretical preparation for their duties, the officials were given practical instruction
on the Reich Sport Field and were also trained in special courses. The mass attendance rehearsals
before the opening of the Olympic Games were of great value to the officials. On these occasions the
full personnel was employed and performed the same tasks which were later required of them
during the Games.
The so-called "beat controls" of three men each were a new feature in the organization. Several of these
were allotted to the contest sites daily. It was their duty to aid and supervise the officials, to settle
disputes concerning seats on the spot, to receive or act upon complaints made by the visitors. In all
the stands, including those for the guests of honour and the press, the officials of the beat controls
made sure that the spectators were occupying the right seats. They conducted spectators to their
seats. They gave spectators who were unfamiliar with sports information in their own language
concerning the contest or the rules governing athletic competition. Before the competitions
began, the officials of the beat controls stood at the main gates and directed the crowds to the proper
entrances.

The members of the IOC were guests of Reich Sport Leader von TschammerundOsten at this charming spot on the Havel just outside Berlin.

Source : Bibliothèque du CIO / IOC Library

Olympic Hymn
by Erich Lubahn

Welcome as our guests, ye Nations,
Through our open gates draw nigh!
Festive be our celebrations.
Honour be our battle-cry!
Youth would fain its strength be showing
And excel: Olympia!
Praise on thee by deeds bestowing.
Conquer well; Olympia!
Many nations' pride and flower
To the contest hither came;
And their prowess and their power.
Bright and clear burns like a flame.
Strength and spirit—do not tarry!
Hallowed name; Olympia!
Some will soon thy laurel carry.
Crown of fame; Olympia!

varied musical recitals served as a framework to the Games. From a host of problems, directly or
indirectly connected with it, and frequently alluded to in this book, only the most important ones
can be mentioned here.
Jointly with the Organizing Committee the Reich Chamber of Music published a complete edition
of the national anthems of all participating nations for chamber-music, brass bands and string
orchestras. The Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra of wind instruments, conducted by Professor Franz
von Blon, during their rehearsals repeatedly consulted the ambassadors and envoys of the partici
pating nations in order to bring out the exact characteristics of each anthem.
The Olympic Concert formed a feature of particular interest in the great variety of musical recitals.
It took place on August 15th, in the Dietrich Eckart Open-Air Theatre, and was attended by rep
resentatives of the Government of the Reich, the Diplomatic Corps, State and Municipal Depart
ments, Party Organizations, as well as a number of foreign guests. The evening began with the
Olympic Hymn by Richard Strauss, then followed an address given by Dr. Lewald. The next
item of the programme was the performance of several musical compositions, which had been
awarded the gold or silver medal. Waves of applause surged through the amphitheatre. With
one exception all of the musical Olympic winners conducted their own works.
"Herakles," an oratorio by Handel, was chosen by the Reich Chamber of Music, as well as the
Organizing Committee, not only because there existed an inner link with the Olympic idea, but

And with all our hearts thus beating
In a noble unity.
Let us all, our oath repeating.
Vow to honour thy decree.
Let the best then be victorious,
Joy on earth; Olympia!
And defeat be not inglorious.
Peace on earth; Olympia!
(Translated by Paul Kerby)
As an introduction, the Olympic Hymn, which in the meantime has been published, is reproduced here. Text by Erich Lubahn.
Music by Richard Strauss. The song was unanimously accepted by the IOC as the official Olympic Hymn for all times to come.

FESTIVE ARRANGEMENTS
The Musical Setting of the Programme
On May 21st, 1935 the Organizing Committee instructed the Reich Chamber of Music to arrange
the musical part of the Olympic Games. Particularly this side was to receive the attention due to
it, here in the "Land of Music." Thus, from the opening meeting of the IOC on July 29th until the
memorable festival which brought the Xlth Olympic Games to an end, a choice selection of widely
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The final scene from
Handel's oratorio, "Herakles."
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